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Abstract
Barbed Wire Lasso is a collection of personal essays and memoir that explore religion,
culture and matters of class in a southern rural childhood. The collection moves beyond
childhood and a rural setting to emphasize how these beginnings shape philosophies and
lifelong patterns of behavior, forming an identity unique to its customs. Some essays
within the collection utilize a lyrical narrative approach juxtaposed with a journalistic
approach to chronicle the oftentimes misunderstood or invisible lives of women and
minorities in the south. While other works, such as the many vignettes and crisp pieces
of memoir found here, harness a southern storytelling voice to illuminate life in rural and
urban west Tennessee. All works blend together to focus the lens on specific eras of rural
and urban southern living with an inimitable perspective that easily flows anywhere
between the landscapes of rolling green countryside to inner city Memphis.
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Water in My Bones
The flames threw light across Mama’s face when she pulled back the iron door to
our wood heater. She looked something of an angel there in the dark in her soft, cotton
robe with that glow of fire around her. Just like the angels in my Sunday school book,
the ones with their peaceful faces and flowing hair. This was before the preacher spoiled
what it meant to be an angel. He will say the angels are fierce things, not the lovely
things we like to imagine. He will say in the Old Testament, angels were called upon by
God to do great and terrible things, to bring dreadful news, to smite down the wicked.
This was when angels were still innocent to me.
Mama poked around in the fire with a makeshift poker to heat up the coals for
another log. She disappeared into the kitchen of our farmhouse and came back with a big
copper kettle, the third one she had heated on our stove for me.
“Sit back now so you don’t get burned. This water is very hot.”
I squeezed into one end of the washtub while Mama trickled a stream of hot water
down the other side. The heat moved around me like slow lava. I stretched back out as
much as I could inside the small tub and sighed – Ahhhhh.
“You need to get out soon. Your sister still needs to bathe.”
“But it feels so good.”
“Just like the cowboy days, huh? We’re roughing it!”
She smiled down at me, orange and gold glimmers orbiting her still. Light
follows light.
That was the way of it with Mama. Hard things turned easier, even cheerful at
times. No running water in our new home meant we were time travelers, western settlers
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bathing fireside in the wilderness. The only light, other than that from the fire and
Mama, fell through the kitchen doorway – a contorted diamond fluorescing the wood
floor cut down to sleepy candles with the right amount of imagination and squinting. I
squinted up at Mama.
“Yep!” I answered, “We’re like the cowboys!”
Her small frame lowered over the washtub as she poured the last bit of warmth
from the kettle. Dad was just outside chopping wood; Mama devoted herself to keeping
the fire stoked and my bath water heated. I squeezed my knees up to my chin again and
wrapped my arms around my legs, spindly elbows dangled at the edge of the washtub. I
was allowed to be a cowboy, in the washtub in front of the fire, until my skin shriveled.
~
Before the farmhouse, we lived in a tiny trailer parked at the edge of a family
farm seventy miles east of Memphis. Our little trailer rolled away from the farm one day
and we moved quickly into a home that was not quite ready for us. Bit by bit, wall by
wall, brick by brick – we grew up together, the farmhouse and us. Out there in the
middle of a whole lot of nothing but rolling green hills and water everywhere we needed
it, almost everywhere. It took a while for running water and plumbing to show up at the
farmhouse. Air conditioning almost never came and when it did, it was in the form of
one window unit in the living room that we were forbidden to touch unless someone was
in danger of heatstroke. My sister and I trotted off to the shady creek that fed our lake
when we felt hot. Searching for cottonmouths with our bell-bottom pants held up,
scrunching sand and bits of gravel between our toes. We could strip down and swim in
the lake too, but the cows sometimes beat us there. When it rained on warm days, we
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showered underneath the water splashing off the pitch of our roof. We were beguiled
when those rains brought flood waters that carried the lake all the way across our fields to
the bottom of the hill where our farmhouse stood. We had a whole new lake to explore
then. Wading into unchartered watery terrain, Goldenrod and Bitterweed transformed
into seaweed, swaying against the waves made by our movements, stroking our ankles as
we navigated the marsh. All that water turned icy cold in the winter. But we were
always warm. There was always a fire burning. Fire to heat the water.
˜
We’d only been in our new farmhouse a couple of weeks. We would be okay.
We were in the last bit of winter, we had our trusty wood heater, and this new bath-time
experience had become some strange backward luxury to me. Most of the interior walls
were just studs. Mama hung yellow sheets with delicate bunches of lavender flowers
bound with ribbons around the tub for privacy.
I glanced in the corner at the five gallon jugs to gauge their levels. I tried to
estimate, “guess-timate” my father would call it, how much water was there. I worried
myself over how long I could stay in the metal washtub in front of the wood heater. In
my own private cowboy place behind the yellow sheets where a mother, more like an
angel in a child’s admiring eyes, swept in from time to time to keep me warm with fire
poking and hot water. Water that was no ordinary water.
My father had located a natural spring near our farmhouse. Before we moved in,
he’d had the water tested through our local agriculture department, boasting to us that the
tall man with glass vials and droppers claimed our spring contained some of the purest
water he had ever tested. Back and forth we went between our farmhouse-in-the-making
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and our natural spring, hauling water for our needs. Clear sweet water drawn up from the
earth a wonder we celebrated often. Coming right out of the ground pure the way it did
and going straight into the washtub by way of my angel-mother made me feel like I was
bathing in holy water.
Mama opened the door to the heater again and chucked in two more logs –
How much wood could a woodchuck chuck if a woodchuck could chuck wood?
She recited the tongue twister twice more as she prodded the fire, shifting the logs
where she wanted them. I giggled and Mama laughed. Her tongue always tied up once
she started laughing. She gave it up on the fourth go around. I wondered if angels ever
recited tongue twisters and laughed like Mama.
“Five more minutes,” Mama warned, shaking off the last bit of laughing.
“Okay,” I said, knowing I would beg again and again for more time in the metal
washtub, listening for the sound of my father’s axe to strike as he split more logs out
back.
Mama’s easy laugh spilling over me.
I filled my cowboy hands. Lifting the water to my face, I stared down into my
palms at the miracle swirling there, divined every story of how it came to be.
Mysteries that belonged to me.
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Blue Dinosaur
I. Rob a Townie:
I remember stealing only once. It was not the sort of thing a God-fearing girl
would normally do. Stealing would set my seven-year-old soul in danger of the Hell fire
promised to me every week by Sunday school teachers and weeping pastors pacing the
pulpit, raising their bibles and shaking their heads at the shame of it all. I coveted
something deeply though which I knew was a violation of the Ten Commandments and
would surely be my doom, but since I had coveted already, why not go ahead and take
what I wanted? I had already broken one of the Commandments with just my want.
There was never any mention that Hell would be hotter the more Commandments I
violated. Only one would suffice.
And so, I robbed a townie.
II. A How-To Guide for Robbing Townies:
I robbed a townie. I argued to God that it was fair anyway because townies had
everything. Farm kids had nothing but dirt. Sometimes food grew out of it and we ate.
Sometimes it didn’t and we got a little hungry now and again. Hunger for nourishment is
easier to stifle than the hunger for another life. Rarely satisfied was my desire to have
what other children had. I wanted new jackets and shoes instead of those that were
handed down God knows how many times. I wanted clothing that was not handmade by
my mother, even though I knew what she created with love and skill, cutting and sewing
fabric late into the night, was far superior to anything the townies could order from the
Sears & Roebuck catalog. I wanted candy. I wanted toys. I wanted a red skateboard in
spite of the reality that there was only dirt and grass and a small concrete porch to scoot it
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across. I wanted what belonged to my 2nd grade classmate, a dark-haired boy with fair
skin and laughing eyes.
On this rainy spring day when I was to become a thief, recess was held indoors.
Some of us played Duck-Duck-Goose or I-Spy, some read books, and a few of us
gathered around the dark-haired boy as he retrieved a bag of plastic dinosaurs from his
backpack. He let the dinosaurs fall onto the mottled gray and blue commercial carpeting
that covered a portion of our classroom, and we all began playing with them. They were
unnaturally colored things, bright red and green, yellow and blue. We made dinosaur
sounds and dying noises when the Tyrannosaurus Rex killed the smaller dinosaurs. The
owner of the dinosaurs made it clear that he was in charge of the T-Rex.
“They’re my dinosaurs,” he said, “This one is my favorite, but I will share the
others.”
That was all right with me because I felt a special connection with a blue
Stegosaurus that had been cast to the side. I was the only girl in the dinosaur group. The
boys shunned my dinosaur noise and play. Even the boy in charge would not use the TRex to eat my Stegosaurus although he ate all the other dinosaurs. The boys forgot all
about me and the blue Stegosaurus so he and I drifted off into our own dinosaur land,
eating grass and chasing imaginary Pterodactyls. All too soon our teacher, Mrs. Clifft
called for clean-up as recess would be over in five minutes. This set us all in gear to be
back in our seats on time as Mrs. Clifft was a tyrant, as terrifying as any of those
dinosaurs on the floor should they have taken up life in their true forms and began
tromping around our classroom crushing victims. Mrs. Clifft crushed victims all the
time. With her words. And with a long, thick wooden paddle that lifted me off the floor
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from the force of it every time she swung it. My petite body suspended itself on tiptoes,
and then rocked back onto my heels, only to be raised up again in the next moment by
another whack. Sometimes, Mrs. Clifft grabbed my arm and held me in place for
paddlings because I was too small to ground myself and brace. I tiptoed, rocked back,
stumbled forward. I was all over the place. She learned she could hit me better if she
helped me be still for it.
The boys in our group dropped the dinosaurs where they were and left the owner
of them to scoop them up on his own. As he deposited them into the clear plastic bag
from whence they had come, there was a brief moment the good in me tried to drop the
dinosaur into the pile with the others. But my hunger to have it proved too great. I
palmed the dinosaur into my hand, walked away, and with all the stealth a fledgling
bandit can have, posited the thing into the slide-out cubby of my desk. I glanced back at
my classmate just as he was shoving the other dinosaurs into his backpack, fully
expecting that he had noticed the missing stegosaurus and was about to name me a thief
to our teacher. That didn’t happen. It was easy enough for me to slip my prize into my
book satchel at the end of the day. I kept my hand inside my satchel the entire hour-long
bus ride home, gripping the toy dinosaur just to be sure of it, not daring to bring it out
into the open for any of the other poor kids to claim as I had done. I wrapped my hand
tightly around the blue dinosaur, feeling the ridges along its back and the spikes on its
tail. I marveled that it was mine.
Part III. The Drawbacks of Robbing Townies:
When the bus dropped us at our stop, I ambled along behind my sister on our
walk home, leaving enough space between us so I could enjoy my treasure privately. The
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sun peaked out from behind a cloud and sparked the auburn highlights of her long, wavy
hair. I longed for her dark tresses instead of my own stringy dishwater-colored strands.
Come summer, I’d use my blonde streaks to pretend I was a California girl. The other
seasons were spent envying my sister’s beauty. But in that moment, my walk was a little
prouder than hers, a little richer, because I had a new friend.
We trekked a half-mile down, down, down the curvy gravel drive that became
worse for the wear the closer it snaked toward our farmhouse. The portion of the road
owned by the county was well-maintained, with healthy amounts of gravel and properly
graded. The road became our actual driveway at the end of it however and those parts
were much less rocky, more narrow, and more to the liking of a proper farm girl. I liked
the sound and crunch of gravel under my feet.
I walked the gravel road with the blue dinosaur in my hand, as happy as I ever
remember being as a child. He and I played dinosaur games all afternoon outside until
the sun went down. I imagine feeding the dinosaur bits of turnip greens underneath the
table at suppertime, and that being the last bit of our fun together. When dusk settled in, I
began to feel the weight of the blue dinosaur. I can feel the weight of it now forty years
later.
By bedtime, I felt as heavy as any sinner could feel. I had kept the blue dinosaur
with me the whole evening, tucking it into my pants pocket or hiding it inside my small
fist whenever my sister or mother came near. No one knew I was a thief. My sister was
only a few feet from me in the room we shared as I lay on my back in bed, twirling the
dinosaur around and around between my thieving fingers. I was sad the toy had lost its
magic. I didn’t want to hold the dinosaur anymore or even to look at it. I tucked the
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thing underneath my mattress and felt the burden of it much like Hans Christian
Anderson’s princess felt the queen’s pea. But never a princess was I. It wasn’t the
weight of the object that burdened me, but the weight of my sin in taking it. I wanted the
blue dinosaur gone. I wanted to hide my sin and shame and never look at it again. I felt
the eyes of God on me like I would imagine Adam and Eve must have felt when they had
sinned and in realizing it, covered their nakedness before the Almighty. I wanted to
cover myself, too. And I wanted to cover the dinosaur and the sin of it forever. I decided
to make a holy sacrifice to God of the thing I had coveted and stolen.
Part IV. A Righteous Sacrifice
The next day was a Saturday and at first light, I went outside to make an offering
of repentance to the Lord. I told God I was sorry and knowing that He could see straight
into my heart, I knew He could see it was true. I buried the tiny, blue dinosaur under the
wild cherry tree at the Northwest corner of our farmhouse. My disgrace moved me to
hide the thing there in the dirt, as did my desire to never again be tempted by the sight of
it. Yet greater than those motivators was the longing for a righteous sacrifice. Even as a
child, I knew once a holy sacrifice was offered to God, the thing sacrificed should never
be touched by human hands again because to do so would taint the offering.
As far as I know, my sacrifice is still there in the ground underneath the wild
cherry tree, along with the piece of myself I offered up to the Lord that spring morning,
the piece that begged forgiveness and promised to be an honest girl from then on. The
piece that said I wish I hadn’t taken the blue dinosaur and broken God’s loving
commandments. Say what you will about the Lord. But whatever I put into the ground
that day, and whatever my heart lifted up to the heavens must have been a powerful thing.
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The blue dinosaur. It’s the only sin I’ve ever buried. I’m a prolific sinner. I’ve sinned
wide open all my days. It’s not the honest transgressions that swallow you up. It’s the
hidden ones, the dishonest ones. Those are the kind of sins that rattle the devil.
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My Father’s Lesson
It’s June ’78, and I’m in a panic-driven sprint behind my older sister. I feel the
cool splash of linoleum hit the soles of my feet as we race into our farmhouse kitchen,
one final lunge to stop her before –
“Daddy, Cheryl’s afraid of the dark!”
“Am not!”
I mouth ‘I hate you’ to my sister behind my father’s back.
Daddy turns to me and I see his brow furrow, etching deeper marks onto his
weathered skin. I’m ten years old, attempting to lie my way out of a bad situation.
“Is this true?”
I lower my eyes and study my bare feet, splotchy with the dust of the day’s
adventures. No eye contact will give me the best chance of lying with conviction. I trace
figure eight patterns onto the green speckled flooring with my big toe, and ready myself
for a persuasive denial.
“No, Daddy.”
“So, you’re not afraid of the dark?”
The words bring shame. Up to this point, the only thing I’d been taught to fear
was the prospect of an eternity in hell for lying, among many other unrighteous acts that
could send me there. Fear is unacceptable on the farm; especially fear of the dark
because it’s unreasonable. I tremble thinking of my cousin tossed into a chicken coop to
face the angry rooster his father had watched him avoid too many times. Tiny fists
flailing the air as the rooster sliced away at tender skin. Blood and tears, blood and tears.
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My lie is weakening but I’m fully invested in it, so I continue to deny the truth
and shake my head no, I’m not afraid of the dark. My father bends down to my level.
Eye to eye now, the lie slides off me. Daddy catches it.
“See, Daddy. I told you. She’s afraid of the dark,” my sister says.
I plan to disown her and never speak to her again.
For the most part, she’s a loving sister. Just two years apart, we share a bedroom.
She is patient and comforting at bedtime as I will not sleep until she completes ‘the
routine’. If the routine is neglected at lights-out, I whine or cry until she complies. If I
can’t sleep, why should she?
“Closet! Check the closet.”
“I’m checking the closet. See? There’s nothing in here.”
“You have to turn the light on so I can see!”
“Fine. The light’s on. Look. No monsters. No boogeymen.”
“Look under my bed!”
“I’m looking.”
“Look under your bed, too! It could be hiding under your bed, crawl out from
under there when you turn out the light, and get us both!”
“Both beds. I’m looking under both beds. There is nothing under either one of
them.”
“Behind the door?”
“Nothing behind the door.”
“Okay.”
She tucks the covers around me all the way up to my neck.
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“See? You’re safe.”
“Thank you, Sissy.”
Lastly, Sissy must make a run for it once she hits the lights because any creeping
thing can materialize under our beds if our feet are on the floor longer than a few seconds
in the dark. Bed is the safe zone sort of like home base during hide-and-seek.
Sissy tells Daddy the whole routine. My cheeks burn red.
There is a lesson coming, I know, but I could never have guessed the lengths to
which my father would go to toughen me up against the night.
“Daddy, No. Please.”
There on our Tennessee family farm, there are no homes visible without a lengthy
stroll. This is the lesson. I am to walk around the lake, through the woods to my
grandmother’s house, and back. Alone. In the dark. An exercise meant to prove to me
there is nothing in the darkness that can hurt me. There is no way I’m getting out of it.
I need shoes. I choose super-fast ones, knock-off royal blue sneakers with white
stripes on the sides like the ones Starsky wears on Starsky & Hutch. Daddy calls for me
from the front porch.
“Go on now.”
“Will you leave the porch light on for me?”
“I sure will. It’ll be on the whole time. Your grandmother’s porch light will be
on, too.”
I step off the porch, most certainly to end my young life, turn back, and look as
pitiful as I can.
“Daddy, can I please, please have a flashlight?”
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“Your grandmother will give you one for your walk back. Go on now. You’ll be
fine. There is nothing out there that can hurt you.”
I don’t believe him.
I walk toward the lake, as slowly as a June bride saunters toward her groom,
heightening anticipation, only I’m not anticipating – I’m scared as hell. I hesitate at the
place where the light from our porch goes dark. It’s a clean line in the grass. Here is
light, I am safe here. One more step, and the night will take me. I force one foot across
that protective line, one foot in the safety zone, one foot touching down into nightmares.
It’s just a dream. Nothing can hurt you in a dream. It’s just a dream. I squeeze my eyes
shut. When I open them, I’m still between good and bad, light and dark. I snatch my
foot back out of the darkness, better not to straddle this place and that one. I force myself
across.
I walk very quickly, as quickly as my small legs will take me. I’m almost
running when I hear something behind me. I knew it! I stop and listen but I’m too afraid
to turn around. Maybe it’s an animal. I will my feet to move forward. I creep along at
first and then quicken my pace once more. I hear it again. There is something following
me. I glimpse a shape not animal-like moving behind the trees. I knew it! I run! It
runs, too! I hear the thing moving faster to track me better. I yell into the night.
“You were wrong, Dad! There is something out here!”
There is something. I hear it through the woods and all the way around the lake.
It’s only when I near my grandmother’s house the rustling stops. My grandmother is a
Godly woman. Whatever is back there is from hell and wouldn’t dare go near my
grandmother’s house. It’s a holy place. Jesus is everywhere in that house. Her bible
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will be at her bedside table, the pages loosened from their binding because the book has
been opened and closed too much, mostly opened, it’s hardly ever closed. There is a
picture of Jesus praying in the Garden of Gethsemane in the living room above the couch.
There are enough crosses to fend off a large coven of vampires if necessary. Or witches.
And, there are handwritten scriptures tacked to the walls, refrigerator, mirrors – anywhere
you need them. Psalm 23 is on the bathroom mirror so you can read it while you’re
washing your hands. I don’t even have to look anymore…Yea, though I walk through the
valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil, for Thou art with me.
I’m sobbing when I make it to grandmother’s. I throw myself into her arms. I tell
her there’s something out there, something straight from hell. She comforts me and
assures me it’s just my imagination. I know she believes in the devil. satan, satan. She
talks about him nearly as much as she talks about Jesus. She’s a believer. She can
believe in whatever followed me, too. It’s then I learn about the limits to my
grandmother’s supernatural belief system. She hands me a flashlight. My loving
grandmother, as wicked as any hell-creature my mind could conjure up.
“You can’t send me back out there!”
Sadly, she says there’s no other way. She reminds me of my imagination once
more, and then firmly sends me to my death. My own grandmother, with Jesus right
there watching. I’m flooded with righteous indignation. I tell her she is a child abuser,
and child abusers go to hell. She tells me she will be praying for me the whole way and
that God will protect me. I don’t believe her.
“I don’t want you coming to my funeral because it’s gonna be your fault I died!”
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I decide to put her on my list of family members to disown should I make it
through this alive. Disown: Sissy because she did this to me, Daddy since he lied about
there not being anything out here that could hurt me, and my grandmother – the child
abuser. I make sure she sees me stomping toward the lake.
When the glow of her porch light no longer holds me, I soften my steps. But now,
Sweet Jesus! I click on the flashlight and exhale a long and grateful sigh. I walk fast
again. I hear the same sounds from before behind me, but this time, I’m protected by the
light. I whip around and aim the beam into the woods.
“I know you’re out there! Leave me alone!”
This is how it goes. I move faster, the thing behind me moves faster, I shout my
bluff – You better leave me alone! It works. The thing in the woods finally leaves me.
Moments before I make it home, I hear it scurry off through the trees.
Miracle of miracles, I am home. I walk in and hand the flashlight over to my
father as proof I made it to grandmother’s. I say not one word to him. I’m tired anyway,
and I know the less I say, the worse he’ll feel. I go to my room and crawl into bed. My
sister comes in not long after. Happy to be alive, I decide I don’t hate her anymore. I
probably won’t disown my father or grandmother either, although I won’t soon forget
their betrayal. Sissy goes to the closet, opens the door, and switches on the light.
“Nothing in the closet.”
“Doesn’t matter,” I tell her. “Even if there is something in the closet or under our
beds, I think it’s more afraid of us than we are of it. So you don’t have to check
anymore.”
“Okay.”
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“You can tuck me in though.”
Sissy pulls the covers snuggly around my body all the way up to my neck, and I
push my arms back through the cocoon. She smiles down at me, and then suddenly falls
to the floor as if something has grabbed her from underneath my bed. She makes loud
strangling sounds and cries for help.
We die laughing.
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Grandmother
Worn squares of paper, fingerprint smudges across the top and bottom where the
secret inside has been folded over itself again and again. I like you, do you like me?
Check yes or no. There’s a memory there – a crush, a flutter in the belly, heartbreak, or
nothing to do with affection at all. Memory is flimsy and brittle. Little notes, thousands
of them, slotted away in their storage places, wrinkling and yellowing as we do. Our
bodies break down; our brains unfold all these notes, downloading the memories to
preserve us. Each experience of time and place a sensory journey inside ourselves, so
sensory, we feel our remembrances, smell and taste them, hear them crunch under our
feet like dry leaves in late autumn.
She unfolds another note today, some days her memories as fresh as the clear,
rock-lined creek behind her childhood home. Some days the water there is murky, she
sifts through silt and sand for memories but muddies them more and more with each
panning. She remembers the only doll she ever owned as a child, maybe the only gift her
father ever gave. A delicate Chalkware doll made in a 2-part mold from gypsum plaster,
the poor man’s porcelain. Chalk dolls were born to die, chipping and breaking easily,
their painted-on faces washing away with the slightest bit of moisture. She unfolds the
chalk doll note again today, most of the memory erased except the last bit of it. I’m
anxious to help her remember. She’s downloading, and we’re running out of time…
She crosses the creek with her sisters, dirty bare toes gripping a fallen log, bits of
rough bark chipping off and falling into the passing water below, then drifting. She
clutches her chalk doll close to her body, hiding it away gently when it’s not tucked into
the crook of her arm like this. She traces her small fingers along the doll’s puckered red
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mouth and puts her own lips there too often. Now the paint is wearing away, yet she
cannot stop kissing. She admires the red gingham dress and bonnet, the yarn meant to be
hair, pushed down into tiny holes drilled into the chalk. She pulls bits of yellow hair out
of the bonnet to frame the doll’s sweet face.
They are skipping through the meadow beside their cabin, Queen Anne’s lace
tickling her shoulders, her doll bouncing happily inside the cradle of her arm, up and
down with each skip. Rain the day before has brought the earthy scent of early summer
and filled the rain barrel beside the cabin with fresh water. She loves the rain.
Climbing the split logs to the old, planked wood porch, she lags behind her two
older sisters because they’ve quickened their steps. They are whispering to one another,
something she is not meant to hear. She wants to hear. She catches up, and in an instant
that is the slowest of moments where time bends unnaturally, one of the sisters snatches
the doll from her arms. It is tossed, as if it were nothing more than a rock, into the rain
barrel at the corner of the cabin. She screams, looks down into the barrel, watches what’s
left of the puckered red mouth dissolve completely. Golden strings of hair float up while
the doll floats down to her water grave, red gingham bonnet slipping off as her doll’s
head melts away and disappears, the red gingham dress folding in on itself as the chalk
body does the same.
No matter how many times she unfolds this note and shares it with me, it’s always
the trauma that is rooted in clarity, the homicidal act. And what bruises her the most,
seventy years later, is not the loss of her only childhood comfort, but that her adoring
sister is the killer. A giggling, heartless killer who murdered her doll.
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A Thousand More
Foxy. That’s what we called her because she looked a lot like a red fox, same
size, even had that patch of white fur on her chest. She didn’t have the black-brown legs
or tail though and her ears were floppy instead of stiff and feline like they were on a fox.
Sissy and I loved her nearly as much as we would love the baby sister growing in
Mama’s belly. Foxy wasn’t allowed inside, even when it was cold. But the barn was
nearby, loaded to the rafters with hay, so finding a warm place to sleep at night was not a
problem. The problem was that times were lean again and we couldn’t afford to feed her.
We were doing good those days to feed ourselves. We weren’t alone in the struggle. The
oil crisis and gas shortage of the seventies had everyone around us strapped, and if it
weren’t for kindly Mr. Mathis giving hard-pressed folks groceries on credit at his store,
things would have been much worse. It didn’t seem right asking Mr. Mathis to feed our
dog on credit, too. It seemed right in a child’s mind, of course, but children are never in
control of such matters.
“We’re gonna have to take Foxy off,” Mama said.
I’m sure my sister and I promised all sorts of things to keep our sweet puppy. It
would have been common to make promises that we would share our own food or
smuggle home leftovers from school lunches to feed Foxy. But Mama said Dad had
already made up his mind and once his mind was made up, he was unlikely to change it
no matter how much we cried and begged.
So we were taking Foxy off. What this meant was that Foxy would be driven far
enough from the farm to make it so she couldn’t find her way back home, she would be
abandoned, and then we’d pray “some nice person” would take her in. That sort of
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unpleasant responsibility fell to our mother. It was always Mama that did what needed to
be done, always Mama that soothed her babies when the hardness of life broke us.
Always Mama was an oak, as strong and protecting as the century-old beauty in our front
yard that spread its trunk and branches to shelter us.
Mama called Foxy up to the farmhouse and offered her a few scraps of food.
There was no arguing the fact that our pup was not well fed at the moment, she was
thinner than she needed to be, and if she got sick, there would be no veterinary care for
her. As cruel a thing as it seems to abandon the family pet, it was probably more humane
than keeping her. There was that chance, you know, that she would find a good home.
She had found us after all. Maybe she would find a better home, new friends, maybe old
people that love dogs like their own children and feed them steak from the table.
Mama loaded our dog into our old Plymouth. Foxy wagged her fluffy red tail,
stood on her hind legs, and peeked out the back window at us. Sissy and I headed toward
the car. We weren’t about to let Foxy go through it without us. Mostly, I think we didn’t
want our sunshiny mother going through it. There are only so many clouds the sun can
chase away before it gives up and hides behind the next patch of darkness. That white
patch of fur on Foxy’s chest looked like a cloud. And, she was as good-natured as she
was pretty.
Mama ordered us to stay home, but she lost heart enforcing her demands when
she saw what kind of battle she would have leaving the farm without us that day. There
was the likelihood that Foxy would become suspicious of what was happening (she was a
smart dog, too) and make a run for it while Mama was busy pulling us from the car. We
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would curl our fingers around the door frame. We weren’t going to make it easy on her to
leave us behind and she knew it.
I sat in back with Foxy. Sissy shared the front seat with Mama.
We drove several miles, crossed the Tennessee-Mississippi line, and turned onto a
gravel road that needed a few more layers of gravel. Mama stopped the car. Foxy had
stretched out onto the backseat and rested her gentle fox-face on my thighs. I stroked her
silky fur, told her everything would be okay, she would find a new home, we loved her,
she was a good dog. I wet her coat with my tears the way Mary Magdalene wet the feet of
Jesus with hers. Dogs are more Christ-like than people I always thought. Foxy had earned
my tears.
Mama opened the driver’s side door, leaned up, and pulled her seat forward. Her
shoulders trembled. Sissy stared straight ahead, never made a move, or a sound. She had
that way about her when things were hard. Mama choked out my name and I knew it was
time.
“Cheryl…”
I lowered Foxy onto the dirt and gravel. This was no good for Foxy. She jumped
right back into our car. A sort of tug-of-war went on then in which Mama pulled Foxy out
onto the road while I pushed her from behind. When Foxy was finally where we needed
her to be, Mama hopped back into the car while our beloved dog looked on quizzically,
maybe frightened, but certainly confused by what was happening. Mama inched the car
away in neutral until she could get clear of Foxy and close the door. Once Mama cleared
her, she slammed the door, put us in gear, and dropped her foot down heavy on the gas
pedal.
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Foxy ran. She ran a long time. The Plymouth kicked up dust behind us, a little at
first, then larger puffs rolled up as Mama drove away faster. Foxy ran. I watched her run
from the rear window, the cool vinyl upholstery digging into my knees. I watched her run
a long time.
“Mama…Mama…please.”
But nothing could be done.
Foxy disappeared in the plumes of dust behind our car. How long she ran I can’t
say. How long Mama cried I do not know. But, I’d put money down on Sissy never
shedding a tear over Foxy. Sissy did all her crying on the inside. She had to. Because if I
saw one tear from her, a thousand more would leave my eyes.
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Red to Gold: My Only Childhood Trophy
I knew my nemesis well. Her name was Melissa, and her hard-driving stage mom
doubled as our 5th grade teacher. It was the year we became privileged members of the
esteemed 4-H Club. We were all very excited and enthusiastically participated in each
and every contest offered. We sewed, we baked, we grew things. Some of us earned
ribbons. No matter the contest, Melissa earned the coveted blue ribbons while my own 4H ribbons were red, white, or the dreaded purple Honorable Mentions that served as sour
reminders I was not even in the running. I was certain I’d win the blue ribbon when the
baking contest came around because I was a farm girl who had long since learned the
necessity of making food with the cheapest of ingredients – flour, shortening, milk. My
biscuits were always light and flaky, excellent because I knew the secret was not to
manhandle the dough.
I measured out two cups of White Lily self-rising flour, but it was early morning
and my stiff fingers were not quite awake. I needed mama’s help to level off a half cup
of Crisco shortening. She insisted I do all the work myself and held my hands inside hers
as I pressed the shortening down with a spoon, and then scraped off the excess from the
top. I was chest high to the counter so I worked barefooted at our picnic-style kitchen
table. I scrunched my toes into cold linoleum while I smashed shortening into the flour at
the bottom of a mixing bowl.
Mama drove me to school that morning so my biscuits would not be crushed on
the school bus and ruined before the 4-H baking contest. She rolled down the window to
our old Plymouth and let the morning breeze tousle her golden brown Farrah Fawcett
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hair. I held my biscuits gingerly, nestled in a small basket, wrapped and covered in a
clean towel – the country way of serving biscuits.
I lowered my head in disgrace when I was presented the red ribbon. Melissa
beamed with pride over her blue-ribbon winning cornbread. There were the typical
whispers that inappropriate mother involvement was at hand, and I was sure of it. No
true Southerner prefers cornbread over biscuits.
I was sitting at my desk at the end of the school day, gathering my supplies and
books for that evening’s homework assignment, when Melissa’s school-teaching stage
mom announced to our class that the next 4-H competition would be a public speaking
contest. I recognized my moment because as it so happened, my childhood superpower
was the ability to move people with my words. I had honed those skills sitting in a
Southern Baptist pew my whole life, watching and listening to the most arousing
speakers convict and cleanse us all. I learned about the “devil’s juice” there, too.
I spent weeks preparing and practicing an emotional speech on alcoholism. My
speech was practically committed to memory by the time the contest came around. When
it was my turn to speak, my performance was passionate yet professional, my gestures
flawless. I rarely even glanced at my notes. The blue ribbon was mine and for the first
time ever, it was Melissa’s inferiority that was marked in red.
All public-speaking ribbon recipients were invited to present their speeches later
in a countywide contest. At the county competition, a single winner from each age
division received a trophy, and the golden opportunity to compete at the State level.
Once again, I practiced to perfection, watching myself in the mirror each time to be
certain my words and expressions were magic. They were.
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I remember the look on our mothers’ faces,
both Melissa’s and my own, when the winner
was announced. One mother elated, the
other confounded. The trophy belonged to
me.

I never made it to the State competition. Traveling across the State of Tennessee
to read a speech was a frivolous adventure afforded to those who lived more comfortably.
And really, what were the odds I’d win at State? It should have been enough satisfaction
for a disadvantaged farm girl to win the county competition.
As I accepted my trophy, I locked my gaze on Melissa. Surprisingly, I found no
pleasure in Melissa’s failure and shame of losing the competition to me. I imagine I
would have enjoyed my victory more if I’d never even looked over there, to see that even
in her loss, Melissa offered me the kindest and most earnest of smiles. I felt her smile
everywhere then, boring into me, reflecting my station in life back at me. I rejected the
pity behind that smile, that knowing look from others that made me the underdog when I
craved equality.
I hated Melissa’s smile, yet I’ve carried it inside me all my days. After all, I
exchanged my public speaking superpower for that smile so it seemed important to keep
it with me. I saw it again a few weeks later when our local grocer, Mr. Mathis, offered
my mother basic food staples on credit…just until things turned around. I watched their
exchange from the candy shelf at the front of the store. I ran my bony fingers over the
Snickers and Milky Way candy bars, the Sugar Babies, and sour balls gaily displayed in a
tidy row for my yearning. There’s no pride in poverty. There’s not even one small
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handful of candy as a consolation prize for a childhood dream stolen. But, there are
always those smiles. Those knowing, sympathizing smiles.
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Friday Night Kings
We were lavished with a treat so wonderful, I believed it to be total luxury even to
the most privileged. Friday nights, when times were good, were our nights for popcorn
and Coca-Cola. Our Friday night ritual was nothing short of bliss.
It was no ordinary popcorn. Mom pulled out a 3-gallon tin can of Blue Ribbon
kernels from the bottom cabinet as she heated a mixture of butter and Crisco on the stove.
The Crisco melted into oil and mixed with the butter. Mom said the mixture should just
cover the kernels of corn. Too little oil and butter and the popcorn would be dry and less
flavorful. Too much and it would be greasy. I’ve made bad popcorn many times, but
mama never made a bad batch. Her popcorn was always light and fluffy, glazed with just
the right amounts of oil, butter, and salt. It’s hard to get the salt right. I always overdo it.
Mom shook the salt shaker onto the kernels at the bottom of the pan. She covered the
pot. I watched the flame underneath.
Popcorn should always be cooked on high heat. The first *pop* is the most
exciting because it signals the heat is just right for the coming explosion, like firecrackers
all lit up at once. Next, there are a couple more pops closer together, still thrilling, but
not as much as that overzealous trumpeter bursting out the first note of the red hot
popcorn song. Three or four more popped kernels bounce off the sides of the pot. Soon,
there is a roaring echo of buttery, salty goodness.
My sister and I were oftentimes rowdy in the back of our farmhouse, and the
sound of corn popping was muffled by pillow fights and squeals. But whenever mama
raised the lid off a pot of fresh popped corn, the aroma wafted down the hall and into
every room of the house. That smell! Once we caught the scent, my sister and I dropped
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our pillows in mid-pelting and raced to our bedroom door. If I got there first, she shoved
me back, darted out the door, and slammed it behind her to delay my popcorn dash.
We snatched pieces of popcorn right out of the air as mama poured the whole
batch into one big bowl for us to share. We always begged for our own bowls of popcorn
but mama didn’t allow it. We ate popcorn from the same bowl, fortifying our
togetherness. We each had our own coke, real Coca-Cola, in Mason Jars over ice. I let
the ice melt down in my coke to increase the volume a little and make it last longer. The
sweat on my glass trickled down and wet my palm each time I took a drink. I wiped the
condensation off my hand with my shirt and reached into the bowl for more popcorn.
We were kings on Friday nights.
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Playthings
Dad bought us a tiny merry-go-round. At first, my sister and I were disappointed
at the size of it, the span between seats only about six feet instead of the customary eight
feet. Then we learned the smaller merry-go-rounds go much faster than the big ones.
The way to propel the little merry-go-round was to sit opposite each other on the 4-seated
twister, grip the foot pegs with our bare toes, hang on tight to the handlebars, then pump
back and forth. Round and round we went in the sheer ecstasy of self-induced centrifuge,
wind beating our faces.
“Faster! Faster!” my sister cried, never happy with my merry-go-round driving
capabilities. Sometimes I tried hard, yet I always felt the force in her arms and legs
overpower me. It was too irresistible then not to just relax and let her scramble my
equilibrium, to spin me furiously until my head and neck lolled about loosely on my
shoulders, both of us breathless and giggling. She slowed the merry-go-round and
watched me lean over to one side, and lean some more, until I tumbled off my seat to the
ground.
“Again! Again!” I insisted the moment my head cleared.
My sister and I rode our prized merry-go-round like we were Pony Express until
eventually; it went down and died in the same way as many of those overridden,
exhausted ponies. We were sad to see it go, but we found other things to ride for fun.
One of my favorites was my uncle’s ten foot metal gate that held his cattle on his side of
the farm.
Gate-riding required skill to avoid injury, and scolding by the adults. We were
told not to ride the gate because doing so weakened it, causing the gate to drag on the
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ground since gates weren’t made for riding. I was a good gate-rider, except I was usually
too busy watching for grown-ups to pay much attention to which side of the gate to ride.
When I rode the outside of the gate, the end of my rides usually ended with me slammed
against the stop-post or fence since I lacked the ability to get my foot down in time to
stop the flow of motion. It was smarter to ride the inside of the gate, and safer, because
the bang…bang…bang of the gate hitting the stop-post usually tipped off my uncle that
we’d made his gate our swing again.
I was carelessly riding the gate on the outside, watching for my uncle, paying
little attention to the stop-post because I thought my timing was getting better. In the last
moment, I put my bare foot down to end my ride. But the gate had picked up too much
speed and ploughed over my foot, trapping it underneath, and raking off the top few
layers of skin. To add insult to injury, I had also slammed against the stop-post, my body
muffling the sound. At least I wasn’t in trouble for riding my uncle’s gate again. But no
one was coming to help me free my wounded foot either. It took some effort to lift the
gate off myself and hobble home, trailing droplets of blood on the dirt and gravel behind
me like Hansel and Gretel’s breadcrumbs. My sister scolded me for being careless.
“You swing from the inside of the gate, dummy. So you drag your foot behind
you when you’re trying to stop, not under you while the gate is swinging against you!”
“Maybe I’ll just wear shoes next time so I can swing on any side of the gate I
want to!”
I knew this was a lie. Shoes were optional on the farm, and I remember not
wearing them more than I remember wearing them. Even in the winter when it was my
turn to bring in firewood, I tiptoed out to the woodpile on bare toes, grabbed an armload
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of wood, and raced back inside to warm my frozen feet fireside. The bottoms of my feet
were as tough as cow’s hide. My feet will probably always be leather-bottomed and
dirty. Copious foot soaks, scrubbings, and polishing never quite enough to wear away
the home soil. The dirt from the farm layered so deeply into my soles, it will never come
off. And why would I want it to? Some of it is good dirt. A soul dirt. The same dirt old
timers rub into their wounds for healing.
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Expedition
Away we went, Sissy. Do you remember? Do you remember running across the
meadow, into the fields, through the woods until we made it to the red sand and clay
gullies – our Mars. You were first to walk on Mars, of course, then me. Brave pioneers!
Vines creeping into our private realm there – an alien invasion.
“We’re being overtaken by our very own Frankenstein,” you said. “Kudzu.”
In heavy encyclopedias, we learned the unruly Asian vine was introduced into the
U.S. to control erosion. And it did it well. You can’t get something for nothing though.
Before long, the kudzu insisted on payment for their services.
But all we have is this dirt.
Not so, the kudzu said. You have these trees here, and houses there, and those
dead cars on blocks, and I’m hungry.
Kudzu gulped down entire landscapes around us. You wondered if it would eat
the whole countryside or maybe just the south because everything tastes better here,
greasy and fried, sticking to our ribs. The vines got fat but it didn’t slow them down any.
Most of the backroads were gravel back then, and if the summer was dry, trucks
and tractors kicked up dust that settled on top of the kudzu edging its way into the road.
Good idea. Suffocate it. But then it would finally rain and beat the dirt off those hairy
grabbers and if you stood still long enough, there’d be tickling at your ankles.
You were dreamy when you were young. You convinced yourself the kudzu was
a portal to some exotic world away, somewhere with a beach. You made yourself a
statue as long as you could stand it, a look of expectancy on your face, waiting for those
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tendrils to snake around your chiseled legs and drag you down, to sink you deep into that
leafy green ocean and send you to California.
You wanted expedition.
Until you realized kudzu had roots going straight down into the darkness of hell,
and it concerned itself mostly with the sins of the south. Sins, the preacher said, that
would tangle us up with the devil if we weren’t vigilant.
You watched the kudzu vines overtake two young trees whose closest branches
were at least a fence section apart. The trees were across the road from the church-house,
strong and healthy at about thirty feet tall. Between Sunday school service and morning
worship, you sat on the front steps and witnessed the kill. The kudzu came from opposite
sides and without a sound began snaking along tree trunks, teasing passage up bark,
gripping and stretching to tie on to low hanging limbs. The vines twisted around every
branch, more and more with each passing Sunday, winding up to the top of the trees.
Soon there was no more tree left for the vines to climb, yet you couldn’t stop watching.
Inside, the congregation sang the second stanza of “Amazing Grace” and you
knew it was time to have your behind in a pew. But you couldn’t pull yourself away
from the scene across the road. You watched the vines on the trees shoot into the air,
thrust upward and reach out right before your eyes. It was the most astonishing thing.
Third stanza and the two hungriest vines on each of the trees began to arc toward one
another in midair. Through many dangers, toils and snares… They grabbed onto each
other right there in the sky! The other vines followed suit, reaching out for their
companions…we have already come. The kudzu from the two trees pulled together, the
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vines spiraling around each other and tightening. The kudzu knit itself up…and Grace
will lead us home.
Each Sunday after that for months, the kudzu pulled the trees together more and
more until all that was left of the scene was an arching mass of green and brown that held
those two trees all warped and twisted around each other. It was too late to save them.
They were dead now, pulled close by the kudzu, smothered beside each other.
You haven’t been to the church-house in decades. Maybe it was swallowed up.
You imagined God would strike the kudzu down, the way he did the preacher when he
lied about his affections for your Sunday school teacher. Then again, maybe what you
saw out there was a modern-day Sodom and Gomorrah, and God sent those vines to tear
everything down because the place had become unholy. Sin. Sweet from the Vine. But
what sin was in those trees? What wrong did they do?
Maybe the roads are paved now. Or there are no roads, nothing left out there but
the kudzu, the church-house yanked down into the ground, or repurposed as a planter for
the Frankenstein vine.
Maybe those two trees are still there, tangled together in the same pose, bobbing
up and down in the only sea our world can ever know.
Go ahead, sister. You first.
Dangle your toes.
Dive in and get baptized.
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Rules
Rule #1 – No backtalk.
Rule #2 – Act like a lady, work like a man.
Rule #17 – Keep your language clean.
Rule #23 – Dress modestly.
Rule #39 – Don’t leave water running.
Rule #42 – No heavy makeup. Keep it natural or don’t wear it.
Rule #43 – No one is getting their ears pierced.
Rule #49 – No Rock and Roll. It’s the devil’s music.
Rule #55 – No Dancing.
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Vague Castles

From the pulpit we were told, “A dancing foot and a praying knee don’t belong on
the same leg.” We grew older. We got restless. Maybe we danced from defiance. Or
dance was essential, inside us all along, our hips born to sway with a smattering of Native
American and bits of harlot weaved into our DNA. Our ties to this country’s indigenous
people are clear from family photographs. The legacy of harlotry my father’s youngest
brother traced back all the way to the concubines of one of the Tudor kings. It would be
nothing so glamorous as that our ancestry led us to the remarkable Anne Boleyn or
anything of that sort. Sadly, no, as my uncle told it, “From the King’s whores. The
common ones.”
“I always told him this family was trashy,” my Aunt chuckled.
I can’t say if all trashy women have dance in them, but as for me? I was born to it.
My father caught me dancing once when I was twelve years old. I was electric.
My electricity was decked out in a dingy white cotton tee shirt, the sexiest underwear a
farm girl was allowed to own (cotton bikinis with the days of the week on them), and a
pair of my sister’s high heels. I was playing the devil’s music loudly in my bedroom, and
quite comfortably, because I had watched my father go out into the fields. I did forbidden
things when Dad went out into the fields. Among the forbidden was dance. I was sure he
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would be gone a good while because I knew of his fondness for long walks and time
spent meditating in our woods.
I was singing as many lyrics to Blondie’s “Call Me” that I could understand, and
mumbling new ones. All around the room I shared with my sister, my lithe young body
whirled and gyrated. Weaving between twin beds, I admired my moves in the dresser
mirror. I mutilated Blondie’s lyrics but I didn’t care. I was giving the song just as much
hell as I was giving farm life.
I saw the scowl on his face the moment he opened my bedroom door and I froze
in mid-pirouette. Panicked, I searched for words that would allow my father to ignore the
scene. I knew he wanted to ignore it because he just stood there in the doorway scowling
and the scowl meant I had a chance to talk my way out of a bad situation.
“Hey, Dad…um…I’m exercising.”
Ridiculous, I know. But I was sure these were the right words at the time because
there on the farm, daily exercise was strongly encouraged. How could my father argue
with that? And he didn’t argue. Dad closed the door and I walked across the room on
shaky legs to turn off the radio. I fell breathless onto my bed and kicked off my sister’s
high heels, my chest heaving from exertion and the thrill of being caught in such
wickedness. Unruly giggles smothered underneath my pillow burst into braver laughter as
my father’s footsteps faded away down the hall.
I was so sure fast thinking allowed my father to set the incident aside, not
realizing then it was what moved through me and all around me – the spirit of my mother
in her youth in the City of Angels – that made dad grant me a dance pass that day. There
were glimmers still of the girl she once was but the rural south had dimmed many a glow.
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But how she must have shined. Strong, beautiful, independent girl who changed ‘41 to
‘40 on her work permit with a ballpoint pen so the manager of Westlake Theatre in Los
Angeles would think she was sixteen and hire her. A stunner, she handed Dad his movie
ticket, took his fifty cents, and all the adoration and affection he had to give. He couldn’t
look too long, could barely speak, so he sent his brother in to pinch hit. It worked out or I
wouldn’t be telling this story.
How could my father not see Mom when I danced? I wasn’t alone in the
forbidden when he wasn’t around. It was Mom who taught me all my moves. Praise God
and her for them! She taught me how to twist, and stroll, and how to do the mashed
potato. She danced all those dances when dad wasn’t around, the dances young people
danced in the fifties. I paid attention.
Dad opened the door to freedom that day when he caught me dancing, and maybe
for a moment, he allowed himself to miss being free. To miss the way he and Mom were
when they were young, living in California. I’ve spent my whole life wondering who they
may have been if they’d never left L.A., who I would be. Why put down roots in
Memphis in the sixties? Tension in that southern city peaking so high and so hot, growing
hotter every day, rising higher than the throbbing summer climate that drenched their
California clothes and dropped their pace down to a slow southland tempo. Dad’s roots
were already in Memphis though. And ever mindful of the patriarchal system within his
family’s structure, when the boys called, Dad went home. He took Mom with him, a
woman-child of only twenty when they rolled into Memphis from L.A. in ‘62.
They rolled right out of Memphis and onto the family farm after Dr. King was
assassinated and Memphis imploded, falling in on itself so hard, you can still taste it. God
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knows you can see it if you know where and how to look. But that was Memphis, and the
farm was the farm, and we cocooned ourselves out there, binding our wings, our free
spirits, the way women bind their breasts so overly-buxom bosoms don’t offend, or the
way Chinese women have caged and broken their feet in the pursuit of the perfect golden
lotus.
Mom shook her body and her lovely wings loose when she danced. And we loved
and we laughed and we listened to Mom’s old 45 records. My sister and I took turns
being the lookout so we could keep dancing, but mostly so we could watch Mom be-bop
to Jailhouse Rock. When the lookout gave word that Dad had been spotted trekking
across the field headed home, we stopped dancing, turned off the music, and turned on
the television set. It was impossible to turn off our snickers of surreptitious rebellion.
Of course, Dad knew all about us. I imagine him slipping up to the back of the
farmhouse, peeking through windows, watching Mom grow girls into women, teaching
us to escape the confines of subservience, even if it was just in secret, even if it was only
through dance. The pride he must have felt watching her, the longing for his Pretty Blue
Jean Baby. Maybe he felt the buckle of the southern rural Bible belt pinch too hard as we
did. I never asked. But I thought I felt it on him from time to time, saw it in the way he
looked at Mom when he thought no one would see.
Sometimes I watch old 8mm home movies of them on Malibu beach, Dad tossing
Mom into the foamy Pacific as if she were just a child, Mom laughing and flashing a
glorious smile that rivals any Hollywood beauty. They are less than half the age I am now
in those films. I ache trying to remember them that unfettered.
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Dad missed Mom’s dancing, he had to. And although he never said so, I believe
he missed California, or at least the California versions of himself and mom. Maybe he
missed the ocean and the mountains and the noise. Or those times stretched out on a
shimmery beach with mom when they were so enamored, they lay beside one another in
the sun talking sweet love talk all day. They laughed at matching sunburns, hers on the
left half of her face, mirrored by his scorching right half. Sacrificing comfort to hold a
lover’s gaze. To hold a lover. To hold.
I was allowed to dance that day.
That night I heard music. Creeping down the hall, I pressed my ear against my
parents’ bedroom door and listened to them go back. The two of them a record played in
reverse until they were young again, the way they were in those old movies. They were in
there swaying, foreheads touching, holding one another steady inside their castles of
youth. A castle for that day on the beach. Another for windy thrill rides on Dad’s old
Indian motorcycle, Mom looking more than ever like a movie star behind dark glasses,
her dainty arms tightening around Dad’s waist. Yet another castle for strolls on the
boardwalk, Mom in pedal pushers and a lacey top, sliding her hand down into the back
pocket of Dad’s rolled-up jeans. He pops a smoke from the soft pack of cigarettes folded
up into one sleeve of his white tee-shirt. She keeps her hand inside his pocket the whole
time. Every vague castle made clearer by the music and their soft steps.
I stood in the darkened hallway, bare toes digging into shag carpeting. They stood
in sun and wind, in salted water and sand.
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Warmth of God
Dad was killed chopping wood two days after the Christmas of ‘93. A Massive
Coronary at the age of fifty-six. It took the ambulance well over an hour to make it to the
farm. The EMT’s could have driven around for any length of time that night and never
found the remote farmhouse. My aunt was called. She hurried over to help. Aunt Tess,
Mama, and Sissy loaded Daddy’s limp body into his old pickup to hurry him up to the top
of the half-mile driveway in the hope of saving precious time, and catching the
ambulance at a more visible location. Mom and Sissy tried resuscitation but it was no
use. I wondered if he had suffered, but Sissy comforted me with the insistence that Dad
went to heaven right there at the farmhouse, the way he would have wanted to go. He
was buried in the family cemetery there alongside the farm on the coldest day of our
lives.
“This is the most bone chilling cold I’ve ever felt,” Aunt Tess said, shivering and
brushing sleet off the shoulders of her coat.
We couldn’t afford a vault to hold our father’s casket.
It was raining. Freezing, sleeting, and raining. I sat beside Sissy in front of
Daddy’s casket. Our friends and family gathered around us, more people than I’d ever
seen at any graveside service. On the way to the cemetery, I looked behind us at the
procession. Vehicle after vehicle, I could not see the end. Cars lined up on both sides of
the road, and just kept coming. They hugged the cold off us the best they could. I see all
those faces still.
The graveside service was brief. The hole that had been dug for Daddy had taken
on water from all the rain and sleet. The water. So much water, the sides of Daddy’s
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grave started breaking off in clumps and falling to the bottom. With each piece of my
father’s grave that gave way and fell, the sounds of those icy waters splashing below
wrecked me. Daddy’s grave kept caving in on itself.
I wasn’t able to think of it then, but now I know the water came for him, came to
take him. The water came from the sky straight down, it came in sideways, it came up
from the ground. Home waters. Waters from the spring beside the farmhouse, the
natural spring he had discovered himself many years before. So many times, he took to
the ground beside the water, lying on his belly, reaching into the spring. Stretching down
for the water, drawing it up pure from the earth with blistered hands, splashing cool
heaven onto his sweating brow, drinking and drinking. Some precious gift. Our very
own manna from God. That’s the way my father thought of it. It was the water that
came for him. Came to take him home. Grief kept me from knowing it at the time.
“We can’t put him down there,” I said, rocking back and forth. “It’s freezing.”
The pastor knelt down in front of me. Sissy never shifted her gaze from our
father’s casket but she held my hand in a reassuring clutch.
“Your father has the warmth of God around him now,” the pastor said.
Back at the farmhouse, the Christmas tree was still up, graced with all the
decorations Mom had collected over the years. Dad was a quiet man. It was easy to
imagine he was there in a corner of the farmhouse with his stein of coffee and a warm
smile to let us know he was content.
We soothed ourselves in the remembering of tender moments. There was the time
Sissy and I had a snowball fight and it seemed that snowballs began to fall on us from the
sky. It took a while to wise up, but once we did, we tiptoed around the farmhouse to
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discover Dad had been tossing snowballs over the roof onto us. The three of us burst into
a snow-brawl. There were other times even working the farm and another job away from
home that Dad made time to play a little softball with us. Sometimes we fished the lake
for bass and catfish. I like to think he enjoyed the life he had, although I know Daddy
worked himself to death.
“Hey,” Sissy said, “do you remember the time when you were little, and Dad
followed you through the woods to grandmother’s house to cure your fear of the dark?”
“Wait…what?”
“You know. That time I was mad at you for some stupid thing, and told Dad how
afraid you were of the dark? Then he made you walk all the way around the lake to
grandmother’s house and back while he crept through the woods behind you.”
“That was him?? I knew something was behind me, I just didn’t think…of Dad.”
“I’m sure you imagined all sorts of monsters. Your crazy head.” Sissy rolled her
eyes and chuckled. “But no, it was Dad.”
“I’m glad I didn’t know that. The lesson wouldn’t have taught me anything if I
had known he was behind me the whole time. I wouldn’t have been forced to face my
fears.”
“Well, you faced them all right. I never had to check inside the closet or under
our beds for boogeymen anymore after that.”
“I know. I remember.”
So we learned all the lessons to be learned there on the farm. Dad learned, too.
He learned the value of women. My father had no sons. He built a farm on his own back
and the backs of women. And we learned all we needed to carry on without him. Where
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we were weak, we learned strength. We had to. There’s no room for weakness on a
farm, especially if you’re a woman. Ignorance was replaced with a knowledge of how
the land and wind and rivers move and speak. We learned gratitude. We learned
courage. We learned how to milk a cow without getting your teeth kicked in. Warm
your hands first.
A few remaining clouds shifted in the sky, purple and birthing a million stars now
that the storm was passing. The cows had cried for two days over Daddy, bellowing out
for him to come. Sissy fed them both nights and they had finally quieted down. The lake
was high and dark but moved in soft ripples. I stood alone on the front porch watching a
half-moon glow shimmer across the water. My eyes traced the route Daddy and I walked
as we headed out for grandmother’s house the night I learned to make myself bigger than
my fear.
I could see him out there in the dark. Ducking behind trees, trying not to be seen,
grinning at the false bravado that would turn me fierce in the end.
It was so cold outside but I felt the warmth of my father all around me. The sleet
had let up. The rain died down to a slow drizzle. The wind picked up from the west.
Frozen mist lit on my face but it didn’t feel cold. I ran my tongue across my lip and
tasted. This water. My father’s water. This water lives in my bones.
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Hand to the Plow
Maybe after reading all those nostalgic farm girl essays, you believe I’ve kept
something from you, that there’s more to the story here. That even with the poverty and
hardships, all those essays seem a bit too rosy, as my professor of Creative Writing noted.
Discerning readers always know when we’re hiding something and you withhold trust.
You say things like I don’t buy it, these essays seem a bit too rosy. Write like the
manuscript will never leave your desk or those you are writing about are long since dead
– this I learned my first semester in grad school. It isn’t easy. Reaching through gaps in
blackberry thickets to pick the best berries. Once in there, thorns dig in and we bloody
ourselves trying to untangle. We bloody those around us. We write our Dickens tales in
this blood. Light and darkness, everything and nothing, best and worst.
Fourteen complicated years.
By my eighteenth birthday, I knew I had to leave because to stay any longer on
that green land would destroy me.
˜
I should have been a California girl. My parents met in Los Angeles in the fifties.
Dad had travelled out west from Memphis for work. My mother’s family (minus a father
due to a crumbling marriage) hitched a ride from Kansas City, Missouri to L.A. with a
travelling salesman to make a fresh start with family there. Mom and Dad didn’t quite
make a decade in L.A. before heading out for Memphis just as the south had become a
rumbling volcano of activism, violence, and chaos. As the fight for racial equality
became more powerful, garnering more strength and momentum through the unity of the
people, white people became hysterical, until finally they were migratory. Get out of the
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city! And that’s what they did in droves, moving further east, north, and some even
taking their chances south in Mississippi over unsteady Memphis. When I’m not
imagining the life I would have had if my family had stayed in California, I’m imagining
how different Memphis would be if all those people hadn’t abandoned the city when she
needed them most. But fear was a strong motivator and those who could opt out of the
madness that was Memphis at the time did so. Some landed in the suburbs, and many,
like my family, just kept on going because the burbs weren’t far enough removed, nor
was thirty miles nor forty nor fifty. No, our mark was seventy miles, straight down
Memphis’ Poplar Avenue until it turns into Highway 57, then keep on going and keep on
going until there are no other homes or people visible and then take a backroad to ensure
further isolation and yes, this is a good place, they said. This will do.
We found the farm through the knowledge of real estate my father’s mother
gained in the sixties. She’d been looking for land. No one in our family could afford the
place by themselves but everyone agreed that if they pooled their resources, it could
work. Everyone could get out of Memphis. My father, his parents, and my father’s three
brothers built their version of Utopia on the family farm. And for a while, it truly did
seem like paradise. Nearly everyone found Jesus. But our Utopian society turned
dystopian soon after too much time spent on too much religion, and too many people bent
on telling each other how to live their lives. Before they became Christian, my father’s
people were gamblers and drinkers. Everything probably would have turned out all right
if the men folk had just kept drinking and gambling instead of thumping their bibles
every time one of the female children left the farm in a pair of pants instead of a modest
and acceptable dress. This is funny to me because it was much easier for boyfriends to
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climb underneath a skirt without getting caught than it was for them to maneuver off a
pair of tightly-fitted Levi’s. But, I digress.
So my father’s people are a bunch of schemers. Gamblers. We love to gamble,
always working angles is what my husband says about it. Before Christianity, my uncle
lost a chunk of the family farm in a card game once, or so my grandmother always said. I
wouldn’t be surprised. I can’t even go to Chucky Cheese without working that quarter
machine, so sure the next quarter will send a hundred more tumbling over the edge into
my hands. But we are savvy in the world of business. We can figure out how to make a
little money. We just can’t figure out how to hang on to it longer than a minute.
My mother’s people, the Lamptons, are a bunch of dreamers. All of us have our
heads in the sky – musicians, songwriters, storytellers, and the like. What this makes me
is a dreamer-schemer. A broke-ass storyteller. It’s probably all I’ll ever be. Grab on to a
branch, will you, and we’ll scale the Lampton family tree, way, way, way up. As that’s
where you’ll find another storyteller.
˜
One remarkable night, November 30, 1835, as Halley’s Comet danced across the
sky, Jane Lampton Clemens was blessed with a son, Samuel Langhorne Clemens. Jane’s
father, Benjamin Lampton, must have held his grandson proudly. Maybe Baby Samuel
wailed out loud, already restless to tell his stories. Do you think Jane knew? Do you
think she knew her infant son had the fever of storytelling set upon him, probably by that
strange fiery ball in the sky? And so the stars rained down on Mark Twain. It would be
an important family celebration, don’t you think? Benjamin’s brother, Joshua Lampton,
would want to see his brand new nephew, surely. I can see it. I can see my fourth
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grandfather, Joshua, holding baby Samuel close to his face, studying the curiosity already
forming behind tiny, unfocused eyes, the light inside sparking a thousand stories.
˜
My cousin, Russ thinks it’s cool we’re cousins to Mark Twain. He calls it the
‘Twain Thang’ and posted about it on my Facebook wall once. I think it’s cool, too.
Except that I’m a writer and what writer feels at ease writing under the sunny shadow of
the great Samuel L. Clemens? But it’s just a cousin, and a distant cousin at that. I grew
up hearing about it from Grandma, that we were somehow related to Mark
Twain…‘somehow related’ was all I ever knew. I didn’t give it much thought. But then,
the internet exploded with Ancestry.com and MyHeritage.com and other genealogy sites
which made it so easy for my mother, Lorene Lampton, to learn that indeed, it was true,
and aren’t you proud, Cheryl, and what do your classmates think about you being Mark
Twain’s cousin? Sure, sure. I’d learned of this my first semester of grad school at the
University of Memphis, I’d barely squeaked in and began studying Creative Nonfiction, a
genre I knew almost nothing of, and had never written. So yeah. I could hardly wait to
tell a room full of writers sharper than me, more lyrical than me, and definitely more
literary than me that, ‘Hey guys! Guess what? I’m Mark Twain’s cousin.’ I did come out
of the literary closet eventually. In an essay about family, I honored that teeny drop of
storyteller’s blood that took root inside me.
So there you have it. Cousins. Mark Twain and me. What does it even mean
anyway? Except genetics is a powerful thing, powerful enough to split me in two so that
I’m half of what I don’t want to be and half of what I don’t need to be. I scheme and
dream. I tell family stories to people I barely know or don’t know at all. And I’ve sought
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out higher education so I can learn to tell these stories with grace and sophistication.
How’m I doin? No. Don’t answer. I’m still learning. I’m making a name for myself at
the University, I do know that. But sometimes I feel like a novelty. I wasn’t thinking
‘country mouse’ exactly. Maybe smart, edgy cowgirl, but no, it recently became evident
that my vibe within the local writing community is surely country mouse. I didn’t even
know it. I learned I was so much less smart, edgy cowgirl than I wanted to be, and so
much more mousy country, at a time that it would have been better not knowing such
things.
˜
I bought a cool dress off a dead lady. By that, I mean I went to an estate sale and
found the most perfect dress of a crinkly gold lamé fabric with huge poppy flowers on it
and a matching belt that ties at the waist. Paired with brown leather boots with double
buckles on the sides and stylish heels, my outfit was disco superfly. Very chic. And no
one else would have a dress like mine. I felt a little more confident, although still
nervous about speaking in front of a crowd. As soon as I stepped out of my pickup truck,
it was clear the dress was magic. My dress got all kinds of attention.
It was my turn to emcee the bi-annual release party for The Pinch, the literary
journal run by grad students of the University of Memphis. I began working as Pinch
staff my first semester of grad school, making my way through the ranks of Editorial
Assistant, Nonfiction Editor, Assistant Managing Editor, and finally assuming the role of
Managing Editor. The workload is heavy – wading the slush pile, volunteer work at
nearby (and not so nearby) book festivals, weekly staff meetings, organizing and working
various fundraisers, planning and carrying out release parties. The release parties are a
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pretty big deal around town in that important people attend them – professors,
benefactors, and visiting readers. I was anxious about hosting the party but I committed
to not showing it.
“You know, Cheryl,” my professor said, “You come across all country mouse, but
you’re really a sophisticated lady.”
“Um…thank you, I think.”
“No. It’s good.”
I wasn’t sure it was good. I shared a similar upbringing with this professor. We
were both farm kids. He grew up on a farm near Portland. My farm, of course, at the
east end of an escape route from Memphis.
I wasn’t sure what he was saying, whether he was accusing me of straying too far
from my country girl roots or praising me. He could have meant – You’ve come a long
way. I recognize your evolution and applaud it. Or – Hey sister, you’re the best of both
worlds. But what if he meant…You’re doing okay considering where you’ve come from.
It was my sensitivity to never feeling I could fully assimilate into either world that
made me read more into his words, I’m sure. After all, body language and facial
expressions communicate just as much, if not more, than the words themselves. The
kindness about his face, gentle smile, and openness of his posture were indicative of a
sincere compliment, one in which he most likely meant to say: You’re on top of things
here. I’m really proud of you. Still, I wasn’t sure. I couldn’t let it fluster me but it was
there in the background as I made my way to the podium to welcome our guests and
recognize VIP’s. I tried hard not to rattle my notes so the audience wouldn’t hear the
crinkling and rustle of paper like they did the last time I stood in front of a microphone.
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Country mouse…country mouse…country mouse.
I went home after the party, shimmied off my 70’s glamour dress and city-girl
boots, and luxuriated in a candlelit bath and wine. And I thought about it. The more I
thought, the more bristled I became until the chip on my country mouse shoulder felt
enormous. I ranted on Facebook to see if I could get a rise out of the country girls and
have some company in it:
What’s on your mind/Status Update: “Prof tells me I come across 'all country
mouse' but I'm really sophisticated. He meant it as a compliment. I'm like. Dude.
You should get out more & meet some sophisticated country gals. We can go
from Peabody rooftop party dresses & stilettos to mudders & cow shit in about
2.5 seconds. We're adaptable like that. Amen, sophisticated country gals??”

That particular status update earned fifty-four likes and twenty-nine comments
such as “You can take the gal outta the country but you can’t ever completely take the
COUNTRY outta the gal!” and “This city shit stinks, nothing like the fresh air of cow,
horse, and pig shit!” To that last one, I replied, “I like all the shit. City shit, cow shit,
horse shit…but not pig shit, that’s a whole other level of shit right there.”
I talked with a friend about farm girls and stereotypes and crossing over into other
worlds when what you’re working with is the country way of living and how that way
doesn’t always mesh with other ways of living. I struggle to keep up in Memphis.
“You sell yourself as a farm girl,” my friend said.
“It’s how I grew up. I know I straddle both worlds. It’s just this idea that some
people have that country folk aren’t sophisticated that’s weird to me. He meant it nice,
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he really did. I’m not insulted. I’m just fascinated about this idea of lack of
sophistication in people who live the country life.”
“You have country/city double consciousness,” she said.
“Thank you.”
“It’s really cool,” she said.
Is it really cool though? Back there in the country, I felt smart, capable,
accomplished. What I spent my whole life learning doesn’t mean much in the city
though, can’t mean much by the nature of what that knowledge is. No one needs me to
herd cattle here, or fix a fence, haul hay, or clear land. Occasionally, I’m allowed to use
basic mechanical skills to help a stranded motorist with a flat tire or dead engine but
that’s about it. What I know isn’t needed here. When I’m about the city, I feel devalued.
When I go back to the country, I’m an outsider. Some days, I vow never to let my farm
girl roots get too shaky and withered because I don’t want to completely lose what little I
have left of my beginnings. Other days, I think I’d like to shake the farm off me for good
because it’s a constant reminder of lack of education and stagnancy. A first-generation
college graduate, I’ve gone a lot farther than most expected, dreaming and scheming as is
my birthright, trying to carve out a place for myself, mostly just getting caught between
places. A few in my extended family went well beyond what they were born into and I
wonder how they did it. And did they hang on to home in any way that felt good to
them? Then there are others who never left the farm, will never know or care what’s out
there, blissfully ignorant to anything beyond the lip of land they inherited, and they’re
happy to be where they are. But I needed to know things. To hear ideas beyond the
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pulpit and picnic-style kitchen table where my father fed me intolerance and ignorance
while picking the bones of my mother’s fried chicken clean.
I want to explain to you that my father was mostly good, that I saw mostly
kindness from him, that the narrow-mindedness he sometimes exuded came through a
lifetime of conditioning, a hard childhood, the time and place in which he lived. But that
would be asking you to understand and forgive and maybe that’s too much to ask.
I heard phrases from my father like, ‘abomination of God’ and words like ‘smite’
once I hit my teen years and became old enough to understand abominations and smiting.
Even being of age to hear such things, I could hardly believe it. I’d never seen my father
smite anything, although the one and only time he physically disciplined me I was sure it
was a smiting. I was fourteen and the thrashing (for back-talk) sent me to my knees
which only angered my father further and rendered more thrashing. When my mother
came home and saw the condition I was in, she ran a bath for me, soaked my wounds. I
could hear muffled voices outside the door, low weeping. My father never struck me
again. Then again, he didn’t have to. If I ever made him angry enough to start
unbuckling that belt, I corrected myself immediately. It’s hard to understand how that
sort of fury can live inside a man who once risked his own skin jumping into a brush fire
to save three infant rabbits. He brought those charred babies to my mother begging her to
save them, tears streaking his smoky face. The rabbits died but they knew tenderness in
their last moments, my father’s tenderness. It was that same tenderness I saw in him
most of my days, save but the few occasions some latent anger boiled up inside him,
usually misdirected. But I need you to love my father. Is that asking too much? Maybe
I’m afraid I didn’t love him. No, of course I loved my father. Deeply. Some say love
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and respect go hand-in-hand but I say you’re wrong. For there were times my father
disappointed me, but I loved him still. He was a good man. He was good and misguided
and flawed and generously human. Like all of us. I choose to believe he desired to purge
the poison he had drunk, that he battled the prejudice he’d been conditioned to feel, it’s
just that sometimes you lose a battle here and there. But if you fight long enough and
hard enough, most of them you win. Indeed, my father grew more tolerant with the years
but he ran out of time before he could really get his footing in our changing world. It all
begins in those formative years, doesn’t it? Arming our children with love and
acceptance, educating them in the right way, teaching them only goodness. Opening their
minds to ideas that challenge them, more importantly opening their hearts, teaching them
to think and feel for themselves and others, building confidence. I wish I could blink
myself out of this world and find my father as a child. I’d whisper in his ear – don’t
listen don’t listen don’t listen.
˜
“People are nice, but they’re dumb, overweight, and gullible. They wear tacky
clothing and jewelry. They’re racist, unworldly, and dumb.” – NYC Marketing Executive
on the people of rural America

This statement can be found on a Forbes blog called “Speak American” in which
contributor, Paul Jankowski tackles the following stereotypes of rural people: They’re
dumb, they’re fat, they’re poor, they’re backward, they only like country music, they’re
conservative. Jankowski, born in Illinois and raised in Tennessee, expresses awareness
that his upbringing “sounds like a bad country song.” He admits there have been times
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when he downplayed his rural beginnings. He writes that each time he boarded a plane to
attend business meetings, he subconsciously toned down “the southern twang” and
walked a bit faster, wore more black. He believes these behavior modifications are
spurred by his awareness that rural people are often “dismissed and not taken seriously.”
The above quote expressing crude ideas of rural people is one Jankowski heard from the
marketing executive in New York City. To which Jankowski replied, “Thanks a lot,
buddy.” Then, he blogged.
Most of the stereotypes I can emphatically deny beside Jankowski. But, what
bothers me most about the article is that even though Jankowski shows strong evidence
there is little to no truth behind these stereotypes of rural people, sadly, I found truth in
some of them in my own history. Undoubtedly, this furthers my hypersensitivity to any
comments that hint at the notion of rural people as simple. Because sometimes, I’m
afraid there may be something to it and people can see it on me.
They’re dumb –
My father had a 10th grade education. He never graduated high school. I’m lying
when I say he had a 10th grade education, when in actuality, he probably had more like an
8th or 9th grade education. My mother dropped out of high school at one point but
eventually finished up, earning a diploma from Belmont High School in L.A. while
married to my father. High School or below is the education level of nearly everyone in
my family. I can only think of a handful of cousins besides myself out of dozens that
attended college, and none of our parents had. When I discussed college with my father
during my high school years, he told me there was no need in it.
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“You don’t need college. Just get a job at Wal-Mart, like your mom, get in on
that profit sharing they have, and keep yourself pure in the sight of the Lord. He’ll bless
you with a good husband.”
I wasn’t exactly ‘pure’ but indeed, God did bless me with a good husband just two
weeks after I graduated high school, and I left the family homestead without turning my
head once to look back.
The farm had insulated us from the rest of the world. We could see no other
homes from our farmhouse, not even those of aunts and uncles or grandparents. It was a
lengthy stroll to visit with cousins. Longer walks or drives of several more miles were
required to enjoy the company of anyone who wasn’t family. This isolation posed little
opportunities to discover what life was like outside the boundaries of our farm. There
was church, sure. Too much church, pews full of people just like us. And there was
school, of course.
The school in which I graduated, Middleton High School, ranks as a Level One
school, the lowest ranking a school can achieve. There were a few gifted teachers, such
as Ms. Gilbert, who inspired students through exuberance, quick humor, support and
understanding. Education was so important to Ms. Gilbert, she took us by the busload
into Memphis to see Shakespeare’s Macbeth performed live, a 150-mile roundtrip. It was
no easy mission, but it was worth it to Ms. Gilbert. She aspired to expand the minds of
rural-bred children beyond the borders of our small town, and found ways to do so. Still,
I read little during my high school years, and somehow graduated with relatively good
grades. My father mostly encouraged reading of the bible, and that’s how I found him
each night when I went to say goodnight to him. He was there, lying in bed, studying the
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bible, every single night. There may have been others, but I only remember owning one
book as a child, besides the bible. I still have both my childhood bible and the big book
of goodnight stories that a family friend brought to the farm as gifts for me and my older
sister. My bible still looks new. But that book of bedtime stories is so tattered from
seeing so much love, the pages are smudged and torn and loosened from their binding. I
don’t remember a library. I’m trying to see a community library somewhere inside my
childhood memories as I write this, but I can’t see one. If there was a library, I don’t
remember visiting it. But in elementary school, each week, we were allowed to check out
a book from our school library and take it home, and get a brand new book the following
week, throughout the entire school year. I read a lot of books then. I scanned the library
for the books my classmates said had curse words in them. I lucked up once and found a
book that had the words, “lard ass” in it. After that, I went around practicing the
vulgarity…. “lard ass, lard ass, lard ass.” I loved the feel of that word in my mouth.
In junior high, my father told me I was smart and he didn’t feel the need to brag
on my good grades as much as he did my older sister’s grades as she struggled in school
more than I did and sometimes earned low marks. She did graduate, eight months
pregnant at the time, and endured an abusive decade-long relationship with a volatile
husband. She bounced around from one menial job to the next all her life. She’s clever
though and she knows how to survive. Before life got too hard, she was beautiful to a
degree that made people stare which always embarrassed her because she was so bashful.
Of all the women in our town, none could rival her. As early as I can remember, heads
turned and people gaped, attention not only unwanted but despised by my sister.
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“What are they staring at?” my sister whispered to my father, sidling up closer to
him, tucking her beauty away behind him the best she could.
“Well, they’re staring at you, of course,” my father always said.
My younger sister quit school in the 10th grade, like our father, but she isn’t
lacking for intelligence. She later earned her GED and learned drafting by working as a
secretary for a local civil engineer who says she can draft residential and commercial
plans better than he can. Tired of her hard work earning money for the man though
instead of herself, she put drafting aside to become a professional cake maker. She’s also
a healer in Jesus’ name. Demons are prayed off the sick and afflicted and even now,
separated from it all, I dare say little on the matter because of the fear of God that was
born and bred into me.
I had trouble settling into any real lifelong career, but I had fun trying. My
professional past lives have included: hip hop aerobics instructor, car hop, file clerk,
office manager, credit secretary, receptionist at a quarter horse ranch, education director
for a bird dog museum, nightshift admissions clerk at a mental institution, and retail sales
clerk in a department store measuring crotchety old men's crotches. I'm past my nine
professional lives but I'm not dead just yet. Midlife, I felt I had missed something along
the way. My husband drained his retirement account to put me through school, saying it
was “a solid investment.” So here I am, late forties, graduate student, working toward an
MFA in Creative Writing. Writing memoir. Getting disowned.
Sometimes I struggle to spell words, words I know I should know how to spell. I
misspelled the word ‘pique’ last semester when I took minutes during a staff meeting for
The Pinch. Our Editor-in-Chief politely, and privately, corrected my spelling via email.
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I didn’t just misspell the word. I used the wrong word altogether. I said, “Our interest
was peaked.” The Editor-in-Chief sent an email thanking me for keeping the minutes for
our meeting, and he added a P.S. at the bottom – I think when you say interest was
peaked, you mean piqued.
Mortified. I was mortified.
I’m not well-read like my classmates either. I want to be. I’ve only in the last
few years begun to read like I should have been reading all my life. I feel like a fraud,
like I don’t belong in grad school alongside people who really do belong in grad school.
Not even a blood-tie to the great Mark Twain can make me belong. It’s a tenuous bloodtie anyway.
They’re fat –
No one was fat in my family. Being fat would have required an excess of food
which we never had. Sometimes there wasn’t enough food. When food was plentiful, we
worked off what we ate in the fields. We cared for a growing herd of Angus and
Hereford cattle (and one Holstein), tended gardens, cleared land, hauled wood and hay,
helped mend fences and dig post holes, we dragged empty feed sacks behind us as we
filled them full of thistle bushes we yanked out of the ground by hand because we
couldn’t afford herbicides or my father wouldn’t buy them. We were admonished if we
left any thistle bushes growing in our fields.
“See the purple flower at the top of that thistle bush out there in the field?” my
father asked.
“Yessir.”
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“One good wind will open up that flower and spread seeds all over the field, then
you’ll have a hundred more thistle bushes to pull up.”
Fucking thistle bushes. Fuck them.
They’re poor –
Yes. We were. I began working for money off the farm when I was fourteen
years old. I helped an old man in town paint his shop one summer and another summer, I
cleaned some nice older lady’s home and yard, earning fifty bucks for a week’s work. I
bought school clothes, shoes, and junk food with the extra money. By the time I was
fifteen, I had landed a job at a nearby dairy bar for two bucks an hour (no tips), working
eleven and twelve hour shifts on weekends. That little dairy bar is still there and makes
the best milk shakes in the tri-state area, and I know how they do it. The servers make
five bucks an hour now, plus tips. Whenever I’m out that way, I tip big because I know
what pulling double-duty as a server and short-order cook feels like. It took weeks to
fully get the smell of hamburgers and French fries out of my clothes and hair after I left
there for a job as a server and hostess (no cooking) at a steakhouse one town over. I
upgraded from smelling like burgers and fries to smelling like steak and baked potatoes.
I earned decent tips though and was able to save enough money to buy my own car at
seventeen, which was mostly a kick-ass sound system with wheels. My father
disapproved and advised me to choose a more practical car but I wouldn’t listen. I was
stranded on the side of the road within a week and the only thing running right in that car
was the stereo. The car and I limped to a local mechanic’s garage in town. I used the
mechanic’s phone to call my father for a rescue but he offered I told you so’s and nothing
more.
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“How will I get home?” I asked.
“I suggest you start walking.”
“I’m in town. It’s twelve miles to get home.”
“I told you the car was no good. You bought it anyway. This is your problem,
not mine.”
“How will I get to work?”
“These are your problems to figure out. You should’ve listened to me. Now you
got problems. Your problems to figure out.”
I hung the phone up and dialed the car lot where I’d purchased the car.
“Listen,” I said, “You sold me a piece of shit, I’m broke and stranded. I have no
way to get home or to get to work and no money to fix this car that you sold me just last
week.”
The owner of the dealership took pity on my situation. We worked out a deal. It
cost $300 to fix the car, the man at the car lot offered to loan me the money for repairs
(probably out of the five grand I paid for the beater I just bought). He talked to the
mechanic and asked him to put a rush on fixing my car. I paid $10 a week out of my tips
to square the debt. I took no money from my father. I paid for my own gas, insurance,
and maintenance. I drove that rickety rocket for years until it could go no more and
damn, I still miss that car.
Do you wish I was telling you my father was all tough talk instead of tough love?
That he came for me that day? I’m sorry, he didn’t. But what would I have learned if he
had rescued me then? That day, I learned how to get myself out of a jam at the tender
age of seventeen by keeping a cool head and thinking things through, then acting with
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confidence. I was upset at first when I realized Dad really wasn’t coming to save me.
My frustration led to a few tears inside the grungy bathroom of the garage, but then I
composed myself and started walking the twelve miles home. I was able to hitch a ride
with a friend’s brother who passed me on the road. As for my father, I stayed cross with
him a long time. Dad became a lot freer with his wallet once I left the farm, handing over
gas money frequently so I could visit home. My prideful rejection of his generosity
waned over time until it was easy to accept what he offered, although the first time I held
my palm out to him for money after he’d abandoned me when I needed him, it was a
humbling moment to say the least.
I’m still amazed at how I made ends meet with the meager salary I earned at the
steakhouse. It was the kind of life that made it hard to think of any other kind of life. I
dreamed one up, sure, but even in my dreams, I couldn’t see myself going beyond a
certain station in life. Some of my friends were getting ready for college. I couldn’t even
imagine.
The pride I would feel right now if my story was one of bold and youthful
ambition. I wish I could tell you I aspired to great things after high school, but that
would be a lie. Even as a dreamer-schemer, certain things seemed so far out of reach.
During my junior and senior years of high school, I took typing classes to secure a job for
myself in the secretarial field after graduation. We trained on manual typewriters with
bottle caps lying on our wrists so we could learn to force our fingers to do all the work
instead of our hands and arms. After learning to type on manual typewriters, electric
typewriters were so easy. I excelled in typing classes, or so I thought.
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Mrs. Carr, my typing teacher, was prone to walk up and down the aisles watching
for bottle caps to slide off our wrists and hit the floor. She could have been harder on us,
she said, recounting the overly familiar story of her own typing teacher whacking typists
on their hands with her ruler when the typing wasn’t up to her standards. Occasionally,
Mrs. Carr walked from one of us to the other with praise or admonishment or curiosity.
I could feel her beside me. From the side of my eye, I saw her pleated gray skirt
and matching wool jacket buttoned up the front, white blouse tied at the neck peeking
out, complimenting her silvery-gray pageboy coiffure. Mrs. Carr was a small woman but
her sternness made her seem much bigger. She made me nervous but I didn’t lose my
bottle caps.
“What do you plan on doing with your life when you graduate, Cheryl?” she
asked.
“I’m getting married,” I replied, smiling up at her. I thought she’d be proud. I
was moving up in the world. I would be the lady of the house soon.
“You’ll never amount to anything,” she said solemnly. Then she turned and
walked away.
I felt one of my bottle caps begin to slide. I kept my fingers on the keys of my
typewriter but flicked my wrist a little to straighten the bottle cap. I overcorrected and
the bottle cap fell to the floor with a ping! Mrs. Carr never turned around to see whose
bottle cap fell. She knew it was mine. She continued down the rows of typists-intraining with quick, hard steps.
Fuck you, Mrs. Carr. Fuck. You. I type ninety-five words a minute now. And
I’m pretty sure you’re dead.
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They’re backward –
This one is hard and hurtful. My family, and many others in our small town, were
constantly moving back in a time when much of the world around us was moving
forward. Children were softly spoon-fed racism and segregation and intolerance. We
were fed it so adroitly and so fervently that many were never able to completely shake
free of those tired views. I began my remaking when I fled the farm in ’86 arm-in-arm
with my young, like-minded groom. Together, we deprogrammed. Maybe you expect
me to tell you it wasn’t easy. To deprogram. But it was easy. The seed for my
deprogramming had been planted many years before, watered and fertilized by a
changing world, and all that was needed for it to flourish was better light. My father had
planted an entirely different seed but a girl named Felicia plucked it right out and planted
another when I was just a child.
In elementary school, Felicia was my favorite person in the whole world. I
looked forward to seeing her on the school bus each morning, and if she ever missed a
day of school, it put me in a blue mood. She was my best friend. I told Felicia I wanted
her to come home with me and spend the night after school on Friday so we could play
together on Saturday. We would both need our parents’ permission for this. When I got
home from school that day, I asked Mom if Felicia could spend the night, to which she
responded with the usual battery of questions: Is she in your class at school? Does she
have any brothers or sisters? Where do they live? Have you ever seen her parents at the
bus stop?
During the inquisition, it came to light that Felicia was black. This was 1976.
Our town was probably a good ten years behind the Civil Rights Movement so it was
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more like 1966 for a lot of white people in the community, and may have felt more like
1866 for the few black people that lived there. Mom told me we’d need to ask Dad about
Felicia staying over.
Dad came to me later that evening to explain why it wasn’t proper for Felicia to
come over or spend the night. I sat on the spreading roots of the giant oak in our front
yard, picking at what remained of a scab on my knee. Dad crouched down in front of me,
one arm casually draped over his knee, the other one working his brow in thought. The
reason Felicia could not come play, of course, was because she was black.
“It’s good to be friendly with them,” he told me, still working his brow. “But it’s
not okay to really be friends with them.”
“Why?” I asked my father.
“Because they’re different from us,” he replied.
Every Sunday morning in Sunday school class, we heard – Red and yellow, black
and white, they are precious in his sight! Jesus loves the little children of the world. If
Jesus loved black people, it seemed right in my mind that I could, too. Up to this point,
no one had told me I couldn’t. I asked my father how black people were different, not to
antagonize, but simply because there was a need to understand. Especially if he intended
to go against what the Lord Jesus Christ had to say about it.
“Why, you can look at them and tell,” my father answered.
If he was talking about skin color, he would need to do better than that because in
the summertime, my skin was likely to be the same color as Felicia’s, or even a shade
darker. I pointed that out to my father.
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“They don’t look that different to me,” I said. “And Felicia is the nicest girl I
know.”
He said it didn’t matter, that there were other differences besides just skin color,
that their hair was different from ours, kinky and wiry, and their noses were flatter and
spread across their faces.
“We’re just…different,” he said exasperated.
Dad became frustrated and I began to cry. He finally just said no and ended the
discussion. The next day on the bus, I told Felicia she couldn’t come over because she
was black and she was different than me, than us. Like me, she asked about the
differences.
“You have kinky and wiry hair,” I told her. “Like a Brillo pad.”
I was smart not to include the part about the flat nose being spread across her face
because Felicia had a lovely nose, a white-looking nose. She responded to the hair
comment.
“No, I don’t.”
“Yes, you do. Your hair is all kinky and wiry and mine is soft.”
“My hair feels like yours. You can feel for yourself.”
“I don’t want to touch your kinky hair!”
The truth is I did want to touch Felicia’s hair but I was afraid. Afraid of what
could happen. I think even as a young child I felt it coming. Felt walls coming down.
“Just feel,” Felicia said.
I put my hand to her hair, hesitated, then slid my fingers over the strands just
behind her ear. It was not kinky or wiry, it was soft. I touched my own hair with my
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other hand. Felicia’s hair felt more the same as mine than it felt different. I left my hand
in her hair a moment longer. I whispered the word liar in my mind. I wasn’t ready to
defy my father, but I knew he had lied to me. If he had lied about Felicia, what else was
he lying about?
So this is my people’s shame – bigotry, dissension, racism, intolerance. The men
on the farm may have promoted sexism as well but as sexism could never fully work
there, at least not on our side of the farm, they could only partially commit to it. They
gave it their best shot, I’m sure. (Rule #2: Act like a lady, work like a man. Rule #1: No
back-talk.) We did not always act like ladies, much to my father’s chagrin, but indeed,
we did work like men. Farm work knows no gender. My father was the only man in our
family so the women worked extra hard to pull our weight. The women I grew up
around, and aspired to be like, could drive tractors, change the oil in your car and rotate
the tires, milk cows, kill chickens, fight boys, haul wood, bait their own fish hooks, cook
biscuits and gravy, and clean up for church. On a farm, it’s all hands on deck regardless
of whether those hands are male or female. I can’t pinpoint the moment I realized I
needed to leave the farm, maybe because it was a hundred moments that told me so. I
just knew I had to leave or be strangled down by a way of life that my intuition resisted.
But I’ll always be grateful for much I learned there, a strong work ethic being the most
respected quality the farm gave me. Sun up to sun down if necessary. I sometimes so
feverishly peck at these keys, I forget to eat.
When I left the farm, Mom said it was like I’d died. I was so gone from that
place, there was not even one small shred of me left there for her to hold and grieve. No
scent of my being that lingered in the air inside my bedroom, no un-favorite clothes still
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hanging in the closet to hold to her face. Forgotten tube of lip gloss rolled underneath my
bed to dab onto her lips and imagine a daughter’s kiss, no fine hairs spidering from a
hairbrush like soft silk for her to stroke and roll between her fingers. No shadows of me
anywhere for Mama to sit and talk to.
Mom worked at Wal-Mart just down the road from the steakhouse where I
worked. With both of us working, and my last high school classes with which to
contend, our time together had been dwindling. We had taken to leaving notes back and
forth to try to keep up with one another’s lives –
Hey, how was your day? Hope it was good. Can’t remember if you’re working at
the restaurant tonight. I’ll be home from work around 6pm. Got to work early
tomorrow morning.
Love,
Your Mom
Hey, Mom. School sucked as usual. Can’t wait to graduate. I close tonight at
work so I won’t see you. Probably won’t get home until around 9:30 or 10pm.
Hope you had a good day.
Love,
Your favorite middle daughter
If it hadn’t been for Mom, life on the farm my later years there would have been
most lonesome and perpetually unbearable.
I have visited the farm occasionally but it’s been awhile now. Seven years after I
left home, Dad died. A massive coronary at the age of fifty-six. Mom remarried and
moved away. My aunts and uncles and some of my cousins are still there. My older
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sister is still there, propping up the old farmhouse as it falls down around her. My
cousins’ and sister’s children are there, and their children’s children live there as well.
And the cycle just keeps going, plus homeschool. Homeschooling the next generation
and next generation, children brides and grooms, babies having babies. It’s like nothing
has changed there, except the farm looks like shit, all grown up in some places while
other places have been stripped bare, timber sold, fences leaning in, the 13-acre
government lake filling itself in, looking more and more like a swamp than a lake. It’s
not the Ponderosa it once was.
They only like country music –
Crazy talk. We love all kinds of music. My sister and I had to hide in our
bedroom to listen to anything that wasn’t gospel though, as the family labeled secular
music, “the devil’s music.” Don’t even get me started on the “devil’s juice.”
According to my family, the devil is the most hardworking being that exists, he
has his own music, his own drink, he’s a busy dude. My family had me convinced the
devil was stalking me all the time and I couldn’t let my guard down even for a second or
he’d get me. “But, I’m a Christian,” I’d say. And my grandmother would ask, “Are you
sure? Do you know that you know that you know that you’re a Christian? Don’t let Satan
deceive you into thinking you’re born again when you’re not. You have to know, really
know Jesus with your heart, not just your head.”
How can I know that I know that I know something if I’m constantly being
deceived by the devil so I can’t know it? This makes no sense to me now but I sure
bought it back then. Children were terrorized at nearly every church in our area by a 70’s
religious film called, “The Burning Hell” that swept across the Bible belt. The film
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depicted very realistic (for the time) scenes of the eternal torment and damnation
awaiting every non-Christian. I lived in horror then. For a long time after watching the
film at church, you could find me bawling my eyes out in a pew every Sunday praying
for Jesus to live in my heart, not just my head.
They’re conservative –
Maybe so. But we’ll throw those views out the window and vote Democrat in a
hot minute because we’re also poor.
˜
I’ve muddied these stereotypes even further, haven’t I? I was working something
out here. Thank you for letting me do that. I suppose sometimes we discover or
rediscover ourselves in unexpected ways. This is mine. I’m country mouse in this city. I
did not know this. I thought I was keeping up here. Maybe I am in some ways, maybe
not. And that’s okay.
I made some connections on the literary scene in Memphis, connections that
earned me a spot as a volunteer instructor for the Student Writer’s Conference at The
Mid-South Book Festival last fall. The conference was for youth ages 12-17. It wasn’t
that hard to feel intimidated by my fellow instructors. They were well-educated and
successful. Some of them Ivy League. Some of them well-known poets. Many had
written books. I had never written a book, although I can essay like mad. Those essays
eventually turned into a book of essays. See here. Now I’ve written a book.
I was to be introduced by the host, feeling more country mouse than ever.
Waiting in the wings of the local theatre in which the writing workshops would be held, I
thought of the Myth of Sisyphus by Albert Camus. Weird, I know, for Sisyphus to come
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to the surface in that moment. It had been years since I’d studied Camus and
Existentialism in undergrad. But Sisyphus and his rock were all I could see in my mind
as I waited there to be introduced together with these highly esteemed scholarly people. I
thought of Sisyphus and how he was condemned to roll that big rock up a hill for all
eternity. But Sisyphus was okay because he made rolling that rock his thing. He made it
his thing. He owned that rock and the hill and the rolling and he just did it.
I heard my name. I walked across the stage. I turned to face a room full of
parents and youth probably well-advanced in their writing endeavors. The slope of the
theatre was the perfect place for Sisyphus to roll his rock. There he was, angled into the
boulder, bits of dust and grit on his shoulders, muscles swollen under his load, inching his
way up and down aisles.
“Cheryl, tell us what made you come out to the Student Writers Conference to
volunteer your time as a teacher of writing on a Sunday afternoon,” the host said.
I made my way closer to the podium. I didn’t trip. I didn’t fall down.
“I grew up on a farm,” I said. “My father had three daughters instead of the three
sons he needed to work the farm. So we three daughters were those three sons, if you
know what I mean. We weren’t reading books or taking writing classes. We were
working a farm – hauling hay, clearing land, taking care of cattle. When we weren’t
working, we played too hard to slow down for books. That was just farm life. I’m here
on a Sunday afternoon volunteering my time to teach you because I want all of you to
have what I didn’t have at your age.”
It was the last time I would feel intimidated by people farther along in their
learning than me. I’ll get there. And I was already well-educated before I even began
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this literary journey. It was just a different sort of education. I can’t help wondering
what sort of woman I will be when I’m done gleaning all the knowledge I can from these
books, when I blend both these educations, when I reach my full potential. I imagine this
woman all the time. I imagined her then walking across that stage, rolling her rock
beside Sisyphus, owning her lot in life, owning all of it, making it her thing. Making her
thing her thing. When I was done, everyone clapped. I walked back across the stage. I
didn’t trip. I didn’t fall down. The host said I was wonderful.
Memphis country mouse is my thing. I won’t be ashamed. I won’t curve my
country drawl. I won’t speed up. I won’t wear more black. Green was always my color
anyway. Green like the field in front of the farmhouse that stretched down to the lake,
morning dew like glitter hugging blades of grass, the only disturbance would be my path
to the old pine tree – the one with the low-hanging branches that I crawled beneath to
hide and dream and squint my eyes until the water droplets quaking across the meadow
looked like city lights.
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Bootlegging
My prince rode in on a steed of sorts, a ’79 Ford Pinto. Blonde-haired, blue-eyed
William stole me away from any boys I may have been sweet on, or who may have been
sweet on me, but more importantly, he stole me from the farm. He taught me how to
drive in that beat-to-shit ’79 Pinto. I had been driving for quite a while prior to his
lessons, but I had only mastered the basics of driving, the do’s and don’ts, the rules.
William taught me the art of driving. As many beaters were back then, his was a straight
shift.
“If you learn to drive a straight shift, you’ll be able to drive anything and you’ll
be a much better driver because good driving has a lot to do with timing,” William said.
So I learned about timing. I was a good student, taking full advantage of long
stretches of sparsely occupied pavement to test speed, and wide gravel roads with an
abundance of curves to play with maneuverability.
In spite of my astute learning capabilities, overenthusiasm sometimes prevailed
and this usually meant the ditch. The Ford Pinto, no longer in production, was the
inferior little brother to the Ford Mustang. Say what you will about the little guy, but he
was tough. That particular automobile survived more ditching than a high school stoner
ducking last period.
“Shit, baby, I’m sorry,” I said. “I ditched your car again. I guess I gunned it too
hard on that fresh gravel and she got a little squirrely on me. What should we do?”
We both stood at the edge of the road, William evaluating the low probability of
getting out of the ditch without assistance, and me looking guilty and embarrassed. I
knocked about bits of gravel with the toe of my new Reeboks. Waitressing nights and
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weekends, two bucks an hour plus tips usually amounting to $10-$15 per night, the shoes
had cost me half my paycheck. It was worth it. I felt a sense of power as the first girl in
my high school to own the newest and hottest pair of sneakers. Lost momentarily in
footwear arrogance, I distanced myself from the situation. William snapped me back.
“It’s okay, he said. “It doesn’t look that bad. We’re not far from your house. We
can walk to the farm and see if your dad will pull me out with his tractor.”
He forced a smile and pulled me in for a reassuring hug. Guilt and forgiveness go
a long way with girlfriends.
“Wanna make out first?” I asked.
He kissed me then. William knew a lot about driving, but he knew even more
about kissing. He taught me just as much from the backseat of that ragged, shit-brown
beater as he ever did from the driver’s seat. I was a good student of all my lessons.
In the country, I learned what happens when a risky expert driver gets cocky with
the emergency brake of a vehicle that is capable of taking punishment.
Risky expert driver: William
Vehicle capable of taking punishment: 1979 Ford Pinto
Outcome: Bootlegging (J-turn if you’re not country)
Nestled deep in the passenger seat, rifling through a shoebox of cassette tapes for
the best picks, I was suddenly tossed about in the Pinto. William whipped the steering
wheel hard and fast to the right, pulled up sharp on the e-brake, and twisted the wheel
back toward the left, spinning the car into a full 180, and throwing gravel and back-road
dust out in a rowdy semi-circle. He always did this when it was least expected so as to up
the thrill of the experience, and what a thrill it was. It got so that each time William was
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driving and I felt his tires hit gravel, I insisted, “Do a bootleg! Do a bootleg!”
Sometimes he did, sometimes he didn’t. He said the thrill would be lost if he did it all the
time, or on command. Surely, this was a lie. How could something so exhilarating just
stop being exhilarating?
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Broken Plate
She didn’t suffer – my grandmother always said when she told the story of her
mother, my great-grandmother, dying in the snow. She was found where her tracks
stopped, as if she lay down childlike in the snow to make snow angels. Or sleep. The
long sleep. Finally. I never met her. I only have pictures and stories. She looks delicate
in pictures, like a porcelain doll that would shatter in the wrong hands. I think of her
slight body lying there in the snow, a real life and death snow angel. Her hair sprinkled
white with age and wispy snowflakes that glittered under their lanterns. A look of peace
on her sweet face, peace she never knew in this life. My great-grandfather standing over
her, shining light down upon her, dumbfounded. She had loved him, although it was
hard.
Great-grandmother had long hair, her crowning glory the menfolk called it,
although I doubt a flowing mane could do much to make her feel glorious. Greatgrandfather dragged her by it, tied her to the bedpost with her beautiful long hair, beat
her, and God knows what else. The beatings continued all her years on this earth. On
that frigid, snowy night, she ran. She ran in the snow to my Grandmother’s house for
protection. She died in the snow.
“She never even shuffled her feet. She just fell right over and died there in
the snow. We traced her steps where she ran from daddy, the place where
her tracks ended was undisturbed. Her footprints just stopped right there
in the snow. It was her heart…”

“She didn’t suffer.”
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She didn’t suffer? Like many women that didn’t suffer at the hands of
men. Oh grandmother. We suffered. Great grandmother suffered. You suffered.
Sissy suffered. I suffered. Cousins suffered. Friends suffered. We were marked
for this suffering. Born for it.
We suffered.
~

Sometimes, I had a babysitter. My babysitter was someone I adored. There on
the family farm, older children looked out for younger children. How could my mother
have known? This was my protector and playmate. We rode bikes together, zoomed
down the levy in cardboard boxes, swam in the lake, played Yahtzee, giggled until KoolAid ran out of our noses.
I shared a bedroom with my older sister, Misty, in a tiny mobile home. A twinsized bed graced one wall, a built-in closet with louvered doors and storage drawers
claimed the opposite wall. A cramped walk space between the bed and closet made the
perfect place to sit cross-legged and share ghost stories, lights out, dim streaks of
sunshine filtering through the tiny opaque window overhead. Maybe that’s how it
started.
The first blink of awareness of myself in this world is that of my babysitter taking
out his puberty on my tender body. He put me on the bed, laid me down. Whispers
foreign, polluted me more than the stiffness grinding against my pelvis. He stayed on top
of me, rubbing, kneading, wanting something from me.
It feels good, don’t it? Don’t you like it?
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I guess so.
It’s ‘posed to feel good. You like it, don’t you? You’re ‘posed to like it.
Okay.
You like it then? Say you like it. See? It feels good, don’t it? C’mon.
It feels good.

I don’t fault him for that one so much, but a better understanding of the Victorianesque manner in which puberty and sex and sexual feelings were handled by elders on the
farm is necessary to explain why I have felt empathy when remembering such a
loathsome moment.
Any thoughts or feelings related to sex felt by pubescent children were to be
ignored, unquestioned, and/or repressed. We were expected to remain chaste and in order
to protect chastity, certain measures were in place so blossoming young would
understand the shifty nature of an enemy like sex. There was modest dress, church at
least three times a week with lessons in purity, the banning of co-ed swimming and other
questionable gender-shared activities once a child underwent puberty, and the lockdown
on sex education so as not arouse our thinking of sex. My complete home education on
the business of sex was thus: Don’t dance close with a boy because it will get him
excited. First and foremost, I wasn’t allowed to dance at all so this statement about how
not to dance when dance was already a forbidden act made it clear my parents knew I
was capable of, and probably likely to, disregard the rules and explore the forbidden.
Furthermore, what budding young woman wouldn’t want excited boys? Dancing close
with boys suddenly became a thing I wanted to know more about. And experience. Girls
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were left with no knowledge of sex so we were caught totally off guard by the rapturous
tingles edging over our bodies should we ever find ourselves alone and tangled up with a
boy we took a fancy to. Boys were perplexed by their own thundering hormones and had
no idea what to do with them, no idea how to put out the smoldering burn between their
legs. Words like ‘nasty’ and ‘dirty’ were used when a pubescent male showed signs of
arousal. These unhealthy ideas and attitudes about sex, and lack of education thereof,
had drastic consequences. Teen pregnancy and marriage, hyper-promiscuity,
inappropriate sexual relations between adult partners and minors just to name a few. And
some fucked-up retroactive empathy for a boy who used my body as a tool for his own
self-education on sex. But my empathy has limits. Because he paid me another visit as a
grown man years later, and for that one, I remain shaken. I was seventeen at the time.
My father thought it best we kept the incident quiet. There was a wife and three children
to think about. And I never told about the other time.
~
Pepper, my sister’s high school best friend, had a new man. Pepper and Misty
studied cosmetology and would have graduated together, but for Rick. Friends noticed
that Pepper’s love relationship had become sexual too fast, and volatile as well. Rick
gave Pepper dark bruises and a baby when she was sixteen, another when she was
seventeen. She tried to take birth control pills to prevent these pregnancies but Rick
always found them and punished her. Pepper hid the pills in her purse. While blazing
down country backroads, Rick grabbed her purse and shook out the contents. Whenever
he found those plastic oval containers with all that freedom inside, he panicked. He
screamed at Pepper that birth control only gave her a license to be unfaithful to him. He
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threw her birth control pills out the car window and drove away from them as fast as he
could. Pepper got pregnant again, only this time, Rick beat the baby right out of her.
Pepper took some power back in that relationship when she convinced a gynecologist to
perform a tubal ligation procedure on her at the age of nineteen.
“I just said no. I’m not having any more children with this man.”
~
I had a new man, too. Things had become so sweet with William, I had taken to
calling him Sweetness. William was from another farm in a neighboring town. Although
he and his family were transplants from Memphis, they took to farm life like they knew
about it. We dated when I turned sixteen, however, I had my doubts about our future
together. He had tender feet, could barely navigate smooth pebbles with his soft feet. I
could walk through briar patches on my bare feet.
He was leaving my farmhouse and being a loving girlfriend – and not wanting to
kiss goodnight in front of a scowling father – I walked Sweetness to his car. He tied the
laces of his sneakers together, draped them over his shoulder, and motioned for me to
ride piggyback style. I hopped onto his back and tried my best to be patient while he
ambled gingerly across our driveway, flinching and wincing at each sharp rock that met
his flesh. “You have got to be kidding me,” I mumbled against his ear and leapt down.
Barefoot myself, I juked him and waited a few feet ahead in a slumping position, offering
my back.
“How about I give you a ride instead, city boy?”
“Har-har,” he said, and we laughed together.
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So he had those tender feet. But he could dig ten post holes a day every day after
school, and dig all day long on Saturday. I liked to watch the muscles in his sturdy arms
and back stiffen with each thrust of his father’s post hole diggers into the hard-packed
dirt and red clay common to our locale. I knew if I ever fell down, those arms were
strong enough to pick me up, and that solid back could bear my weight until I was able to
stand again.
And there are always shoes.
In keeping with tradition of those days, William asked my father for my hand in
marriage the fall of ‘85. My father cautioned that I was a willful child and stressed that
taking me off his hands meant taking me for good.
“When you marry my daughter, understand that I’m breaking her plate when she
leaves here,” he said. “If things don’t turn out the way you want, you can’t bring her
back.”
Sweetness wasn’t worried that I was willful. He said we were perfect for each
other, that we could make a go of it anywhere.
“I’m a city boy who loves the country, you’re a country girl who loves the city.”
That is how my hand in marriage was given. William gave his hand in the way
that men often give their hands to women but lie about it to themselves, and to us. He
gave his hand in the way that someone who needs to save needs someone to save.
William joined the Union in Memphis as an electrical apprentice. I joyfully
became a city girl. My young groom ambled off his farm reluctantly because he knew
what was out there.
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I ran off mine in white leather Reeboks, the same kind all the city girls were
wearing.
~
Misty didn’t fare much better than Pepper except that she graduated high school.
Happy to don the ceremonial gown, my sister hid an 8-month pregnant belly underneath.
Her boyfriend, my new teenaged brother-in-law, was a couple of years younger, but had
fully grown into his fists. Glenn spent the next ten years loving up to Misty, then beating
her. Beating her, then loving up to her. The sex was outstanding, she says. Some of the
beatings were tolerable, others knocked her unconscious. Sometimes I wonder if he quit
hitting her after he knocked her out or just kept on punching and kicking until he grew
tired of it. Now and then, he preferred to choke the fight out of her, leaving her in a limp
puddle wherever he let go of her.
~
Pepper tried her best to finish high school. She excelled in her cosmetology
classes, but with two small children and a man like Rick, she was overwhelmed. It was
difficult for Pepper to focus on schoolwork at home, or even at school for that matter.
Time and again, Pepper glanced up from her desk to find Rick peering in at her through
classroom windows. Small-town schools were different back then, as were small-town
ideas about marital relationships. A man had a right to keep an eye out for his childbride, did he not? Pepper eventually gave up finishing high school. She sat right down
and cried in the morning-time when the bus meant to carry her to school rolled past her
house. Rick was happy though.
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Pepper got her GED, and got away from Rick, eventually. She’s a registered
nurse now in a highly ranked hospital in the suburbs just outside Memphis. Sometimes
she works the NICU. I can tell she’s lonely. We go out every now and then and have a
few drinks. She lacks self-confidence but she lets me pull her out on the dance floor. I
love it when she dances. She looks happy. Free.
~
Misty tried to get away, too. She left Glenn too many times for me to remember
how many times she left Glenn. Once, I sheltered her and my young nephew in Memphis
for several months. My husband teased that he had the best of both worlds – bed and
breakfast. Misty knew her way around a kitchen. Glenn was frantic to find her. He
didn’t check Memphis for her though because she’d never gone that far away from him.
Her charm, sweet smile, and ability to work hard and fast earned her a job waiting tables
at a Cracker Barrel near our duplex apartment. She made decent money. It was a whole
new life with the strong potential for independence at last. One day, I came home from
work to find Misty, her son, and all their belongings gone. Mom confirmed what I
suspected. Misty was home with Glenn again.
“She told me she missed the fighting.”
“I’m sorry, Mom. I really thought she was done with him this time.”
Misty got some more good loving and bruises from Glenn. And another baby, our
sweet James.
Sometimes Misty gave as good as she got. Glenn didn’t know what to do with
himself so he drank a lot, and used drugs. Misty retaliated those nights that Glenn
staggered into their trailer wasted and then passed out. Sometimes she paid him back at
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the end of a Louisville Slugger, other times with her own punches and kicks. It’s hard
even now not to be slightly amused remembering the time Glenn ridiculed Misty at a
family gathering, all of his people crowded around the dinner table. Public humiliation is
more complex than private humiliation. She sucked a bite of meat off the end of her fork
and then impaled the utensil through his hand. A woman has her limits. Such was their
life. How it all unraveled was with the kidnapping of 3-year-old James, their second and
last child, there at the family farm one night.
Misty had moved back home with our parents yet again after the beatings from
Glenn escalated to the point she feared he may really kill her the next time. Glenn came
for her, but Mom and Dad would not give her up. He grabbed James for a trade, but still
Mom and Dad did not give up their daughter. They could not have handed her over even
to save our precious James, because Misty ran headlong through the woods to the
protection of our grandmother, ironically making her own frenzied dash through frigid
creeks, briar patches and thickets, just as our great-grandmother had done decades and
decades before. But Misty made it. Grandmother had aged, she had seen too many men
like Glenn destroy women, and she vowed that very night that she would leave Glenn
dead on her doorstep if he dared come for her granddaughter. Grandmother readied
herself and her .38 revolver. She wouldn’t need it.
Glenn held on to James for hours in the backyard of the farmhouse, threatening
what he would do if Misty did not come out to him. The sheriff came and could not see
how to get a handle on the situation. As the sheriff stood by impotent, Glenn left with
James, crossed over the state line into Kentucky with him, and was later arrested on
kidnapping charges. James was safely returned to his mother. While Glenn was serving
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time, he was caught smuggling drugs into prison after returning one day from work detail
of roadside cleanup. Drug charges greatly increased his time. Glenn was still in prison
when Dad died and Misty, always a daddy’s girl, somehow found the strength with Dad
no longer around to free herself from Glenn permanently.
Some years back, Glenn killed himself and his girlfriend, Marnie, while driving in
a rage on a curvy stretch of Highway 57. Glenn’s vehicle was launched from the road
and sailed into a tree that was not so forgiving. He was killed instantly. Marnie was
brain dead and her parents made the excruciating decision not to prolong her suffering. I
heard talk about Marnie, how she lost everything as a result of her relationship with
Glenn – her children, her job, her home. She was well-loved. Incidentally, so was
Glenn.
Outside of his romantic relationships, Glenn was a charismatic and fun-loving
guy, and hard-working. He was eager to help friends and family in need, and did so in
many ways, oftentimes putting his back into it. Glenn helped my father a lot on the farm.
He could work all day on a hot roof, in the hay fields, in a ditch, and never get tired. Dad
said Glenn was one of the hardest working men he’d ever known. And he was adored by
children. He was tireless with them. At every family gathering, Glenn could be found in
the yard rolling around with a dozen kids, chasing them, laughing like a child himself. I
miss that laugh. Aside from his treatment of my sister, and other women, it was hard not
to like Glenn.
When I heard the news of the accident, I went there to see if it was true. It was
easy to find in the swarm of blue lights. I stopped the nearest officer who confirmed
Glenn’s death. Such deep grief welled up inside me; it sent me to the ground right there
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on the side of the highway. I thanked God right then that my sister was not lying there
dead in that roadside ditch beside Glenn.
~
As for me and Sweetness, what was known back then was a young bride, ecstatic
and overwhelmed with gratitude to be away from the farm, and a dedicated husband
enamored with the experience of a loving wife by his side, a wife that went to work each
day, came home to weave the crust on top of homemade apple pies, clean house, and
dutifully remove a husband’s boots after long, hot days spent earning the working man’s
wages. Having watched lives unfold in sorrow for many rural women around me, I was
thankful for what I had in Sweetness. He was good and he was kind. He taught me more
about humanity than any other single living person on this earth.
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The Bricks
Memphis, Tennessee, has been dying for decades in some places, layers of dying so
complicated it’s hard to sort them all out. This decline is familiar noise in Memphis, as
familiar as woeful moans coaxing Memphis blues from weeping guitar strings and the
sizzle of smoky grills in May heaped with mounds of barbecue. Some say the city began
to die after Martin Luther King, Jr. was assassinated here, spurring massive waves of
white flight and urban sprawl. Some say it’s generational and segregated poverty,
systemic poverty, grown from a history of racism. Others say Memphians self-segregate
and we all have the same opportunities available to us, but we divide ourselves, some of
us choosing to live impoverished lives in impoverished neighborhoods for whatever
reasons we may have for choosing such a life. Still others say all the trouble started when
the infamous “Boss” of Memphis, Edward Hull Crump, burned down a mansion on South
Lauderdale Street.
The three-story stately Queen Anne style home was built by Robert Reed Church
in the late 1800s in a predominantly white neighborhood. Born a slave, Church became
known as the first black millionaire of the South after having amassed a fortune through
real estate. He was a leading figure in the reconstruction of Memphis after the city was
nearly decimated in the 1870s by a yellow fever epidemic, and he was the key developer
of a thriving black community on Beale Street. Bob Church, son of Robert Reed Church,
was born into his family’s wealth and became a rising Republican figure in Memphis
during the early twentieth century. Rival politician Boss Crump led the Democratic Party
in Memphis. The two men formed an alliance of sorts, working together to generate
exceptional growth for the city of Memphis. Church underwent a tragic downfall
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however, a downfall that many say Boss Crump orchestrated, causing Church to lose
everything. When Crump turned on Church in the ’30s, the Crump political machine
initiated a ten-block federally funded “slum clearance” across the street from the Robert
Reed Church mansion. The “slums” were homes and businesses making up a middleclass black neighborhood. There were many such black neighborhoods scattered
throughout Memphis, integrated with white communities, but one by one, these
neighborhoods disappeared. Notices of eviction were handed out, ’dozers rolled in, and
something else grew in these places, something rooted in white ideas. Homes and
businesses were destroyed for new office complexes, housing projects, parking garages.
Before the Church mansion on South Lauderdale Street was seized by the city of
Memphis, the Church family could look out any of four tall windows or stand at the edge
of their wrought-iron fenced yard, and gaze forlornly at the structures erected to replace
the living and working spaces of a professional class of black people. These spaces had
been homes and buildings of solid construction no more than sixty years old, houses
ranging in size from single-story to those as grand as the Church home, and small
businesses: cafes, grocery stores, flower shops. All were demolished to pave the way for
a nine-hundred unit public housing complex known as William H. Foote Homes. Gone
were the small black-owned businesses and middle-class homes. Soon the Church
mansion would be gone, too.
The Robert Reed Church home was set ablaze the afternoon of February 26, 1953,
in what Memphis firefighters called a “demonstration of their new and efficient fog
nozzle firehose.” The Tri-State Defender named it an “act of infamy.” Years later, black
resident Lester Lynom said it was “almost a lynching” of black people because of what
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the home represented: equality and power for blacks in Memphis. Boss Crump had
accused Church of “spreading racial hatred” and was quoted in Memphis World, a leading
black newspaper, as saying, “You have a bunch of niggers teaching social equality,
stirring up racial hatred. I am not going to stand for it. I’ve dealt with niggers all my life,
and I know how to treat them … This is Memphis.”
˜
Frank and Naomi bought their modest but comfortable Memphis home in
Parkway Village in 1959. It wasn’t long after settling into their new home, they learned a
baby was on the way. They were elated but then complications developed. Something
was wrong. Naomi doubled over in pain so great, she was unable to straighten her limbs.
She drew up into a fetal position, blind with the pain. She began hemorrhaging. At the
hospital, it was discovered her baby was partially within her womb and partially within
her fallopian tube. The baby couldn’t be saved. Naomi’s odds didn’t look so good
either. 50/50 is what the surgeon said, but Naomi survived and recovered. She was mad
with love over the prospect of becoming a mother. She wanted to try again but with only
one fallopian tube, her chances of pregnancy had been greatly reduced. And Frank didn’t
want to risk it anyway. Naomi was too important to him. They decided to try adoption.
Friends at Southland Baptist Church near Parkway Village knew a couple with ten
children in Dyersburg, Tennessee. The husband ran a juke joint in town, the wife made
babies. On the eleventh baby, the woman decided she didn’t want to make babies
anymore. She abandoned Number Eleven in the hospital in Dyersburg. Frank and
Naomi heard about Eleven through their friends at Southland, who accompanied them on
a trip to Dyersburg in the hope of pursuing an open adoption.
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Inside the maternity ward of Dyersburg hospital, Naomi held Baby Eleven, a boy,
sweet-smelling, with dark hair, and all the things a baby needs to stir the yearning inside
childless women. Naomi wanted Baby Eleven. The foursome drove to the juke joint
where Eleven’s father spent most of his time. It was a rough place. The women waited
in the car while the men went inside to talk to Eleven’s father about adoption. Teetering
on his barstool, the man told Frank there was no way in hell he’d allow one of his
children to be adopted. “I love all my children,” he slurred, “every last one of them. I
ain’t givin’ none of my children away.” It was a shakedown, of course. Frank was a
smart man and decided that sweet-smelling, dark-haired Eleven wasn’t the baby for them.
A baby would come, but not that way.
And so a baby did come, in 1965, a blonde-haired, blue-eyed baby boy. This
time, it was a closed adoption and Frank and Naomi didn’t go to a bar to discuss adopting
their baby with a swaying man on a barstool. They went to an adoption agency in
Memphis, red-bricked and ordinary. Two-and-a-half years later, the building felt
comfortable to little William, the blonde-haired, blue-eyed boy, as he sat waiting to meet
his new baby sister. It was a smaller version of the church building he knew so well,
familiar enough that when Frank and Naomi headed back to Parkway Village with a
screeching red-haired infant baby girl, William said to his father – You need to tell Mama
to take that baby back to the red church where she got it. Frank and Naomi kept
William’s baby sister. They did not take her back to the red church as William had
requested.
The family of four spent a little more than a decade in Parkway Village as happy
and content as any family could be, walking down the sidewalk to Southland Baptist
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Church for services on Sunday and Wednesday, William toddling along beside his
parents, his red-haired baby sister wailing in the baby carriage.
˜
Anything in and around the projects of Memphis went the way of any other innercity ghetto after a few years’ time. People were warehoused in these places. That’s what
the Memphis Flyer called it – the warehousing of people. Tens of thousands of
impoverished people kept on the fringes of the better parts of the city for decades.
Warehoused. Stored. Like inconvenient things: you rent a storage unit and stow them
away. You don’t want them yet you don’t want to throw them away, so you contain them
in these ugly places. The projects in Memphis are like that, but with people. Warehoused.
People are warehoused.
This is Memphis.
˜
Browsing family photo albums of Parkway Village in the ’60s reveals a place that
looks like the set of television show Leave It to Beaver, with bikes and kids and ice cream
trucks and casseroles and togetherness. That all changed, William’s parents said, when
the projects were built nearby. Not just any projects – the 34-acre Walter J. Simmons
project, touted by website Memphis Rap as the number-one housing project of eight
“legendary” projects in Memphis. William’s mother, Naomi and many others from
Parkway Village, say their peaceful lifestyles were drastically affected once the projects
were constructed for low-income families at Knight Arnold Road and Lamar Avenue,
and low-cost apartments came soon after, apartments that became a common place for
transients and down-on-their-luck types. Many from Southland Baptist Church, a
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lighthouse in the community, went door-to-door to reach out and minister to new
residents. At times, it seemed the people would come together and learn to live in
harmony, but that wasn’t the way of it in the end. Poverty yields frustration, especially
when there’s oppression attached to it, and you the face of the oppressor. Frustration
leads to crime and crime to division.
Naomi has talked about the post-projects transformation of Parkway Village a lot
over the years. “It got so anything you didn’t have nailed down got stolen,” Naomi said.
“One of our neighbors had an enormous concrete planter stolen right off her front porch.
Lord only knows how they managed to cart that thing off. It weighed a ton!”
Children who once routinely dropped their bicycles in front yards to run inside for
a drink of water or a bite to eat learned quickly that a thing like that now meant you no
longer had a bike, and a Walter J. Simmons kid was the happiest he or she had ever been
pedaling around in bliss on those banana-seat beauties, gold and silver streamers trailing
in the air. The Walter J. Simmons families had so little and the residents of Parkway
Village had a little more than that, although barely middle class themselves and most
lower-middle class. It was a “common man” neighborhood. For their children to have
bicycles meant saving an entire year to buy one at Christmas or on birthdays. Bicycles
were stolen, lawn ornaments were stolen, cars were stolen, everything was stolen.
“It got so you had to bat your eyes every now and then to keep your eyeballs from
being stolen,” Naomi said.
The Parkway Village community grew weary. Further intensifying the situation
was the news that children were soon to be bused all over the city of Memphis to comply
with the order of desegregation on buses handed down by the federal government in ’73.
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Oh hell no, said many residents. All of this helped to create ideal conditions for a vast,
historic wave of white flight in Memphis, or rather out of Memphis. Many who could
relocate stretched the gap between themselves and the turmoil of Memphis further and
further, abandoning all hope, and leaving the city to implode. William’s family kept
driving and driving, until seventy or eighty miles felt like enough distance. And you can
bet the commute back into the city for work every day, year after year, was hellish.
William and I couldn’t afford the commute, and didn’t want to do it. Back to his
childhood locale we went the day we wed in our small-town country church in ’86. I had
a marriage license in my hands before I even held a high-school diploma. In my school’s
gymnasium, I walked an aisle flanked by metal folding chairs on both sides, moved the
tassel from right to left on my grad cap, then donned a bridal veil and walked another
aisle soon after. William and I were Memphis-bound. The deterioration of Parkway
Village made it so an apartment in the area was affordable. And no one could steal
anything from us because we had nothing worth stealing.
William and I started out surrounded by crumbling red brick, hopelessness, crime
and poverty, just steps from the home William and his family left in ’76. We settled into
a small one-bedroom apartment on Knight Arnold between tattered Parkway Village and
the Walter J. Simmons projects, one of the same apartment complexes built for transients
and down-on-their-luck types many years before. Only I didn’t feel down on my luck. I
felt like the luckiest girl in Memphis. We set up our apartment with flea market finds and
hand-me-down furniture and made a life for ourselves that was as Memphis as it could
get. Memphis nearly melted us our second summer there when the air conditioning unit
went out in our apartment and no one cared because people that lived there weren’t the
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people anyone cared about so we worked all day and came home to an oven every
evening for nearly a month. It was too hot to hold on to each other but we held on
anyway. We had left our homes in the country, left friends, left our families. We’d left
everything behind and only had each other. The life we had nestled between the projects
and wounded Parkway Village began to forge us together, brick us solid; the mortar
between the bricks was the experience itself. We had nothing and no one but each other
in the blazing Memphis heat, on those stormy Memphis streets, and all that nothing
around us and in our pockets grew something between us that was a mighty strength, in
that boiling, rickety apartment by the projects in a decaying neighborhood that felt much
heavier on my husband’s shoulders than it did on mine. It had been a decade since his
family left for the country and Parkway Village at that time was just beginning to change.
Add ten more years to it and the place was close to resembling a war zone.
“Southland Baptist Church has been sold. The church no longer exists,” William
said, coming in from night classes he’d been taking to complete an apprenticeship with
the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers Local #474. Exhausted by long hours
in construction in blistering Memphis temps, combined with night classes, William
worked hard to stay up. I found work as a clerk at a Wal-Mart two cities beyond
Memphis, in the town of Collierville, which is now bursting with urban sprawl and a
healthy portion of Shelby County’s white people. Sometimes it was all we could do to
make rent and buy groceries back then, and if either one of our beaters broke down, we
shared a vehicle until we could afford repairs. It never occurred to us to reach out to our
families for help. We had our own family now.
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˜
Memphis has struggled to “clean up” public housing in the city for more than two
decades. The Wiley Report in 2015 claimed that the projects of Memphis before the
cleanup were “in disarray and conditions festered steadily to a point where they’d
become blighted havens for youthful indiscretion, drugs and criminal activity.” The
“cleanup” was actually demolition, eradication. The Wiley Report stated that “squalor”
suffused the low-income housing complexes and the residents “seemed resigned” to live
in appalling conditions.
Robert Lipscomb, executive director of the Memphis Housing Authority and
director of Housing and Community Development said that Memphis had been on the
U.S. Housing and Urban Development’s “troubled housing list” for years and HUD was
close to taking over the situation, making a Memphis problem a federal problem. An
audit of the Memphis Housing Authority conducted by HUD in January 1997 claimed
that MHA had failed to fulfil “its primary mission of providing decent, safe and sanitary
housing for low-income families.” Many units were “extremely dilapidated” with
deteriorating electrical wiring, plumbing, walls, ceilings and floors, and these units were
“declared unsafe.”
˜
“Southland Baptist Church right across the street? It’s gone?” I asked William.
“Yes. The one I grew up in, the one I was born into, the one my parents took me
to all my life when we lived here before,” William said. “It doesn’t exist anymore.”
In ’86, Southland Baptist Church had been showing signs of neglect for years:
chunks of grass and weeds growing up through broken pavement, scruffy hedges, a
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fading marquee. It was no surprise really. But there must be something especially painful
about bearing witness to part of one’s childhood falling away. William took me all
around his neighborhood when we first moved to Memphis – this is where… this is
where… this is where… – always but now hanging in the air unsaid between us. And
while I had no before-and-after images other than those offered in his family’s photo
albums, William’s grief over what was lost to him was palpable, making me melancholy,
making me imagine I’d lived it with him so I could bear the gloom better beside him. I’m
not sure what was more difficult: looking around at the neighborhood in ’86 and trying to
imagine its former beauty, or looking around at the neighborhood and trying to decipher
how exactly it had died.
˜
Memphis is working to undo the public housing catastrophe thanks to federal
grants like HOPE VI. The housing projects, more commonly known as “The Bricks” if
you’ve lived in or near them, were leveled one by one and residents given Section 8
vouchers to relocate. In the Memphis Flyer article that discusses the “warehousing” of
poor, mostly black, citizens of Memphis, it is noted that “crime and problems” have
followed housing projects refugees but there is “general agreement” that Memphis is
better off without The Bricks than we were with them.
The Bricks are being replaced with multi-income housing complexes that
Lipscomb, Memphis’s champion of housing reform, told The Commercial Appeal would
eliminate “multigenerational poverty” and give people “something new and vibrant.” The
multi-income housing works by one-third of the tenants paying market-price rent, another
third receiving tax credit, and the remaining third living as public housing tenants.
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Lipscomb said this plan is implemented with the hope of reducing social, racial, and
economic divides. Lamar Terrace housing project is now University Place. Dixie Homes
became Legends Park Place and McKinley Park. Cleaborn Homes has a new sleek name
to match the shiny, clean homes erected there. It is now Cleaborn Pointe at Heritage
Landing. Renowned Hurt Village is known as Uptown. Hurt Village lent nationwide
exposure to the Memphis housing projects crisis when a play written by Katori Hall, a
native Memphian, debuted February 2012 on Broadway in New York City.
The play, Hurt Village, which features the hardships families face when forced
out of their homes, first ran at Hattiloo Theatre in Memphis. When the play hit New
York, a dialect coach from Memphis was hired to teach actors Memphis lexicon and
slang. The actors were shocked that a place could be as violent as that portrayed in the
play. Even with the violence and crime and despair, Hurt Village was home to many that
weren’t ready to leave.
Sandra Gillie was the last tenant in Hurt Village before the ’dozers pushed in.
Gillie has been told she can come back home if she is able to get a job, although the home
she would find in Uptown is vastly different than the one she remembers in Hurt Village,
and most Memphians think that’s not a bad thing. The bad is that many, like Gillie, can’t
afford to move back to the place they once called home because rental in Uptown is
based on income for at least two-thirds of its residents, and some won’t meet the criteria.
Gillie ended up back where she began, back in The Bricks, this time in Foote Homes.
And the ’dozers are coming again.
Foote Homes is scheduled for demolition. It’s the only surviving housing project
in Memphis. Nicer homes and apartments are planned for the location, just steps from the
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Mississippi River, parks, Beale Street, the trolley, downtown businesses, and museums,
including the National Civil Rights Museum. Downtown Memphis is an attractive place
for many, especially artists, hipsters, and young professionals. Developers know this.
“Exactly what happened with Hurt Village is going on right now with Foote
Homes,” Sandra Gillie told WREG news in 2012. When asked where she would go next,
Gillie smiled sweetly, shrugged and said, “Where will I go… If I can stay by the river,
that’s all I’m looking to do.” Will Gillie and thousands of others be able to stay by the
river, the place they call home, the only home some of them have ever known? That is
uncertain. Memphis and Shelby County Office of Planning and Development has posted
a Public Notice in front of Foote Homes. The notice says, “An application has been filed
for a PLANNED DEVELOPMENT MAJOR MODIFICATION ON THIS PROPERTY.”
There will be a public hearing. The people are fighting to keep their homes.
A coalition of faith-based organizations, social service agencies, public schools,
resident associations, and area businesses has been formed. The Commercial Appeal
claims that members of the Vance Avenue Collaborative say the Memphis Housing
Authority has not “adequately collaborated with community members.” MHA had a
contract with the University of Memphis Graduate Program in City and Regional
Planning. Students from the university, under the guidance of director, Ken Reardon,
spent months gathering information from residents of Foote Homes and the Vance
Avenue community in 2011. However, MHA terminated the contract in August 2012
asserting that, “They [Vance Avenue and Foote Homes communities] were going in a
totally different direction” than MHA. Rev. Kenneth Whalum, Jr., pastor of The New
Olivet Baptist Church and area property owner, said MHA is “not serious about hearing
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the will of the people.” What is the will of the people? Other than not to lose their
homes? Before losing his contract with MHA, Professor Reardon told The Commercial
Appeal that the housing stock of Foote Homes is “in good physical shape, that many
residents like the neighborhood, and a demolition project would disrupt the people’s
lives.” Reardon’s group and the Vance Avenue Collaborative proposed “limiting
demolition and new construction and focusing instead on improving existing
infrastructure.” The Vance Avenue Community Transformation Plan included “the
restoration of a bayou, creation of a worker-owned-and-managed grocery store and a
focus on community policing by the Memphis Police Department.” Reardon called
MHA’s strategy an “unfortunate plan put together by the city that does not in our
estimation reflect the views the neighborhood projected.” Tenants are subject to eviction
again, just like they were with the demolition of all the other housing projects in
Memphis, subject to losing their homes for good.
In an interview for a 2014 feature article entitled, “Last One Standing: A Portrait
of Foote Homes” in The Commercial Appeal, Lisa Conrad, a mother of five, said The
Bricks were home: “I’ve worked hard all my life, since I was sixteen years old, to make a
home for my children. My home is my castle. Home is where I live.” When the Dixie
Homes housing project was torn down, Conrad settled in Foote Homes. “People call this
the hood,” she said. “No, this is not the projects to me. This is a community development.
I don’t get down with the hood.” Conrad’s children don’t get down with the hood either.
One of her sons is a welder and two others are in college, including one who studies
medicine with the aspiration of becoming a doctor.
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The article also shows Ivory Lobbins, a Foote Homes resident living with his
stepfather, drawing with colored pencils. He’s been drawing since he was three. Lobbins
shares some of Conrad’s sentiments about The Bricks. “Most of the people who stay here
are pretty much family,” Lobbins said. “When I say family, I mean they done pretty
much grew up with each other for twenty-five to thirty years to where their kids and
grandkids and their kids grew up around each other.” Proctor Wilson, Lobbins’
stepfather, one of the older residents of Foote Homes, understands the familial bonds
within The Bricks all too well. He’s become a patriarch in Foote Homes to many,
chatting to children from his familiar spot at the sidewalk near his unit. Wilson spent
more than two decades coaching sports for children in the community. He worked for the
Shelby County Juvenile Court for sixteen years and the Memphis Housing Authority for
thirty years. Wilson looks out for young people living in The Bricks. “I’m about trying to
keep the youngest to maybe eighteen to nineteen years old out of trouble. That’s what
I’ve always done,” Wilson said. “I want to help somebody’s child so that one day they
can say – I made it.”
Lashonda Rayford, another long-term Foote Homes resident, dropped out of
school to care for her mother after her father died in 2005. Her mother died not long after.
“I spiraled down after they passed,” Rayford said. But she told The Commercial Appeal
that her neighbors became “like family,” watching out for her, making her feel safe. She
lives in an L-shaped section of the Foote Homes. “This little ‘L’ that we live in, I became
close to everyone here,” Rayford said. “I was born an only child so this is like my family.
If I move I have no one. I wouldn’t have no family.” Rayford recognizes that Foote
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Homes has had its share of problems but she wants to stay. “Everywhere is not perfect;
everything is not going to be perfect; but it [Foote Homes] is perfect for me.”
˜
The Walter J. Simmons projects were vacated in 2002 because living conditions
had become deplorable for the few people left there. Walter J. Simmons was the last
housing project of Memphis to be razed. Only Foote Homes is left now as the ’dozers
warm their engines.
˜
William and I drove out to our former neighborhood to look around, to remember.
His old house, and many others nearby, had been kept up pretty well. The pine trees he
planted in the front yard with his father when he was a boy were enormous. The building
that housed Southland Baptist Church was once again being used for worship. Olivet
Fellowship Baptist Church looked to be flourishing; however, it would be more
welcoming without the locked metal gates in front. The stunning Mall of Memphis, the
one with all the upscale stores and ice-skating rink downstairs, closed years ago. Another
piece of Memphis gone, demolished. Nothing there now except wide fields of tall grass
and patches of concrete.
The apartments William and I moved into in ’86 are gone as well; nothing but
empty space lies across the street from Olivet Fellowship Baptist Church. Walter J.
Simmons is nothing but a memory. It’s been erased from the Memphis landscape forever.
Memphis keeps falling down. But we keep rebuilding.
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Maybe there will be a rebirth and something beautiful will come to these places,
something as tragically beautiful as The Bricks, something that makes families out of
people – the way it did for me and William, the way it has for so many.
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And I’m Not There
Black male, late teens early twenties, black male late teens early twenties… it’s a
scene all too common in Memphis, one I’m inured to, but don’t turn away from.
It’s a quiet night. Now there are blue lights. I peek through the fence. At the end
of my drive are two cops, white, middle-aged, conducting an interrogation. Who are you?
Why are you here?
I squint past the lights and see him there. Knowing his penchant for challenging
everything that doesn’t seem right to him, I’m aware that things could go bad fast. I need
to go out there.
I say, I’m the homeowner, ask what’s going on.
The officer gives no clear answer, but indicates they’re just checking things out.
“It’s looking pretty 1950 out here if you know what I mean, Officer. And that
young man is my family.”
The officer looks over my whiteness, the whiteness of the neighborhood, as
though something doesn’t add up for him and he’s trying to piece it all together. But he’s
pleasant, relaxed, calm with his body language, so I’m calm, everyone’s calm.
“Yes,” he says, smiling. “I can see what you mean. I’m sure everything will shake
out fine.” He repeats, “Just checking things out.”
“I'll just wait around for my nephew.”
“Yes ma’am.”
These are good cops, good people. But even so, their minds are trained to hone in
on a particular scene and act on it. Black male, late teens early twenties…Who are you?
Why are you here?
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So far, he’s escaped the system – the school-to-prison pipeline, the systemic
poverty, the lack of resources. He’s just a kid hanging out, enjoying a nice night, talking,
playing on his phone.
If he were white, would that be okay? Would he be allowed?
What will happen should he be black in the wrong place again and I’m not there?
When he has a taillight out, happens to say something the wrong way, happens to reach
for his wallet…
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Dead Man Tim
Tim’s apartment was cleaned and all his belongings put out on a curb in the
parking lot. This is the saddest part. Seeing a life in a parking lot. My son took Tim’s
desk and brought me a table. This seemed both right and wrong at the same time. I
moved the table to a place of prominence. No one can come into my home without seeing
it, without paying homage to Tim.
Tim lived in the apartment above my son and his wife and their young daughter
for several months. One day, the police came asking questions. Tim is dead. Had been
dead for days when the police showed up. Found dead in his apartment, alone. Tim kept
to himself, was notably quiet, was no trouble, was no one. Invisible, my daughter-in-law
says. It’s just the way he was, she says.
My son calls Tim ‘Dead Man Tim’ or ‘Dead Tim’ not with disrespect or to be
facetious but in the way one would laugh at a funeral, with Albert Camus absurdity. We
don’t have a place in our psyche for this. We don’t have a folder to put an unknown
person whose existence is only marked by belongings dumped in a parking lot.
Pieces of crinkled paper inside Tim's desk show things needed at the grocery, how
much money is left this week and who isn’t getting paid if there isn’t enough. To-do’s
and don’t forgets. Don’t forget. Lungs, stop breathing. Don’t forget. Heart, stop bleeding.
Don’t forget. Body, still. Body, don’t forget.
Carved spindles, curved lines, painted vines shroud olive-stained wood. Top left drawer
pull has loosened, don’t forget. The finish is worn thin on one corner of Tim’s table.
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Descartes Says the Soul
I saw her again today. Walking the streets in an unseasonably heated June, temps
blazing upwards of the high nineties and humidity levels so thick, a run to the mail box or
greeting the neighbors outside will have summer pasted onto your skin like a full-body
latex suit. Yet she’s out there walking Memphis again.
Waist-length blonde-gray hair, limp and dull, frames a face that could be
described as ‘pixie’ under the right circumstances. Oversized shoes clownish at the
bottom of her fragile body and my guess is late forties, early fifties maybe. She could be
older but she carries her years as a child. She wears an old-fashioned jumper or a long
denim skirt. A large bag of some sort, which changes frequently, drapes over one
shoulder and there is always something tucked inside her other arm – a doll or a stuffed
animal. People offer rides but she’s particular about who she gets in a car with and
declines much of the time, shaking her head no. Whoever she allows to drive her around
Memphis will never drop her off at the same place twice so no one knows where she
lives. We don’t even know her name. In the supermarket, she wheels around a shopping
cart with a stuffed bear or doll buckled down in front. She loads the cart with cases of
water and paper towels. Where she takes these things no one really knows. Sometimes I
see her at the library. She goes inside only to use the restroom, maybe clean up a little
while she’s in there, then she comes back out and starts walking again. Just walking and
not much else, no matter the weather, no matter the day or time of day, no matter
anything. She walks.
Crazy Baby Doll Lady the people in the neighborhood call her, Memphis’ own
urban legend, only she’s real, but the stories about her are the stuff that make her
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legendary around her. The best story I’ve heard so far is that every walk she walks, she is
going to see her preacher (who is dead) and she is taking her baby (also dead) to meet her
preacher (hence the doll or stuffed animal she holds close). She smiles and waves
occasionally, but not often.
Everyone believes Crazy Baby Doll Lady is crazy. I wonder sometimes, having
spent bits of my life admitting patients into the most renowned mental institution in
Tennessee, the one that’s been holding this area’s misfits for well over a hundred years.
Some of them are just that – misfits. But we don’t know what to do with them so away
they go because they make the rest of us nervous. Crazy Baby Doll Lady hasn’t made
anyone too nervous yet so she gets a pass to wander around Memphis with her doll and
her stuffed animals and her large bag, sometimes two or three bags. You can see sparks
of who she really is when she’s walking and she notices a small child or a cat.
Obviously, she likes children and cats because her face changes when she sees them. So
she’s in there somewhere. There must be a thousand things to say about cats and
children, but she says nothing. Now and then she tries.

˜
Descartes says the soul – our entire being – rests in the pineal gland of the brain.
You can see Crazy Baby Doll Lady’s soul, her real self, darting around in a frenzy like a
steel ball slingshot across the slick wood of a pinball machine. Bounding back and forth,
back and forth, behind knowing hazel eyes, bouncing from one moment of her life to the
next, flashing lights and whistles every time it bumps up against something good. Or
bad. But there are too many faulty flippers missing cold metal balls, less flashing lights
and whistles, more life falling through holes, Crazy Baby Doll Lady’s pineal gland
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gripping her soul mercilessly. Less and less soul pinball as time goes on, so she walks,
headed to her preacher’s home, lovingly cradling the piece of herself she wants to show
the world.
But you should see her when she watches a child or a cat. The flippers go wild
and start shooting balls all over the place. She mouthed the word ‘hi’ to my cat when she
saw her outside one day. She looks my yard over for a cat now when she walks by.
Maybe she isn’t crazy. But she’s something. Crazy Baby Doll Lady is a label we give
her because we don’t know what to do with her. We box her up and label her. She is in
this box with the right label now. People in boxes. Boxes in people. I can’t remember
how it’s supposed to go but it doesn’t matter. Crazy Baby Doll Lady is packed away and
labeled.

˜
Night after night, I spent processing people like Crazy Baby Doll Lady. The only
nightshift clerk on duty most nights, it was my job to make them ready for their stay. Get
their vital signs. Take their admission photo. Coax their signatures onto a dozen forms,
even as they had no idea what any of them meant – privacy rights, a contract that says
you will not harm yourself, permission to treat you. They came in handcuffed like
criminals instead of people that are fragile, damaged.
Crazy Baby Doll Lady would come to me. I take away everything. Her water
and paper towels. Her large bag and everything in it. I’ll pry the doll or stuffed animal
from her arms, even as she clutches tighter – My baby, no please, my baby. She’ll be
stripped of all her clothing and made to shower, but there are technicians for that. I don’t
have to see it. She’ll be given a sweat suit to wear or other clean, comfortable clothing
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that is on hand. Pants, even though she’s never worn them and they are far from
comfortable to her. If she resists, the techs will restrain her while a nurse administers a
shot of Thorazine, 50 and 50, one in each hip. Or 10 and 2, Haldol 10mg plus Ativan
2mg. She’ll sleep a long time then, oblivious.
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Blue Husbands
William and I started working on our vows right away, some of them anyway. For
poorer? First to check off the list. For better? Yes, even poor, it was the best we’d ever
had it. Forsaking all others? Check. Love and cherish? Check and check.
In sickness?
Check.
When youth is at hand, it’s hard to think of one’s own mortality, or any kind of
real sickness that could do in someone barely past the legal drinking age, or younger. We
just can’t wrap our brains around it. When it happens to those around us, we become
hyper-curious. We need to know what they did to get themselves sick so we can be
assured it won’t happen to us. We ask all the probing questions. We get answers. And we
really are sorry, but bigger than sympathy or empathy is relief that it’s them and not us.
When we’re young, and it is us, we lack the coping skills for it. Maybe that’s
good. Keep the questions and the worry that it could be you next, or worse, that it could
be someone you need to be alive and by your side, to yourself. This way, you’re really
living. This way, you won’t take any day for granted, not even the mundane ones, or the
shit-days. Because there’s no way to know what being dead feels like until we are dead.
And there’s no way we can imagine what it would be like for someone we are sure we
can’t live without to be dead. They have to be gone before we can really understand what
gone feels like.
William’s arm and shoulder had turned blue. I came home from work and found
him shirtless in the bathroom of our apartment examining himself in the mirror. What his
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upper body looked like was much the same as what my father’s looked like after a
massive coronary.
When my father died, most of the family sat in the waiting room of the small
town hospital where the ambulance brought him. He died right there on the floor of our
farmhouse but we held out hope that maybe, just maybe, the paramedics were able to
resuscitate him in the ambulance on the way to the hospital. Any minute a miracleworking surgeon would come around the corner and tell us he’d performed life-saving
quadruple bypass surgery, surgery just like grandmother had, and Dad was alive. A
doctor did come out to the waiting room eventually, but it was to tell us he was gone and
the family could go say goodbye to him.
My father’s chest was exposed. He was warm to the touch. Deep blue lines like
those on a roadmap streaked across his body, marking all the places the blood pushed
toward the heart and then stopped because it could go no further, and it pooled there.
William had those same roadmap blue lines darkening and running up his arm, over his
shoulder and chest. The parts of him that weren’t streaked in those telltale veiny marks
were a splotchy blue color.
We went to the hospital near our apartment. William had a blood clot,
dangerously close to his heart. Telling this now, nearly thirty years later, I’m embarrassed
at my reaction to this news. I really couldn’t grasp what the doctors and nurses were
saying. Their words bounced around, floated in the air the way bits of dust catch a spark
of afternoon sunlight. Inside the sterile hospital room, William and I listened as medical
professionals explained the fragility of a young life when blood clots are at hand. I stared
at the pattern of light seeping in through the hospital window and imagined myself
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floating, not weightless bits of dust floating, but me. I was floating. I had no clue what
they were talking about, no idea what a blood clot meant or what needed to be done to
make William stop turning blue. The nurses’ expressions told me I looked as spacey as I
felt. Twenty at the time, but looking nothing near that age, I was just a dumb kid that
couldn’t understand the meaning of words like deep vein thrombosis and how words like
that could snatch a young, healthy husband away in an instant. The doctor and nurses quit
talking to me eventually, or even looking at me, then they spoke and looked only at my
husband. I couldn’t take them seriously anyway and vice versa.
“We’ll need to keep you in ICU while we’re dissolving the clot so we can monitor
you, make sure you don’t move around too much. The danger is in the clot breaking loose
and traveling to the heart. That could be fatal. That’s why you’ll be in ICU until the clot
is dissolved.”
“How long will I need to be in ICU?” William asked.
“A few days at the least, maybe a week at most.”
I calculated the missed pay in my mind. A week without William working meant
a week without pay. I was working full-time as a credit secretary for a chemical company
in Memphis but the pay was less than half what my husband earned as an electrician. I
wasn’t worried over a dead husband at twenty-two because that was absurd and on no
planet even possible. I worried about making rent.
We both agreed I shouldn’t miss any work because we’d need every dollar I could
make since there was no emergency fund for things like a week-long stay in the ICU for a
barely-adult husband turning blue because of a blood clot dangerously close to the heart.
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I left William there in the hospital alone. It was our first night apart since we’d
married two years before. That first night wasn’t so bad. I was exhausted from a day
spent at the hospital, first the ER waiting room, then another room listening to what I was
sure were lies once we got the diagnosis, complete with caution of fatality. The ICU, and
dissolving the clot, would start the next day. I was tired enough to go right to sleep
without thinking much about blood clots or hospitals or blue husbands. He would be fine.
This was ridiculous.
As is typical with construction work, William’s days started in the early morning
hours. He left for work a good two hours before I did. Most mornings, I slept in, barely
even stirring as he leaned in for goodbye kisses on my check and I love you and hope you
have a great day today. The morning after William was admitted into the hospital felt no
different than any other morning, until I went to work. I had called my boss the day
before because I was a no-show for work that morning. I told him we were at the
hospital, William was turning blue, they said it was a blood clot. Mr. Hopkins said take as
much time as I needed but I told him I needed to work, that I’d be back at work the next
day.
It was like any other work day for me until I walked into Helena Chemical to start
my shift, and call our dead-beat creditors and yell at them for not paying us on time. My
co-workers and Mr. Hopkins all told me with their diverting eyes and shrinking posture
that my husband was not okay, and that was not okay. I made my way to my desk to start
tearing into our late-paying customers via phone and letter, and after a morning of routine
shaming and scolding and collecting, I was feeling quite normal, not floating away like
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wanderlust dust, not thinking anything other than give us our money, you worthless piece
of shit, when Mr. Hopkins sauntered in.
“How’s your husband? Any news yet?”
You bastard…
“Yes. They need to amputate that arm,” I answered.
Mr. Hopkins’ face went slack, his shoulders slumped, he stammered for words. I
let him stammer.
“My God…what…that’s awful…how will he…it’s his right arm, isn’t it? My
God. I’m so sorry.”
Fuck you. Fuck you. Fuck you.
“I’m kidding. I’m just kidding. He’s fine. They’re dissolving the clot now. No big
deal.”
“You know you really shouldn’t joke that like. It’s a serious thing, you know.”
“I’m sorry.”
Mr. Hopkins went back to his office on Floor 32 of Clark Tower on Poplar
Avenue with the floor-to-ceiling windows and noontime light lifting those floating specks
to dance. He didn’t ask any more questions and I took to avoiding anyone else who might
try.
I went straight from work to the hospital to see William. He was really hooked up
to some business now in the ICU. There were wires and IV’s and monitors, but he
seemed fine, other than still being blue.
“Hey honey,” he said, “How was work today?”
“Work was good. How are you feeling?”
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“I feel okay.”
“Is it gone yet…the thing?”
“No, not yet.”
“Do they know how much longer it’ll take?”
“It’s the same as they said before, a few days to a week to dissolve it.”
“Do you need me to bring you anything?”
“No, just sit and talk to me. I miss you.”
“I miss you too, babe. Guess what happened at work today?”
“What happened at work today?”
“I got on the phone with that Cajun down in Thibodaux, Louisiana, you know, the
one that hasn’t paid his bill at Helena Chemical in like six months? Well, he can just keep
not paying his bill I guess because when I tried to explain that he was six months past due
and we needed payment now, he started talking French and something that might have
been a little English but that’s questionable and I couldn’t understand a damn word he
was saying.”
I lowered my voice and tried to imitate the Cajun with the French and something
like English, but not really. William laughed like he always did. The heart monitor
beeped a little faster so we quieted down.
“Hey, my folks are coming to stay for a couple days,” William said.
“Oh, okay. That’s great. I guess I should go home and clean house a little then.”
“No. Not right now. Stay a little longer. I miss you.”
“I miss you, too.”
“Was that the only Cajun you called today?”
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“Yep. That was the only Cajun. I called some hillbillies though. Well, not
hillbillies exactly, because they don’t live in the hills but you know what I mean.”
“Tell me about the non-hill-dwelling hillbillies.”
“Okay. There’s this one guy that always talks like he has a mouth full of chew…”
I stayed a couple hours with William, then headed home to clean our apartment. I
met the in-laws as I was leaving the ICU. They didn’t ask me any questions, just hugged
me and told me they’d see me at the apartment later. I cleaned a little but not a lot
because I felt tired and heavy. I did make up the guest room for Frank and Naomi. I
didn’t offer fresh sheets though because I didn’t feel up to tackling the laundromat. My
in-laws weren’t the sort to grumble about not-so-fresh sheets.
It was late when I finally lay down to sleep. With Frank and Naomi in the guest
room, which was highly out of the norm, and my husband not in the bed beside me again,
I began to whimper. Behind the whimpering came some unholy flood of tears that grew
louder and louder until my mother-in-law couldn’t stand it anymore. She took my
husband’s place beside me, nestled down behind me, and held me close the way any
loving mother would. I wept. She held. We didn’t speak. I went to sleep with Naomi still
holding on to me.
By the third day in the ICU, William was getting low. The clot was dissolving, the
doctor said, but not as quickly as they had hoped it would. We were not out of the woods
yet and it was all William could do to force a smile when I came in to see him. His eyes
began to mist the moment I walked through the door. This was a thing I wasn’t
accustomed to seeing from my husband and he knew it.
“I’m sorry…I’m sorry,” he said.
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“Shhhh. It’s okay. You’re okay. Shhhh.”
I kissed my husband’s face, his mouth, his blue arm and chest. I kept kissing. I
gave William a release then because I knew he needed it. With the heart monitor going
wild, and the nurses just outside walking and talking, and the doctor due to come in any
minute to tell us yes, it’s working, the clot is getting smaller, I poured myself over my
husband like soft silk. William closed his eyes, shut out the screeching heart monitor, the
days confined to a hospital bed, the thrombolytic drugs forced into his veins. He closed
his eyes and took the release and me and my bold love and gasped…God…baby.
Who cares if we were caught? None of it was real anyway. At least not to me. It
was like I was watching it all play out in a movie reel in my mind. And the gratuitous sex
scene was not gratuitous at all. It was love.
Will you comfort him?
Check.
Five days in the ICU, the clot had been dissolved and William didn’t die. It came
right back though, which led to surgery. The surgeon dug for hours through the back of
William’s shoulder to remove the top rib that was pressing on the vein, causing the blood
to clot. The first surgery failed because the way my husband earned his living had bulked
him up to the point that he was a lot denser than the surgeon had expected. He delivered
the news that the surgery was not a success.
“I couldn’t get through to the top rib. Your husband has the densest muscle tissue
I have every tried to dig through. Does he lift weights?” Dr. Howard asked.
“No. He lifts bundles of rigid conduit, reels of wire, and 40-foot wooden
extension ladders. Those are working man’s muscles,” I said.
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“It’s the densest muscle I’ve ever seen. We don’t have a choice but to go in at the
neck, in front this time, to go after the first rib. I’ll need to remove a small amount of
muscle there, too.”
The first rib sits at the top of the chest, just below the collarbone. What this
second surgery meant was that William would have a nasty scar across his neck that
would look like he’d survived a throat-slashing. This 6-inch wound, in addition to the
gaping crater on his back at the top of his shoulder that will never fully fill in, made
William look like Dr. Victor Frankenstein had operated on him instead of steady Dr.
Howard. The surgical lesion on William’s back was stitched up, but the one on his neck
was stapled and very hard to look at. For days after the surgery, the wound seeped blood
through the staples. It was too much, really. And we had other problems besides these
life-threatening situations and surgeries. As if those circumstances weren’t enough, we
had to move.
Before a blood clot tried to kill my husband, we’d signed a lease on a new
apartment and gave notice of vacating our old apartment to our current landlord. Our time
was up. We didn’t have a grand house with fine belongings but what we did have was
pretty hard on a 20-year old, 110-pound woman to pack and move alone. I boxed up
everything the best I could, pulled all the drawers out of the bedroom dressers and hauled
them in the back of William’s pick-up with the clothes still inside them. I made several
trips to and from the new apartment until there was nothing but heavy furniture left back
at the old apartment. I began sliding and pushing the couch and kitchen table and
mattresses through the front door. Anytime someone walked by as I was sliding and
pushing, I secured some help for myself – Hey man, can you get one end of this? Just
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going to that pick-up over there? I repeated the process at the new apartment – Hey
sister, could you help me unload this couch? No? Okay. That’s cool. Hey neighbor! Yes
you, muscles! Can you c’mere? Get one end of this, please. Thanks, buddy! That’s how I
set up our new apartment while William was sedated and unaware. When I brought him
home to the new place, he was amazed.
“Who moved us?”
“I did.”
“By yourself?”
“Mostly. I lucked up on some sympathetic people that didn’t mind grabbing the
other end of the heavy stuff.”
“That’s amazing.”
“Someone slit your throat and you’re still talking. That’s amazing.”
William recovered. But those scars just never stopped looking like something
awful had happened to him. I mean something more awful than deep vein thrombosis,
something bloody and ludicrous. Anytime we were somewhere that he needed to be
without a shirt, at the river or pool, people sometimes asked me what happened to my
husband. And I always gave them something bloody and ludicrous.
“How did your husband get those scars?”
“Gang fight. He was knifed. Almost didn’t make it.”
“How did your husband get those scars?”
“A botched robbery. The guy only had a knife but he went to swinging it
everywhere. My husband is a real hero, jumped in front of some lady, saved her life.”
“How did your husband get those scars?”
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“Shark attack. See how the scars are on both sides of his neck and shoulder.
That’s where the shark bit him. That’s why the scars are on the front and back. My
husband is a real…”
I never get to finish these stories if William is within earshot.
“Cheryl, stop. It was nothing like that. It was a blood clot. The top rib was
removed to relieve pressure on the vein.”
“Yes,” I’ll add, “My husband is a real hero.”
In sickness. Check.
It was the first time William and I tested that vow. It wouldn’t be the last. William
has been half gone from me through illness more than once. But he’s come back every
time. Yet some days, when he’s away for work, my mind says he’s really gone, that one
of those times we were threatened, he didn’t make it. On days like that, I slink around the
house like a fresh widow tracing him, burying my face in worn shirts and jackets. I slide
the closet door open to find his work boots but they are gone. My breath hangs still but I
don’t realize this until I see the boots are not there. I exhale slow and long. Of course.
He’s working. Those boots are planted on the top rung of an electrician’s ladder
somewhere in Memphis with his feet set firmly inside them. He’ll be home soon.
Tonight, we’ll lie close together. Skin on skin. I’ll bury my face between his shoulder
blades and breathe in the fragrance of cedar, not the cedar of hope chests handed down,
or those manmade cubes and sachets we stash away to have the scent. No. His flesh
carries the natural trace of cedar from home, the bark on the trees when it rains, infused
with honey and salt and it’s a miracle. He’s a miracle. I curl into him, softening.
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Thorazine Dreams
“Stress, abuse, significant loss or other traumatic experiences may play a role in
bipolar disorder. Risk Factors: Having blood relatives with bipolar disorder,
periods of high stress, drug or alcohol abuse, major life changes, such as the death
of a loved one, being in your early twenties” – Mayo Clinic

November ‘92 –
I’ve left full-time employment behind, both my day job and my night job, to
embrace the more traditional role of stay-at-home mom caring for a son that came along
four and a half years after marriage, and happy surprise! A daughter just eighteen months
after that. My husband is proving to be just as devoted to fatherhood as he is husbandry.
There was no way we could afford decent housing in the city so here we are back at our
small town ways yet again, in a trailer on a rolling green hill dotted with daffodils in the
summer and wild rabbits in the winter, and not much else. We’re broke most of the time
and I am deliriously lonesome for adult conversation and company. William commutes
150 miles into and out of the city every day for work, but he loves these open spaces.
Day after day, he digs ditches in the Memphis summer heat 10-12 hours, then drags
himself home filthy and near exhaustion. The first thing he does then is scoop his babies
up into his arms and play. He’ll be back at it the next day at 4am. I do a lot of volunteer
work at our church and teach aerobics a couple nights a week and on weekends because I
need the outlet. Oh man, do I need the outlet. Sometimes I do a little contract labor
typing or filing when those opportunities present themselves. I miss the outside world
but I love watching these babies grow. I love it enough to have taken in a spare – my
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sweet nephew, James. I take care of him in the mornings when my sister covers the early
shifts two towns over at McDonald’s.
When I get really lonely, I pile two toddlers in a little red wagon and lay my
sleeping baby girl over my son’s busy legs. I pull these babies in the wagon two miles to
my neighbor’s house to visit. Ms. Pat seems lonely sometimes, too. We go to the same
church. It’s a blessing she lives near enough so I can walk to see her. When she has her
granddaughter over for a visit, I bring my three and while the children play, Ms. Pat and I
talk and laugh and drink iced tea. I can’t imagine how I survived without this sisterhood
those first few months alone on the green rolling hill with the daffodils and wild rabbits
and not much else. One day at church, she said I should bring my children over for a
play date with her granddaughter sometime. We’ve been play-dating ever since.
“Be still now and watch your sister, please,” I tell my son. “It’s your job to be
sure she’s safe.”
“Okay, Mama,” Zachary says. He settles down and pets his little sister’s head.
“Shhhh, Inzie,” he says.
Here name is not Inzie, it’s Lindsay, but he’s only two and L’s are a new sound he
hasn’t mastered just yet. Inzie doesn’t need to be shushed. She’s sleeping soundly, but
talking to her and petting her makes Zachary feel big brotherish. He likes being a big
brother but sometimes he and James have too much fun with big brother babysitting
duties. Lindsay loves playing in her Johnny Jump-Up, the thing that looks like a canvas
baby carrier that suspends from an open doorway so babies can exercise those jumping
reflexes they seem to enjoy exercising so much. Whenever she’s in her Johnny Jump-Up,
if I don’t keep a close eye on things, they end up using the jumper as a swing and there
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goes Lindsay as happy as a baby can be swinging wildly through the doorway in her
jumping thing. This is life now. It’s a good one. But it’s mostly solitary and it’s hard to
be solitary again after having a taste of Memphis. It’s cozy here though. Sometimes it
feels like maybe I dreamed Memphis. Were we really even there? Out here, I feel so
disconnected from the city, Memphis may as well be Mars.
The phone is ringing. My sister has already come and taken James home for the
day. My daughter is on my hip, her big brother is climbing into the dishwasher as I load
dishes one-handed. Zachary loves the dishwasher. He’s banging at the dish rack with a
wooden spoon. I can barely hear his father on the other end of the line calling from
Memphis.
“Zachary, be quiet a minute. Mommy needs to talk to Daddy on the phone.
Shhhh.”
“Shhhh,” he repeats back to me, holding his tiny index finger to his mouth.
“I’m sorry, Babe. Your son is in the dishwasher again. I could hardly hear you.
Now what were you saying? What’s going on with your kidneys?”
“Yea, honey…Listen. I need to tell you something.”
“Oh god. Do you have kidney stones? Is that why you’re passing blood? How do
they treat kidney stones? Because you know we can’t afford for you to miss any work.”
“Honey, it’s not kidney stones.”
“Well, what is it then?”
“It’s a tumor.”
“What?”
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“It’s a tumor, sweetheart. The doctor said I need to have surgery. Right now. In
the morning.”
I watch my son. He’s a good boy. Blonde like his father, same nose and chin. If
I print photographs in black and white, you can’t tell which ones are Zachary’s and which
ones are his daddy’s. He’s still being quiet for mommy, but I want him to start banging
on the dish rack again.
Bang, sweet boy, bang.
“This isn’t funny, William. At all.”
“I’m not kidding, honey.”
“Let me talk to the doctor! I don’t believe you! This is not funny, you
sonofabitch!”
A calm and serious male voice is on the other end of the line now telling me that
he’s sending my husband home for the night. We are to prepare for surgery in the
morning. The man says he’ll do everything he can to make sure the surgery goes
smoothly. The tumor looks like it has encapsulated. There will be some exploratory
surgery to be sure the cancer hasn’t spread.
“God…I can’t…I need him.”
“Please take comfort and believe me when I tell you that I will take good care of
your husband. He’ll be home soon. We’ll get started in the morning. I’ll take care of your
sweetheart like he’s my own son.”
I hang up the phone and take the wooden spoon out of Zachary’s hand. I scoop
him up into my arms beside his sister. A baby on each hip. My children feel heavy for
the first time.
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So heavy.
William knows we need the money. An hour not working is an hour not getting
paid. He asks the surgeon if he can finish out his work day.
“Shouldn’t you be heading home to be with your family?” the surgeon asks. “I’ve
just given you news that you have kidney cancer. You have major surgery in the
morning. You need to be with your family.”
“I need to feed my family,” William says. “Can I go back to work now?”
“Yes…I guess. The nurse will give you instructions for prep for surgery in the
morning. You’re going to be okay. I’ll get this tumor out of you in the morning.”
“Thank you. See you in the morning.”
Tonight, as the babies sleep, I lie beside my husband. I feel him solid and warm.
I wonder if this is the last time we’ll be together in this way. He does not tremble, but
I’m shaking all over. His thick chest, pressed against my back, slowly rises and falls.
With each steady breath he takes, I count them and wonder if he’s closing in on the
number of breaths he’s allowed for this life. Rise and fall. One hundred and twelve.
Rise and fall. One hundred and thirteen. Rise and fall. I fall down counting those
breaths. I try not to cry because crying is selfish. I’m not the one losing a kidney in the
morning. I won’t undergo exploratory surgery that slices an opening from hipbone to
hipbone, rounded up toward the sternum and back down, leaving a deep permanent scar
in the shape of an oversized frown. I won’t have pieces of my body stored in jars for
medical students to examine. Tears are selfish and I know this but they come
nonetheless.
“Shhh” William says. “It’s going to be okay. I’m going to be okay.”
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I don’t believe him. I think of what I’ll do with only a high school education,
skills that barely earn a couple of bucks over minimum wage. Two babies to feed on my
own.
“I’m scared,” I say.
“God’s got this, honey,” William says. “Everything is going to be okay.”
I feel twitchy. Like my skin is crawling on the inside. I think I feel something
moving around in there, something moving inside me. Nerves probably. I am terrified. I
felt both my babies stretch themselves out inside me as they melded into my core, felt
them take root in there. I’m not pregnant again. God no. But my body feels like it’s
being taken over again and my brain is unusually solemn. They conspire but leave me
out of the whole strategy of where to go from here because I’m too weak to keep up.
They’re running the show now. Body, brain. Brain, body. I go all twitchy as they try to
needle-prick me into awareness, action. Wake up. Danger. Danger. But I can’t. I just
can’t.
June ’93 –
We beat cancer last year. William lost his job because of the cancer. We’ve been
digging in his parents’ deep freeze for food. Neither William nor I wanted to leave
Memphis but it’s better to be closer to our families, out here in the country, during these
dark days. Sometimes the quiet crashes in around me like a dozen thunderstorms all at
once and I feel like I can’t breathe. It’s better to be close to family now though. We’ve
been living on $117 a week, this is the amount of William’s unemployment checks. We
aren’t eligible for food stamps or any other governmental assistance, the lady at the
welfare office says, because we own a truck we could sell to get money.
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“Are you talking about the beat up Chevy out there?” I ask, pointing into the
parking lot. There’s a shiny Cadillac parked on one side of the Chevy and another newer
model car on the other side that isn’t as fancy as the Cadillac but I wasn’t paying much
attention to the make.
“Yes. You can sell your truck to get money,” she repeats. “The fact that you own
the truck, which is fairly newer model, makes you ineligible for any kind of
governmental assistance.”
“We don’t own the truck,” I say. “The bank owns it. They’re coming to get it next
month, and the trailer we’re living in, too. We just got foreclosure notices on both.”
“You should sell the truck to get money, to get yourself out of this mess,” the
welfare lady says.
“We’re in the middle of a recession,” I tell the lady. “No one wants to buy
someone’s old work truck, or hire an electrician for that matter.”
“Well,” says the woman with the power to determine whether my children are fed
or unfed. “If they foreclose, come back and apply again.”
I make the 22-mile drive home in my husband’s truck. I go to my in-laws house
later to dig around in the deep freeze again for something to make for dinner. The church
collected money and gave us $500 but after paying to keep the lights and heat on and
buying food, the money got gone fast. Most of the food was gone, too. It can’t get any
worse, I say, tempting even darker days to come. I don’t twitch inside myself at night
anymore. I don’t anything.
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December ’93 –
In the freezing rain with my family, staring into a muddy hole in the ground,
specks of sleet sprinkle the shoulders of our coats and tops of our toboggans. It’s the
coldest day of our lives.
Dad had been chopping wood when the pains hit. This time, they wouldn’t go
away. His heart seized and he was gone. There was no way he could be saved. Losing
him is an icy blow, but sinking him into a freezing wet hole in the ground is colder than
anything I’ve ever felt. And no vault to protect him from the water and the cold because
we couldn’t afford one.
My husband’s teeth rattle between verses of Precious Lord, Take My Hand. After
he sings the home-going song, William sits down beside me. My sister is on the other
side of me, not moving or crying or shivering or clattering her teeth. It’s like she’s dead
too, but sitting up, not lying in a frozen gray box going down into the frigid, murky earth.
She holds my hand but stays dead.
“We can’t put him down there,” I say, loud enough to make everyone within
earshot uncomfortable. I don’t want to make things awkward for anyone here. I just
need someone to know that my father is not going in that hole, cannot go in that hole, not
with that frozen flood down there, and no vault. We should have gotten the vault. There
was just no money for it.
“Shhhh,” William says.
“No, really. Can’t you hear that? All that freezing water. We can’t put our dad
down there. It’s freezing and we couldn’t afford the vault, remember?”
“Honey, hush.”
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“Please don’t let them put him down there!”
The pastor hears me and comes to my side. He talks softly, tells me that Daddy is
in heaven now. He’s not in that box. He talks about the warmth of God. I don’t know
about the warmth of God. But I know nobody’s sinking my father down into that cold
hole while I’m here to see it. The gravediggers can back the fuck up. I see them. They
see me. They back the fuck up.
˜
“Say what? It still shocks me how the devious bipolar brain works. It’s hard to be
dependent on meds. But I say, look at the alternative.” – bphope.com

March, 2000 –
I don’t like Dr. Marten’s office. It’s too quiet. All the crazies just sit in the
waiting room trying to avoid eye contact with each other. There’s no radio playing in the
background. No T.V. Just the voice of the receptionist taking referrals and making
appointments. But I don’t wait long here. Dr. Marten stays on top of things. Five
minutes tops and I’ll be back in her office telling her I want off these meds.
“I’ve been coming here for years. When you first diagnosed me, you told me
bipolar runs a strange path. You said if I took meds a few years, 3-5 years I believe you
said, I may balance out and be able to get off meds for a while, maybe even for good.”
I tell Dr. Marten that things have been getting better. William has steady work
again, he’s healthy, and things feel pretty stable. I tell her I don’t think I need drugs
anymore.
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“I just want you to be healthy and stable, hon. If you’ll just give the treatment a
little longer, it will greatly increase your chances of stability. I need you to be
compliant.”
Dr. Marten gets up, holds her door open for me to leave, and tells me she’ll see
me next month. My hour isn’t even up.
On the way out of Dr. Marten’s office building, I dig through my purse. I pull out
the brown plastic bottle of Depakote. I pop the white lid off, dump the contents into the
trash can at the entrance, and never visit Dr. Marten again.
Now here’s something to know about going cold turkey off psych meds: Don’t.
I have a rough few months ahead. I hide that I’ve stopped taking meds, but it
only takes William a few weeks to realize what’s happened. He’s patient, understanding,
supportive. He does all he can to reduce stress around me. But still.
I’m twitchy at night again. And during the day sometimes, too. I know what the
twitching is now though. What it means. It won’t be so easy this time, cocksucker, I tell
the twitching. I’m ready for you.
˜
“Bipolar II is four times more common than bipolar I. It’s characterized by much less
severe manic symptoms, also referred to as hypomanic symptoms. These signs are harder
for people to see in themselves, and it's often up to friends or loved ones to encourage
them to get help. Hypomania often becomes worse without proper treatment, and the
person can become severely manic or depressed.” – healthline.com
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May ’08 –
After driving deeper into country isolation than seems feasible for a mental health
clinic, I pull onto a paved drive leading up to a beige cottage settled amongst tall pines
and rustling oaks. The place is well beyond the limits of any town. There’s an aging
blonde dog of a breed I can’t identify resting on the front stoop.
“Now this right here is a therapeutic setting, my friends,” I say to no one.
I get out of my car and the dog walks over for a pet. I later learn the dog’s best
friend is an orange tabby cat named ‘Tabby’. Mary Grainger meets me at the front door.
“Hi. You must be my 9am?”
“I believe so.”
“I’m Mary Grainger. Come on in.”
The place looks like gran’s house inside. The living room functions as a waiting
room now. There’s a People magazine on the coffee table and some others underneath
but I don’t rummage through them to see what they are. Dr. Phil is on T.V. It’s turned
down too low for me to hear exactly what he’s saying to a teenage girl with spikey pink
hair and combat boots. A woman, most likely her mother, sits next to the girl dabbing at
her eyes with a tissue.
“I’m just going to grab a cup of coffee,” Mary says, “Would you like one?”
“No thank you. I’ve had three cups already.”
“I’ll meet you in the back. Last door to the left.”
Mary and I talk like girlfriends every three or four weeks. She helps me get
emotionally stabilized with the right combination of meds to give me some relief from
depression I can’t seem to shake this time. Mary is grieving also. I tell Mary about my
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father’s death some years back. I tell her about my sister, sister-in-law actually, but truly
we were sisters, having grown up together, childhood friends before I took that second
look at her brother, and then married him when I turned eighteen. Our sister died
suddenly the year before I came to see Mary. One of those never-supposed-to-happen
things where a 38-year-old mother of three develops blood clots in her leg. They break
loose and travel to her heart and lungs. There’s emergency surgery to save her, a four
and a half hour surgery, but the surgeon comes out and says he’s sorry, he tried so hard,
he’d never seen anyone fight to live as hard as she did, and they fought with her, but there
were too many clots, too big. Sorry, so very sorry. And the youngest cries, “Aunt
Cheryl, I didn’t get to say goodbye! I need to say goodbye! I need to tell her I love her!”
The middle one holds close to me when he sees his father, hardly much of a father, and
whispers, “Don’t let him take me.” The oldest at fifteen burrows down inside himself
and doesn’t come back out. We won’t even be able to talk about her in front of my
father-in-law. His grief over his baby girl will eventually take him to the grave. And the
heartache within my husband will swallow him up, too. He will crawl into the bottom of
a bottle for a long time, maybe always.
So yeah. I’m sad. But I have shit to do.
Mary shares her story, too, once we get to know each other. This last year was a
bad one for her as well. She tells me that her only daughter, grown and a mother herself,
inexplicably disappeared one day. She tells me how her daughter’s corpse was found in a
wooded area near her own home weeks later, so decomposed, Mary was not allowed to
see her even to say goodbye, or hold her one last time. Something about that goodbye.
Things shouldn’t be left open-ended like that. The husband confesses that his wife had
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been severely depressed, that she wanted to die, that he ‘helped’ her die to ease her
suffering.
“It’s a lie,” Mary says, “My son-in-law murdered my daughter.”
Fuck. Fuck. Fuck.
˜
“If the person is manic, very hypomanic or in a mixed episode their behavior may
become inappropriate or risky.” – bipolarcaregivers.org

December ’09 –
It’s never boring here.
I have somehow found myself in the employment of Western Mental Health
Institute, the psychiatric hospital in our neighboring city, one of only five state-run psych
hospitals in Tennessee. Lakeshore will close soon, leaving only four hospitals to treat
Tennessee’s mentally ill. My best friend warned me not to take the job. You’ll end up
divorced, she said, devoid of morality, and/or crazy (I correct her…crazier). I’ve been
here two years. She speaks truth.
I’m night shift admissions clerk. I work three 13-hour shifts on weekends. I’m
alone, except for the company of my patients, whichever psychiatrist is on call, transport
officers, the occasional security guard, wandering technicians and nurses (they like to
visit) and my supervisor only rarely. I don’t need much supervising.
There’s a male patient in room one who won’t stay here, he swears it, he doesn’t
care what the fucking doctor-man says. He goes into a rage when the transport officer
leaves without him, and he realizes he’s locked in here. He smashes his head against the
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concrete wall until he opens it up – his head, not the wall – then he draws a perfect
pentagram in his own blood there on the white walls, large because he’s really bleeding.
It will be a sight to see for the janitorial staff that arrives at 6am. The technicians and
security guards stand by to let the man rage and try to calm himself down. It works.
“I don’t want the shot,” he says. “I’ll go with ya’ll, just don’t touch me.”
The guards and technicians give the man the respect he seeks. Most of the staff
here are an impressive bunch, kind and solid, protective, courteous and understanding
toward patients. I follow their lead.
Room two will soon be occupied by a woman who smashes her head also, but
against the floor, and she’s seizing.
“Dr. Frizzell, I think she’s having a seizure,” I tell the on-call psychiatrist.
“She’s faking. She does it all the time.”
All the same, I go to her on the floor and hold her head in my hands, short, curly
black hair rough through my latex gloves. Further medical evaluation later will show she
did have a seizure. She cries when she wakes up.
“Owwww. My head hurts.”
“I know, sweetie, I know. Let’s get you back on the sofa and I’ll get you a blanket
and some water.”
When I round the corner for a cup of water, I’m crying too, not a lot, but enough
to show weakness. Fuck.
The next weekend, a transport officer approaches the front doors and hits the
buzzer for me to unlock them. Instead of coming in with the patient, he asks for
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assistance. I know it’s a woman. I took the referral from crisis two hours earlier. I have
all of her information, and her chart ready for the doctor.
“Will she not get out of the car? I can call a technician.”
“She’s really sick,” the officer says, “She has her pants, underwear and
everything, down around her ankles. I talked to her on the way here to calm her…Listen,
I got here as fast as I could.”
The officer stays on the sidewalk in front of the hospital. I go to the back of the
cruiser to see what I’m up against. I’m small in build, 5’2” and one thirty, but when I see
what’s there in the backseat, I won’t call a technician. She deserves as much privacy as I
can give her.
“Officer, could you remove the cuffs for me, please?”
I can’t say how long this policy has been in place, but at this point, handcuffs are
mandatory for any person transported by law enforcement to a state-run mental
institution. Our children’s unit closed down last year, and I’m not sad about that. You
see a 6-year-old child brought into a mental institution in handcuffs because their parents
can’t handle them anymore, and you will learn to hate people in ways you could not
imagine.
The woman is lying down, dead weight, mouthing sounds like duh, ba, ba, nuh,
nuh, buh. She’s menstruating heavily. I wrestle her underwear and sweat pants back up
her thighs, then lean over her, put my arms around her back in sort of a hug, and pull her
to me. This helps me hold her up with one hand as I wriggle her pants back over her
bottom with the other. I can’t get her out of the car by myself though so I call for help
once she’s not so exposed.
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We make it inside. I had paged the on-call doctor when I saw the cruiser pull in.
The woman shoves her pants down again while I’m around the corner retrieving the
digital camera to take her admission photo. My nursing supervisor is with her now,
holding her hand, trying to do…something…to help. In the harsh intensity of hospital
lights, the sight of her standing there nude from the waist down, bleeding on her inner
thighs, soiled Kotex bunched up inside underwear at her feet on the floor, mouthing those
sounds – it scares me. I won’t show it. I ditch the camera, and move quickly to help my
supervisor. I pull the woman’s pants and underwear up again.
“Would it help if I change her pad?” I ask my supervisor.
“I don’t think it matters, Cheryl. She’s just so sick. We need to get her out of
admissions as fast as we can and onto the unit. She’ll shower then, and get some
medicine.”
“I’ve paged the doctor. He should be here soon.”
Together, we try to guide the woman to sit down. She scoots her feet backwards a
little toward the sofa when she realizes what we’re trying to do. Her eyes are jumpy and
confused, she’s pale, straight black hair hangs limp and dirty on her shoulders, it could be
brown but it’s oily and wet, I can’t really tell. Ba, duh, ba, nuh, nuh, buh, she keeps
saying, and I’m frustrated because I don’t know what she needs, what she’s trying to tell
us.
Fuck.
And then there are the crack heads and meth heads. It’s too late for them. Their
brains are damaged permanently. I coax signatures onto my admission documents, but
only get them because I help untangle invisible fishing line, and talk real soft so as not to
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scare the fish. Yes, I know this is enabling the psychosis, but I’ve been on for eleven
hours now, I’ve admitted eight other patients, and I just need these goddamn papers
signed. It’s absurd. None of them even know what they’re signing but there’s a camera
pointed right at us that shows the State of Tennessee I explained each piece of paper that
gets a signature – this is a copy of your privacy rights, this piece of paper says I gave you
a copy of your privacy rights – see? It’s right here. This paper gives us permission to
treat you, this is a contract saying you will not harm yourself…
I scare all the fish away when I burst out laughing because fisherman says –
“So. Do you fish out here much?”
I watch these people try in futility to hold their sanity in place, except the
fisherman. They’ll dangle off the cliff by their fingertips; maybe they can pull
themselves up and over. But then, Doc starts asking questions and one finger loses its
grip. They start answering questions and another finger slips. Then another, and another,
until they are falling down, down to God knows what, most likely a shot of Thorazine, 50
and 50, one in each hip, or 10 and 2 (Haldol 10mg plus Ativan 2mg). They’ll be pumped
full of psych meds this weekend and released Monday morning because the State of
Tennessee is out of money and won’t keep them any longer than three days. They’ll
leave with a prescription they will fill but not use. I’ll admit them again the next
weekend or the next weekend. Wash, rinse, repeat. It’s all madness and I wonder when
it will be my turn. When the techs will hold me down as a nurse jams syringes, 50 and
50, one in each hip. Thorazine dreams for me, too.
Sometimes I admit back-to-back patients from 7pm to 8am. Other times, I have
just a handful of patients. There are a few nights, I have no patients at all, or I have just
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one or two in which the psychiatrist suspects malingering, and sends them back where
they came from.
Some nights, I read, drink coffee (lots of coffee), and listen to Bonnie Raitt and
Tom Petty CD’s on the disk drive of my computer. Other nights, I listen to the security
guard across the hall tell me I’m the most beautiful woman he’s ever seen, that my
gorgeous green eyes make him weak, my smile is like the sun – not the fake smile I
sometimes flash others, but my real smile that he sees when we talk, and he knows me,
you see, so he certainly knows the difference between my smile that says ‘I secretly hope
you die’ and my real smile. And, my ass, my ass is amazing. The way my low rise jeans
rest on my hip bones accentuates my hard, flat stomach. My Lord, I’m a goddess. And I
have perfect hands, so perfect, I could be a hand model. But, I don’t even polish my
nails, I say. And he says, no don’t. He tells me to leave my precious hands natural, like
me. Everything about me is natural and lovely. I’m so vibrant and young-looking. I’m
old, I argue. My body is really showing some age now. But he says, no. You’re
perfection.
I wonder if he says these things to his wife. Or the nurse on Unit D. Or the clerk
one station over who goes into the bathroom and removes her panties while he’s on the
phone with his wife, then she sits down at her station the way she would to key in a
patient’s data, but instead of doing that, she lifts her skirt and gives him a show while he
says things into the phone like – Yes, honey. I’ll pick that up on my way home. No, I
don’t mind. Okay. See you soon. I love you.
Soon, he says I’m the love of his life, and could I just imagine if we had the
chance to nurture what was developing between us? And I say words, too. Like I love
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you, not understanding that what we love about each other is not us, but the offering of
escape.
I go to church less and less. I make excuses. It’s easy to do. I just pulled 13-hour
shifts the last two nights and will be pulling another one tonight. I pray less often as well.
I swear more than I ever have in my life. Of course, being called ‘stupid, white bitch’ all
night long, oftentimes by people much whiter than me, makes me desensitized. Don’t
call me white, I say. So then it’s just ‘dumb bitch’ or ‘fucking bitch’. So far, no one’s
called me a whore though. My demeanor is changing, not in big ways, but in subtle ways
that close friends and family notice. I’m not as social as I once was because I’m starting
to dislike people a lot. Even on anti-depressants, I’m becoming more and more unhappy.
There are theories bounced around among the staff, in jest, as to why so many of
us go bad here. Some say the place isn’t really a mental institution, it’s actually Hell and
it’s driving us all mad. Others say no, the hospital was built over a hundred years ago on
top of a gigantic meteor that has continued to poison us with alien radiation, driving us all
mad. A few say the place is haunted, and they show each other pictures of a spirit here
and one up there on the roof, and these ghosts are influencing us, driving us all mad.
I think we were all mad when we got here, it’s just easy to let it all hang out
because why not?
It’s only a few months until my husband finds out about me and the guard
because I’m not careful with messages on our PC. William drives to Hell to rescue his
girl. I tell my supervisor I’m in trouble and I need to leave for an hour or so. I’m a good
employee so it’s no problem.
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My husband pulls the truck over to a private place so we can talk. He tells me he
knows what I’ve been doing. I don’t even know what I’ve been doing.
“Do you want to be with me?” William asks.
I suggest a separation because we have some real problems between us besides
my infidelity.
“No. If you leave, don’t bother coming back,” he says, “If you walk out on me,
you can just stay gone. You lose the option of coming back home. Do you understand?
If you go, you’re gone.”
He repeats his question, enunciating the words more forcefully:
“Do. You. Want. To. Be. With. Me?”
I give a weak nod – yes.
“The poor guy never had a chance,” William says, “Who wouldn’t fall in love
with you?”
My husband takes my cell phone and calls the guard, who really just wants to be
left out of the mess all the way around. William tells him he’ll allow him to keep his
family intact for now, but if he ever talks sweet to me again, his wife will be made fully
aware of his indiscretions.
I feel dizzy. I don’t know what to say.
“You know men like him look for women like you, right? They’re predators.”
“What do you mean women like me?”
“You know what I mean. Women who are emotionally unstable. You’re intense.
Men like him feed off that intensity. Surely, you know he couldn’t handle it, right?
You’d burn him up.”
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I think maybe I’m burning my husband up.
He had been drinking again. In a few days, he gets the shakes and I ask if he’s
okay. He tells me he quit drinking, and he may be going through a little withdrawal, but
it’s not a big deal.
We take a trip, alone, to rekindle some romance between us. Our son and
daughter are nearly grown anyway, moving more and more into their own lives. They
barely need us now. We talk for hours on our trip, hike down to a private waterfall and
skinny dip. We make love and I whisper, I’m sorry, I’m sorry – softly in his ear while
he’s sleeping.
It doesn’t take long and we’re right back where we were when all the trouble
started. He’s not mean when he drinks. He’s just gone. Was it John Donne that said –
no man is an island? Bullshit. And I’m lonely, so lonely. It’s easy to remember sweet
love talk and how it filled me up, and I grieve. My husband doesn’t handle this well,
watching me grieve the loss of what I got from another man. He grows angrier as I grow
lonelier. Who could blame him? Some days, he can hardly look at me. Most days, I
can’t even look at myself. I know we won’t make it like this.
One day, I ask him, “Where’s that guy, that sweetheart of a man, my tender
husband?

Are you ever coming back to me? Where’s the sweetness that was inside

you once?”
“YOU BEAT IT OUT OF ME!” He screams and it makes water out of my knees.
“You beat it out of me,” he says again, pounding his fist on his heart, tears
pooling in the corners of the brightest blue eyes that flash cold and hard. The pain I see
in front of me is staggering.
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Shaky, almost inaudible, he croaks out those hurting words at me one last time –
You beat it out of me.
I know we’re somewhere we’ve never been before. This man rarely repeats
himself.
I don’t know what to do anymore. But I know I’m not ready to give up on us just
yet.
˜
“Therapy is essential for dealing with bipolar disorder and the problems it has caused in
your life. Working with a therapist, you can learn how to cope with difficult or
uncomfortable feelings, repair your relationships, manage stress, and regulate your
mood.” – helpguide.org

November ’13 –
So I’m doing this. It’s been a few years since I’ve been in therapy. I’m here
because my best friend told me my crazy’s showing, and she is sure I need a little help
getting it tucked back in. Listen, she said, you’re doing this.
The music is weird, an odd selection of songs for a waiting room full of patients
here for therapeutic sessions. Air Supply is all out of love. Really??
I hear my name called.
“Yes, that’s me.”
Dr. James has a good aura, not that I know much about auras, but there’s a good
‘feeling’ around him. I’m relaxed when I tell him why I’m here.
“I see you were diagnosed with bipolar disorder in 1996 by Dr. Marten.”
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“Yes.”
“I also see you are not currently taking any medications for bipolar.”
“No.”
“Um…Okay.”
I feel the need to explain.
“I’m not opposed to taking meds if it becomes necessary. I’ve taken them
before.”
I tell Dr. James my history with psych meds and the management of bipolar
disorder.
Dr. Marten’s drug of choice for me was Depakote. It was the nineties. Back then,
it was either Lithium or Depakote. Much later, I took a combination of Cymbalta and
Elavil that worked better. I prefer drug-free living if at all possible, and I work to
manage bipolar naturally– regular exercise, meditation, diet, stress-reducing practices,
therapy.
Dr. James doesn’t push on the meds issue. I may like this guy.
“So in the questionnaire, you indicated you have experienced a great deal of
change in your life recently. Let’s talk about that.”
“Okay. Well, let’s see. I lost my job in 2010, started college two months later,
my son and his girlfriend had an accidental pregnancy making me an unprepared
grandmother in March of 2011, I think my daughter is dating a sociopath, my father-inlaw is very sick and doesn’t even know us sometimes, I moved from my small-town
home of nineteen years to Memphis to be closer to school and my husband’s work…oh,
and my husband, William. He’s an alcoholic. He will say he’s a ‘problem drinker’ not
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an alcoholic. And my 27-year marriage is in trouble, real trouble. I had an affair. I seem
to be having some difficulty getting past it.”
There are a few questions concerning the affair. With each confession, I feel
lighter. Dr. James tells me affairs are an addiction, like any other addiction, and
emotional affairs, like mine, are oftentimes the most difficult love affairs to move
beyond. It takes time to recover from them, he says. He asks if I want my marriage to
succeed.
“I do.”
“Marriages are never the same after an affair,” Dr. James says, “Usually one of
two things happens. Either the marriage ends in divorce, or the more dedicated couples
use the affair to galvanize their marriage.”
“Yeah. I was hoping for that last one.”
Dr. James doesn’t sugarcoat anything. He tells me I have a hard road ahead to
heal from a busted-up love affair that was an addiction, and to restore my marriage. He
says the most tragic thing about affairs, and why so many marriages tank once an affair
has happened, is that essentially an extramarital attachment encompasses the recruitment
of an extra person to meet an individual’s needs whereas there was just one person to
meet those needs. The needs, whatever they are, not being met by the number one person
is the thing that causes someone to secure a number two need-meeter. But then you’re in
big trouble. Big. Trouble.
“Now you have two people meeting needs where just one person was meeting
them, albeit not very well. One person cannot do what two people are doing. It’s
impossible.”
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Basically, it’s Pandora’s Box, or Pandora’s Jar, since the box was actually a jar,
but you get the point. Your spouse isn’t meeting your needs. You’re sad, lonely,
vulnerable. You slip up. You accept attention from someone not your spouse. You glow
with all the attention. You need it. You cannot imagine what it would be like not to have
it now that you’ve had it. When you’re forced to give it up, you will lose twelve pounds
in a month, your hair will fall out, you won’t sleep, you will sob and wail on your back
patio in the middle of the night when you think it’s safe to do such things. You will
alienate your spouse even further because while you think your grieving and pining is
secret, it is not. And you think your needs weren’t being met by your number one
before? Watch them watch you grieve the loss of what you got somewhere else. Hearts
will grow hard. Touch will grow colder. Hurt will grow bigger. You just thought your
needs weren’t being met before. Soon it will be like you don’t even have a spouse
anymore. You have someone that lives in the same house as you that can hardly stomach
the sight of you. You get it though. You cringe every time you see you, too.
˜
“X struggled to deal with a spouse in the hospital while juggling a revise and resubmit
deadline, two fellowship application deadlines, and heavy coursework commitments.” –
theprofessorisin.com

April ’14 –
It’s cold in Dr. James’ waiting room today and I forgot my sweater. Shania
Twain sings, “You’re Still the One” which makes me melancholy. Maybe there’s a
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method behind the music here. Play sad or thought-provoking songs to prime the well,
get us more in the mood for catharsis. It’s not necessary. I come here ready to talk.
We recap my last visit, then I blaze my way through the bad.
“I’ve taken my husband to the emergency room twice in the last month.”
“For what?”
“Apparently, the DT’s. He was having symptoms of a heart attack, so we went to
the nearest hospital. The first time, they did a full workup. We left there with a
prescription that has instructions to, “Take one capsule by mouth four times a day as
needed for symptoms of alcohol withdrawal.”
I feel my cheeks and chest go blotchy red from anxiety. I go on to tell Dr. James
about the second visit to the ER in which my husband and I sat in the parking lot. And
waited. He didn’t want to go inside, yet he didn’t want to go home. I stayed quiet, sitting
beside my husband inside our vehicle, until he asked what I was thinking. I admitted I
was resentful and angry that I couldn’t be a normal wife whose husband has symptoms of
a heart attack, and I call an ambulance, or race to the ER with him, and run inside
screaming that my husband could be dying.
“No,” I said to Dr. James, “I have to do this. This thing where we know it may
not really be a heart attack because there are other factors to consider, such as an
alcoholic trying to dry out on his own so maybe it’s not a heart attack, could just be the
DT’s but the DT’s could cause a heart attack so what do we do…what do we do?”
“How did he respond to that?” Dr. James asks.
“He said he was sorry, so sorry.”
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Dr. James mentions the death of my father-in-law just last month, and asks if I
feel this loss had triggered my husband’s efforts to quit drinking. Again.
“No,” I say. “His M.O. would be to drink more during times like this. But he told
me he had been struggling with symptoms that could indicate pancreatitis and he wanted
to stop drinking to see if those symptoms abated.”
“So how is he coping with his father’s death?”
“Bad. Bottling up the grief. Withdrawing.”
“How are you coping?”
“He was my dad for twenty-eight years. I’m sad. But he had suffered brutally the
last several years. There at the end, death was a blessing. And I don’t have time to be
too sad because I have shit to do.”
“How’s your first semester of grad school going now?”
“I’m completely out of my league, insecure, and intimidated. But my writing is
getting stronger.”
The hour is productive today.
Dr. James asks if he can pray with me before I leave. “Of course,” I say.
Father, God. We come to you now thankful for the love this woman has for her
husband…
˜
“Myth: People with bipolar disorder can’t get better or lead a normal life.

Fact: Many people with bipolar disorder have successful careers, happy family lives,
and satisfying relationships. Living with bipolar disorder is challenging, but with
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treatment, healthy coping skills, and a solid support system, you can live fully while
managing your symptoms.” – helpguide.org

June ’14 –
Whoever is in charge of appropriate song choice for therapy patients should use
her brain – I say her brain because all the clerical staff here is female. I zone out on the
first couple of songs but snap back when The Band Perry comes on with “If I Die
Young” so yes, it’s true – worst music choice ever for a psych clinic.
There’s no music in Dr. James’ office. There’s just me and Dr. James, his seat,
my comfy sofa, a lovely large desk, and an impressively loaded bookshelf. There’s also a
side table with a box of Kleenex should I need one. I never do, but I use the table to hold
my coffee mug. My coffee grows cold there while we talk.
“Is your husband maintaining some level of sobriety?”
“I think so. I’m not real sure, Dr. James. I don’t really check anymore. What
I’m learning in Al Anon is that my husband’s alcoholism is not my fault, that I cannot
control his disease, that I have to separate myself from “my alcoholic’s” behavior, that I
should just learn to let it go.”
“I take it Al Anon is not doing what we had hoped it would do for you?”
“I don’t know. I’m trying. I’m supposed to give it six sessions before I make up
my mind. I’m two down. But so far, it just sounds like a bunch of whining to me.”
Dr. James jots down a note, probably one that says patient hates Al Anon, then he
asks about my state of mind.
“It’s strong right now,” I tell him.
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“Do you still feel you’re doing okay? You don’t think you have a need for
medication at this time?”
I shift in my seat. The mention of psych meds makes me defensive.
“I’d like to keep doing what I’m doing a little longer. See if I can hold up on my
own.”
Dr. James knows I’m not opposed to taking meds, but it will be as a last resort.
“Okay,” he says.
“I’ll know when it’s time to get back on meds,” I say. “I always do.”
“Alright. Keep doing what you’re doing.” Then Dr. James tells me, “You know,
I wouldn’t dispute Dr. Marten’s diagnosis. I’m not saying you aren’t bi-polar, but you
make it look like a walk in the park. If all my patients were as committed to their
recovery as you are, my job would be easy.”
“I’m just not rolling over for it anymore,” I say, “I’m tired inside this disease.
And I have real life to deal with here. I don’t have time for this bipolar bullshit.”
I leave Dr. James’ office smiling because I make bi-polar look like a walk in the
park.
Winning!
Winning today maybe, but what about tomorrow or next week or next month? I
don’t want to take any walks with bi-polar. And sometimes we’re not walking. I’m
trudging, bi-polar out in front, leading me through cold swamps and deep mud, dropping
me in quagmires so it can keep me where it wants me.
Fuck, I’m not winning.
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˜
“The struggles of dealing with serious mental illness in grad school can be daunting, even
more daunting is the prospect of life after grad school. Dealing with serious mental
illness while in academia…is extremely challenging. We know that it may all go wrong.
But we think we’re at a place where we’re okay with putting in the work. –
theprofessorisin.com

December ’14 –
Dr. James is tall and lean, a fresh complexion and trendy eyewear accentuate his
features. Dr. James looks bookish, is bookish, happens to be writing a book at this
moment. He has recommended at least a dozen books for me to read, sometimes loaning
them right off his shelf. Currently, I have his copy of “The Great Divorce” by C.S.
Lewis.
He’s running a few minutes behind, and I grow restless sitting in the far corner of
a designed-to-be-soothing waiting room with comfortable seating and magazine articles
that promote mental wellbeing –“ Top Ten Ways to Combat Seasonal Affective
Disorder,” “How to Talk to Your Child About ADHD,” “Can We Overcome the Stigma
of Mental Illness?” I don’t know, freelance writer person with an acute interest in my
disease…Can we? Maybe it’s your disease, too. Maybe that’s why you’re acutely
interested.
I’m not soothed. This music is all wrong. Cat Stevens is singing “Wild World.”
Oh baby, baby it’s a wild world. It’s hard to get by just upon a smile, girl. Tell me about
it. A lot of nice things turn bad out there. Just as I am about to skip the stigma article
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and go straight to the writer’s bio to see if I can grant this person permission to talk to me
about me, Dr. James saunters around the corner.
Dr. James is a Christian, as may be deduced by the C.S. Lewis book collection in
his office, and the praying. It was by accident I ended up with a Christian therapist, as I
thought it best to leave God out of my therapy all the way around this time. I chose a
secular psychological facility to concentrate on the workings of my disease purely from a
scientific standpoint rather than to accept further support from well-meaning Christian
friends and counselors who urge me to pray the crazy away. Dr. James has never quoted
2 Timothy 1:7 that reminds me God has given me a sound mind.
Of course, the typical Christian explanation here in the bible belt as to why there
is so much mental illness is “demonic influence” or “demonic oppression” as was told to
me directly more than once. I want to trade places with these people, to slap them in the
face with my disease, let them snuggle up with it like a warm blanket, watch it tighten
and strangle, get hotter and hotter, burn them up, and I’ll reassure them while their brains
are on fire. I’ll counsel them with my sound mind. I’ll tell them to stay in The Word and
pray harder. I don’t hate Christians. I am Christian. But, fuck them. Dr. James is not
like them, and Christian or not, he is the best therapist I’ve found up to this point. Except
for today.
After recapitulating my last therapy session, he asks if there is anything new we
need to talk about today.
“Well, I’m a little concerned about my son’s newfound atheism,” I say.
My son and I took classes at the University of Memphis, sometimes even the
same classes – at different times, of course, because I’m not a helicopter mom. But I
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secretly traced Zachary’s path to atheism to try to better understand his views,
particularly with the Problem of Evil. I ended up with an accidental Philosophy degree
along with an English degree. One piece of paper says I know all the bullshit there is to
know, the other says I know how to spin all the bullshit I’ve learned so it sounds new and
smart. Zachary dumped Philosophy, earned a BSN instead, and decided that if God is
real, and he doesn’t think so, He does not seem to be a loving God, and therefore, not
someone he wants to know.
Just the mention of atheism and the problem of evil lights Dr. James up.
“The atheists like to throw around the problem of evil like it’s the be-all and endall to Christianity,” he says.
“Well, it is a problem for Christians, Dr. James. That’s why it’s called the
problem of evil. And, the burden of proof is on the Christian, not the atheist.”
“That’s not true. That’s what atheists want everyone to believe, that it’s up to us
to prove God, but that’s wrong. The burden is just as much theirs as it is ours…”
The next forty-five minutes, Dr. James spends offering a less-than-effective
lecture on God, similar to those I’d heard in my Philosophy classes (opposite side of the
fence, of course) or sitting in a Southern Baptist pew for forty years. It could have been a
very effective lecture with a different audience, but by the end of my session, I only heard
Charlie Brown’s teacher…wah-wah, wah-wah, wah. I barely got a word in and this was
my time, my money.
On the way out, I make a mental note not to talk to Dr. James about my son’s
atheism, or anyone’s atheism for that matter, or atheism period. I call my husband while
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backing out, curb-checking because I’m shifting gears and steering while holding an
iPhone with my shoulder.
“Well, I found Dr. James’ hot button today, or better said, I unknowingly
purchased the key that unlocks the pontifications of an aggressive challenger of atheism.”
“Mmmm. Pontifications. Good word.”
“I stole it from you, Dear.”
“I recognized it.”
Life is disorienting for a first year grad student. Christmas is in a couple weeks
and I haven’t even started Christmas shopping yet. I’m amazed I can make the time for
therapy. I planned to binge-shop today after seeing Dr. James but now I’m not in the
mood. I needed to talk, really talk, not hold a philosophical discussion on religion. I pay
the University of Memphis for that. I pay Dr. James to help me find my way back to my
husband. I’ve been thinking hard about some things lately, about how life changed so
fast in so many different facets and these changes may have upset the expected roles and
dissemination of power between my husband and me. Maybe that’s where things started
getting sideways on us. Dr. James says no, he says it all goes back to the drink. He says
the first step toward healing in my marriage is for my husband to acknowledge and deal
with his drinking issues. This is no good for me because it means I have no control here.
I can’t move forward with any solid plan for our remaking if it all hinges on the next step
being for my husband to take the step. I thought I took the first step coming to Dr. James
a year ago, therapy that was intended to be couple’s therapy but what is couple’s therapy
when only one-half of a couple is there? I’m learning a lot about myself, but I’m here to
learn about myself inside this relationship, to bring life back to a marriage, and now, if
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Dr. James is right, I’m stuck in my efforts until my husband gets a handle on his drinking.
But I keep looking for other things that are deeper than the bottle, searching for
underlying reasons why my husband needs to drink. Why he’s needed it more and more
as the years grew on us. These things have been rattling around in my mind, even more
scrambled up now that I didn’t get the discussion I needed today with Dr. James, the kind
that helps me gain some clarity, as our talks usually do. Now I have to think these things
out all by myself.
I don’t even make it out of the parking lot. I pull my car back in and let it idle as
the heater blows warm air in my face. I turn the radio off and perform my own therapy
which is probably pretty useless since I keep looking for reasons instead of solutions. I
know if the solution is for my husband to quit drinking, it’s probably not going to happen.
Why I think reasons will help is beyond me. Maybe I think I’ll find some Eureka! idea
that I will bring back to my husband and he’ll love me again the way he once did. He’ll
say something like, So that’s why I drink the way I do. Now that I know the root problem
here, I will deal with it and I won’t need this bottle anymore. Brilliant, wife, brilliant!
He’ll come to couple’s therapy with me. We’ll be on the same page, we’ll be so
connected, we hold hands during therapy. Dr. James will say he’s never seen a couple so
committed to their recovery. We’ll fall in love all over again. We’ll renew our vows on
our 30th anniversary. We’ll never look back, only forward. Is this line of reasoning
absurd? No. It’s desperation. Panic. I had an affair. That’s how lost from each other
we’ve been. And we’re still lost. What will happen if we don’t find each other again?
We need to find each other soon. Because if we get any more lost, we may never find
our way back.
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The key message my therapist keeps hammering into me is that a love affair is not
nearly as important as the reasons behind the affair. He says it’s crucial that I understand
why I had an affair in the first place so we can discover the real problems in my marriage.
I don’t have any answers there. I can only say I missed the way my husband desired me
once, and it was staggering to have a man look at me like I was someone to be wanted
after feeling unwanted much too long. This is the part that frustrates Dr. James because
even if we figure out why I had an affair, part of the culpability will most likely belong to
my husband, but if he’s not here to claim it, where does that leave us? I can fully
understand my needs and that’s empowering, but I cannot communicate them to my
husband with any effectiveness because he’s not here. I’m in couple’s therapy alone.
I’m digging my way through our wreckage alone. Here lately, I find myself up nights
trying to pinpoint the place where things shifted between us, again looking for some
incredible, indelible insight that will save us. I keep going back to a change in our family
dynamic once the kids grew up and I became less homemaker and more working woman.
My husband was natural born a family man. But our children grew older
lightning fast, like all children do. I was quite the youthful mother, so much so, it felt
like I was growing up with my children. As William and I raised babies, we were raising
me, too. When the children began to need me less, I found myself working more and
more, part-time at first, then gradually making my way back to full-time employment,
eventually earning a state job for myself as an admissions clerk in the mental facility the
next town over. As our children aged, they naturally needed less and less nurturing. I
needed less nurturing, too. My husband began to age then in ways I could never have
imagined. To say his spark left him would be grossly understated for it felt that he
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quietly withered away from us a little more with each passing day. No one needed a
daddy anymore, not our kids, and not me. Our lives had changed. Our roles had
changed. I was no longer home with the children all day while my husband worked to
support his family. I was supporting us, too. Gone were the days of weaving fresh crust
over home-baked apple pies and stooping down to remove a dead-tired husband’s work
boots. With my husband’s patriarchal role bitterly snatched from him, who was he? To
whom does a family man devote himself when the family has been matured and
accomplished? To what? Sadly, the appeal of escape is sometimes just too great when
loss of identity comes into play. My husband’s escape is the drink.
What should have been a time of revitalization in our marriage became a time of
mourning. Any romantic connections furtively disappeared out of our relationship.
Intimate moments gradually tapered off, once a week became once a month, then every
other month, and so on. My husband pushed sex out of our relationship. It was not
uncommon for months to go by with no intimacy between us at all. I needed escape, too.
Regretfully, escape came for me through sugar sounds dripping off another man’s lips.
This wounded my husband even deeper than the loss of his stature within our family unit.
Our marriage is a mess. Sex is such a stranger to us now, our efforts to rekindle that part
of our relationship are clumsy, the chronic rejection and dismissal, painful and damaging.
He knocks before he comes into the bathroom when I’m bathing, and I cover myself.
Those three raps on the bathroom door are such a violation to me, yet for him to open that
door boldly and see me vulnerable would be an even greater violation. I keep asking –
How did we get here?
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When I graduated from the University last year, my husband celebrated the
milestone genuinely and with such conviction, he wept. I looked for him in the crowd
sitting beside my parents as I stood to receive my diploma. Before I took my seat again, I
held my diploma up high, bold and proud, and pointed to William. I mouthed the word,
You. He lost control of his emotions then. In truth, the pride I saw there on his face
should have been in himself as much as it was in me because the victory and struggle to
get there had also been his. No, he hadn’t sat in classrooms with people half his age
learning French, analyzing geological wonders of the world, and cursing Algebra as I
had. But all the nights spent studying and writing and fretting, I was never alone. He
was always there, bringing dinner into the study, a glass of wine, my favorite junk food
for fuel. “Do you need anything?” he’d ask, “Can I bring you anything? Is there
anything I can do to help?” None of it would have been possible without him. Every
accolade, each degree, all awards I could lay at his feet and mean it. But he says no, you
are your own creation. You did all this yourself. I am not your maker. You are your
own woman.
He rarely comes into my study without noticing my awards and degree.
“Bachelor of Arts, Honors in English, Summa Cum Laude. I’m so proud of you.”
Truth. Yet, in a heated discussion some weeks after graduation about the fallen
condition of our marriage, a deeper truth escaped him, “I guess you don’t need me
anymore.” I want to discuss these things with him, to talk about the shift between us, the
rearranging of power and how that could have a deeper psychological impact on my
husband than he realizes. Those conversations don’t seem very productive.
“I’m sure you think you have it all figured out,” he said.
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“No, not really. I can only devise theories and hope that some of
those theories hold weight. I can’t dig through your psyche and find the
true reasons why you created distance between us. I can only dig through
my psyche and find the reasons for my own distance, but that will only get
us halfway. This idea of the diminishing of roles and the upheaval in the
power balance between us feels like a theory with some meat to it.”
“I just think there are more layers to it than that.”
“Tell me about these layers. What do you see as the root of the
problem here?”
“I don’t know. I just think there’s more to it than that.”
“Well, I’m not saying I have all the answers here, but it feels like
I’m the only one in this marriage asking questions.”
There’s a muted distance between us. Inside acquiescence is a dark brooding, a
lament for my husband’s vitality. I don’t know if it’s coming back, or if the intimacy
between us will ever find its way back into our marriage. To bring back intimacy, we
would need to understand why it disappeared in the first place. What if I’m right, and the
bigger problems in our marriage stem from a change in our roles and a disturbance in the
balance of power between us? Without some effort on both our parts to understand and
work through it, things will only get worse. I’m working on my third degree now. I’m
on my way up the power ladder. It’d be great if he quit climbing down so we could meet
somewhere in the middle. I’ve been in therapy this past year trying to weld us back
together. I need his help with this welding.
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I don’t feel much clearer on things when I put the car back in gear and turn the
radio on, but I do feel stronger. I love this man. He’s still the one. I love this man in
ways that, even with all the beautiful words I’m learning to write, I’d be at a loss to use
them with enough competence to explain all the ways that I love this man. My strength
and resolve to solder us back together comes in knowing that with all this big love
seeping into and out of me for him, his love is bigger. This I know.
Sweetness. I will hold the pieces if you will fire the torch.
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One Layer
She is all red like you. You should see her. Red kills when it clusters up the way
it did, the way it did inside you. We can’t let any of the bad red get her. Four and a half
hours to save you. Hour one. You fought. Hour two. You fought. Hour three. You
fought. Hour four. You died. But you died fighting.
Surgeons say sorry a lot – too many, too big, sorry sorry. Bust one clot, five more
grow all red knots knitting up, some twisting mass like those monstrous snaky love balls.
The red choked you like that, choked you to pieces. Left pieces of a daughter in my lap,
all red hair red freckles angel kissy spots like you. Burning red like you. God the red.
So many different reds. The bad red is what you have to look out for.
I saw a painting once – layer over layer of red. The artist said he just kept
splashing on layers of red until thousands rolled in. Someone paid large for the red – so
many layers of
red
on
red
I wish I could buy it. Strip away all that red one layer at a time. Find you under
there.

Layer one
You cheer too loud at her ballgame. She feigns embarrassment.
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Layer two
You photograph her first date. She feigns embarrassment.

Layer three
You cry when she tries on her prom dress. You always cried at
milestones like that. She would feign embarrassment, of course.

Layer four
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Horses in the Wrinkle
On an island bigger than Manhattan rests the burned-out remains of the Carnegie
mansion, Dungeness. The Gilded Age gilded the Carnegie family, so much so they could
buy up pieces of the world to gold-plate. Cumberland Island is one of those pieces. The
Carnegies may have bought the island but they filched the name of their fifty-nine–room,
turreted Scottish castle from James Oglethorpe, first to build there in 1736. The word
feels good in my mouth, Dungeness; even though the first part of the word is dungeon,
the ness at the end somehow beautifies it. Beyond the Carnegie castle, forty other
buildings were scattered over the island to house a two-hundred-person staff. But alas,
the sequestered estate may not have been all it was imagined to be, because the Carnegies
abandoned Dungeness in 1925. The mansion was destroyed by fire in 1959; most of it,
that is. Dungeness burned for three days but the tall, tall chimneys and sturdy stone walls
would not go down. Those walls would not go down and now they are home to
rattlesnakes and overgrown ivy. The Dungeness Ruins will never leave you once you
visit them. Photographs are not needed. I have dreamed Dungeness and Cumberland
Island a thousand times. More than a thousand times, I have dreamed the horses.
Only accessible by boat, Cumberland Island is now protected as a national
seashore by the state of Georgia. Guests must ferry over from St. Mary’s Island. And so
I did this, along with my husband and two small children. Over to the island we hauled
camping equipment, enough food for the four of us for several days, a few changes of
clothing, hiking shoes, a first aid kit, camera, and bug spray (as recommended).
Unblemished wilderness awaits—9,800 congressionally designated acres and fifty
miles of hiking trails to discover. Instead of people, Cumberland Island has feral horses.
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They roam the longest stretch of beach in the country. No one knows how the horses got
there. Some believe they are descendants of those that came with the Spaniards in the
sixteenth century, while others say they descended from the English settlers’ horses of the
eighteenth century. And still, the most pragmatic believe the horses have descended from
strong swimmers that were shipwrecked long ago, because who would abandon perfectly
good horses on an island?
I waited all week for the horses. I waited until I forgot I was waiting for the
horses and went about exploring the island in search of shark’s teeth and seashells. It
rained every day. I hiked a few miles to the beach with my family the morning that the
sun finally broke through cotton-candy clouds. We lazed about the seashore
beachcombing and marinating ourselves in salt and sun. We could not see the end of the
beach in either direction. There was no one on the beach with us, no buildings in sight,
just mile upon mile of white sand, ocean, and the maritime forest behind us. We were
Carnegies. The only sounds were that of the ocean and my children playing. My
husband sat beside me reading Jimmy Buffet’s “A Salty Piece of Land” to further
perpetuate the island experience. I felt the horses before I heard them. There was a
rumble inside me, benign at first, but growing more urgent as the horses pressed in on us.
“Do you feel that?”
“What?”
“My God. Look. The horses.”
The sight of them running to us so disturbed me that I could not react, even to
protect my children. My husband rushed to our son and daughter and hurried them out of
the path of the galloping herd. My family stood behind me in the soft sand of the beach.
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The horses ran near the water’s edge. I could not move or speak; my breath ran through
me in ragged gasps. The horses raced wildly toward us in a loose knot, I can’t say how
many. It took a few moments for them to reach us. When I first saw them, they were far
away, the size of seagulls in the distance. They came upon us like so much thunder, their
shapes growing larger and spreading out. It was as if they had emerged through a
wrinkle in the earth. It was easy to believe when they finished running furiously along
our Carnegie beach, they would go right back through the wrinkle to where they had
been.
My children shouted their excitement, words I barely heard over the cannonsounds of those exploding hooves. The horses threw wet sand in clumps behind them.
With the storm of horses came the wrinkle in the earth. I am sure of it. When the horses
roared down the beach in front of us, I felt their world close in around me. The horses
and the wrinkle pulled the earth’s air from my lungs. My children continued to shout but
I could no longer hear them, the ground under me vibrated, the sea grew quiet. Our
world bent to the herd. One of the red ones with a black mane and tail and stocky black
legs turned his head as he ran past. We locked eyes. The moment hung still in the air
between us, the air that had been vacuumed out of me. In that stillness was whispered the
question –
Why are you waiting?
I was taken by the herd then. I felt myself leave my world. I was pulled through
the wrinkle into the horses. The vibrating sand was underneath me. I am sure I did not
move and yet I was momentarily absorbed into the herd. I was one of them. The horses
thundered through me, and I through them. As they moved past, I was nudged, pushed
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back through the wrinkle, and settled into my own world again. The rumble fell quieter
and quieter, the horses became smaller and smaller in the vastness of the island.
They winked out of this world at the other end of the seashore.
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Burnt Bridge
The thump-thump sound of my running shoes hitting the pavement timed my
breathing just right. I had synced up. My partner had not synced up, but she had those
tall, lean legs that were made for running, so I let it go. We both hated running, but loved
the discipline of it. We knew if we could consistently do something we hated like
running, we could do other things we hated, and that would make doing things we only
disliked a breeze. Running grew grit, and grit made life easier on a girl.
“Do we have to run the whole course again today?” Penny hurled the question at
me over hard, shallow breaths.
I shot my running mate a reprimanding look, but smiled at the awareness of our
disparate genetics. She stood nearly six inches above my smaller, athletically thicker
frame. If anything hampered Penny’s running it could only either be her attitude or her
abundant bosom. She was top-heavy, but she had that part of her tied down underneath a
hardworking sports bra. I deduced it was her attitude that needed a tune-up. Thick early
September heat increased the strain of running, as well as the crankiness of those doing
the running. I reached up to tuck a few short, sweat-soaked strands of hair into my
bandana do-rag and gave a quick tug at Penny’s honey and blonde-streaked ponytail knot.
“We need to try to shave a few more seconds off our time,” I answered.
“We can shave seconds off our time in the race in the morning.”
“And we will, but this test run will give us an idea of how many seconds we can
shave off.”
“I hate you.”
“You love me.”
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“I hate you.”
“Shut up and run, your breathing sucks right now. Use this hill to pick up speed.”
Hills are where endurance is grown. It takes strength to go up them and balance
to go down them. The steeper the downward slope, the greater the chance that fumbling
feet will stumble and send a runner tumbling down. As such, it’s natural to feel your
body want to pull back on a steep hill. But I knew that hill would bank precious time, so
I resisted the urge to pull myself back. Penny followed my lead. There were only seven
houses besides mine for several miles and we’d already passed five of them. The other
two houses were a good bit up the road. Penny and I skittered over patchwork pavement
lined with too-still trees waiting for a sliver of breeze to lift their wilting leaves. Tall,
reaching oaks, tulip poplars, sycamores and maples. The southern summer insect melody
surrounded us but other than that, it was quiet, except for Penny’s hot breaths which
bordered on gasps at this point. We let the hill pull us down faster, building speed as we
ran.
My Australian Shepherd ran in front of us. There was nothing wrong with her
breathing. Chloe was big for a female of her breed, but the extra size didn’t slow her
down any. She was a rescue from a popular local flea market which sits on fifty acres
just south of Ripley, Mississippi and seventy-five miles southeast of Memphis. Held the
weekend before the first Monday of each month, the flea market is named “First
Monday.” If you were to ask the question, “Have you been to First Monday?” anyone
within a 90-mile radius of Ripley would know what you’re talking about, and if they
don’t, it’s because they don’t want to know. First Monday sells everything from porch
swings to lawn mower blades, automatic weapons to Avon, air-brushed tee shirts, farm
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animals, funnel cakes and fresh-squeezed lemonade (sort of). Children kick up dust
racing through dirt paths begging wagon-pulling parents for bunnies, dogs, puppies,
kittens, baby chicks, and hermit crabs. You can find just about everything you want at
the flea market, or want everything you find. The buying, bargaining, selling, and
browsing lasts from Saturday to Monday, but the good vendors usually pull out on
Sunday, so there’s really not much to see after that.
First Monday has a reputation as a place of animal mistreatment and neglect, as
well as being known as a familiar spot where stolen pets occasionally show up for sale.
It’s commonly believed that unscrupulous vendors steal animals from loving homes to
make a quick buck without the hassle of breeding, proper animal care, feeding and/or
training. Rumor has it the animals that are stolen and put up for sale at First Monday are
just abandoned if they are not sold, or worse. This reputation is so well-known that First
Monday has felt the need to advertise on their website that "No lost or stolen pet has
ever been found at First Monday" in bold print just as you see it here. But all the
locals will tell you that’s bullshit, and First Monday is the first place you know to look if
your pet has turned up missing around the time the flea market is open for business each
month. To be fair, there are many reputable breeders there with healthy animals for sale.
But there are so many animals locked in tiny cages, sweltering in the summer heat, it
makes you wonder why these good vendors choose First Monday as a place to conduct
their business alongside people that demonstrate little regard for life that isn’t human.
When I stumbled across Chloe while browsing First Monday with a friend, I
couldn’t really say with any certainty that she’d been stolen from a loving home to be
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sold. All I can say about Chloe is that she was a lone dog for sale at some good ole boys’
hardware booth, and he agreed to give her a shot at a new life for twenty bucks.
She was supposed to be a merle in coloring. Merle coats have patchworks of
darker colorings or blotches mingled onto a lighter background. There was some
haggling because she was solid white, not in character with the breed, but she was an
honest-to-god, full-blooded Australian Shepherd, just without the papers, but yes ma’am,
full-blooded, swear it on his mama’s grave.
“She’s only about eight weeks,” the vendor said. “She’ll grow into her coloring.”
And truly, Australian Shepherds’ coats are known to darken with age. It was no
matter. Fifty bucks or twenty, she was getting a new home that day. I waited for her
spots to come in over the next few months. They never did, except for one black spot on
her left ear. Though the spots never came, the size did – a full fifty-five pounds max for
a female plus some to grow on, ringing in the scale at the veterinarian’s at seventy
pounds.
Chloe was in her prime, and chasing after her on runs had been advantageous. I
was getting faster and stronger. She was wild though and not leash trained to accompany
me on runs just yet. I had tried numerous times to train her, had trained several dogs for
running, but Chloe was an unruly beast. There in the country portion of that small town
at the Tennessee-Mississippi line, the leash law was replaced by the friendly neighbor
law that says if your dog is not a menace, a leash isn’t all that necessary. Chloe was
borderline menace, but I was a town favorite so I usually got a pass on her hyperactive
shepherding games with cars, nipping at their bumpers, racing alongside them until they
either gunned it to move past her, or stopped to keep from hitting her. Those were the
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times it was necessary to intervene, when she’d race cars down our shady country road,
down to Burnt Bridge, called Burnt Bridge because some weed smoking teenagers in the
seventies were careless, then we got a new bridge that wasn’t burned, but the name stuck,
and that’s how we gave directions.
“You know where Burnt Bridge is?”
“Yea. Everybody knows where Burnt Bridge is.”
“Our place is just a mile past there to your right. Barn-style house, brown with a
red roof.”
Chloe loved barreling down the hill that led to Burnt Bridge. I’m sure dogs don’t
have that instinct to pull back while running down steep hills. She was flying that day.
Penny and I were flying, too. We needed to trim at least seven seconds off our best time.
If we didn’t, the long-legged college track runner, Deena Tilley, would take first again in
my hometown 5K, a race honoring my high school friend who had died of Cystic Fibrosis
– The Tonia Maxwell Hart Run. It was an annual thing. And two years running, I had
taken second place to Deena’s first place, last year by only seven seconds. If long-legs
took first again this year in my own hometown race, she’d be doing it beside me. I would
at least tie her. Grit. She may have had track star legs and several inches on me just like
Penny, but I had grit and sometimes grit can win a race. A lot of times, in fact. This was
my year and I knew it. I had doubled my potential to keep Deena from taking first again
in my race by training my own pair of long legs. So, I had a back-up plan should I have
an off day tomorrow, but right then, my back-up plan was running next to me breathing
like a Pony Express stallion that had just covered a hard twenty miles. Goddamn.
“You have got to get a handle on your breathing.”
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“Shut up!”
It wasn’t just that this was my race in my town to benefit Cystic Fibrosis in honor
of my friend; there was more to it than that. My reputation was at stake. I was the model
of fitness in my hometown, having taught fitness classes my entire adult life. Each year
when it was time to run the Tonia Maxwell Hart Race, I felt all eyes on me. I ran under
different expectations than anyone else because this is what I do, it’s my job to be fit and
teach others how to be fit, I should float easily through 5K’s like I’m running on a cloud.
I hate running. Hate it. I’m not built for it, can barely run ten minute miles, but
in a small-town race like this one, most people are walking or lightly jogging so it’s an
easy first place, unless a fucking track star shows up with power horse legs and iron lungs
to embarrass me in front of all those small-town onlookers who like to rib me when I take
my second place trophy – “Got you by seven seconds, did she?” “You’re getting older,
Cheryl.” “Guess all that dancing you been doing is different than running, huh?”
All that dancing? And yes. Dancing is very different than running – hence the
ten minute miles. Hence the embarrassment of poor performance in a local 5K by a small
town’s one and only fitness queen.
~
When I graduated high school in ’86, I was no different than many other smalltown girls. I had my mind set on marriage, so right behind my high school diploma came
a marriage license. High school sweethearts and all that. It’s tough to earn a living in a
small town though, most people commute into bigger cities for work. But I’d been
itching to shake loose of that place my whole life. There would be no commute for us.
We were Memphis bound, and I shed that town off me like a dried up slice of skin from a
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copperhead. Just as I hit Memphis, the fitness craze of the eighties swept in from the
West Coast. It took a minute for it to get there. Let’s get Physical had been going wild
out west for years. The rule in the South though is to watch the West Coast because
anything that catches on over there will eventually make its way east and south, but it’ll
take a good five years at least to get there. And so, it did. Memphis was on fire with
fitness in the mid-eighties. I caught the fever fast.
I tried my first Jazzercise class the summer of ‘86. By 1988, at twenty, I was the
youngest Jazzercise instructor ever to be certified in the Memphis area. Teaching
Jazzercise back then was much different than leading aerobics classes in today’s world of
fitness. It was a serious business to become certified to teach Jazzercise – way serious.
We were the Dallas Cowgirls of the fitness scene. And we weren’t just heating up our
studios, we were community-minded. We danced in local malls in fishnet stockings and
high heels to advertise the luxury of the new “Sabree Softee” comfort pumps. We
performed at local charities to raise money for good causes. We sweated and sizzled in
demos all over Memphis to advertise the goods. We were fitness royalty.
The program was rigorous. It was mandatory to study under a certified Jazzercise
instructor before even being allowed the opportunity to try out for certification. Yes,
there were tryouts, real tryouts just like in cheerleading, with a team of judges traveling
from region to region. Hopeful candidates performed Jazzercise routines on stage for the
judges. Yes, there was a stage. The routines performed were Jazzercise official routines
and nothing else, no flair or deviations whatsoever. The choreography of Jazzercise was
copyrighted. Part of the appeal of the program was that participants in any Jazzercise
class across the country could dance to popular hits they heard on the radio, and do the
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exact same dances in any Jazzercise class anywhere from Sacramento to Mobile,
Alabama. Nationwide, we were all doing the same thing.
Once an instructor was graced with certification, she/he then bought into the
franchise that is Jazzercise, and also paid Jazzercise, Incorporated a monthly percentage
of our earnings. We built portable stages to dance on according to Jazzercise specs; we
purchased all the Jazzercise music and choreography, learned it, performed it on our
portable stages, and basked in the glory of the prestige that came with the title –
“Jazzercise Instructor.” It was bliss. Well, most of it was bliss. The numerous times I
chasséd or grapevined off the edge of that fucking stage were not bliss, the cookie-cutter
routines with no room for individual expression were not bliss, and shelling out my hardearned money to Jazzercise Founder, Judi Sheppard Missett every month was not bliss,
but being a Jazzercise Instructor was everything I thought it would be. And more.
I swooned over that title. And it could be snatched away in a hot minute if you
were monitored (yes, we were monitored, sometimes announced ahead of time,
sometimes unannounced) and found to be noncompliant with Jazzercise Regulations.
Official Jazzercise ‘monitors’ wrote up instructors for the smallest offenses: a half count
off on that chassé, your stage is an inch lower than specs, you aren’t projecting, I couldn’t
hear you from the back row behind sixty people, you didn’t smile enough, you took
longer than six seconds to change your records out. Record changes. Now, there’s
something.
Jazzercise instructors of the 80’s and early 90’s taught routines from 45 records
played on Califone record players with attachable speakers. Those record players were
practically indestructible. I still have mine and it plays records better than any stereo I’ve
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ever owned. One instructor backed over her Califone record player with her car, but it
still worked fine.
Ideally, the heartrate should not drop during cardiovascular exercise. The time it
takes for one’s heartrate to drop is roughly six seconds, depending on fitness level, so
instructors had exactly six seconds to change out each 45 record of our set, usually a set
of twelve to fifteen records per session, unless it was a “super session” which were
classes designed to be ninety minutes instead of the customary sixty to sixty-five minutes.
So I was a Jazzercise Instructor, with my portable stage built to specs, my six
second record changes (I could do it in four), my required CPR certification, my passed
written exam that showed I knew the basics of Anatomy and Physiology, my two years of
mentorship, my successful tryouts, my regular evaluations that said I was a good little
Stepford fitness instructor, and my title among the Memphis Area Jazzercise Instructors
as “The Baby.” And glory forever and ever. Amen.
Then, I got pregnant after teaching Jazzercise only two years. I continued to teach
classes the first few months of pregnancy with no difficulties, but the maternal instinct I
felt called me back home to the small town I could hardly wait to break away from only a
few years before. Motherhood can be an all-consuming passion with a ferocious nature
to protect. I wanted to shield my child from the sometimes harsh realities of city life.
Back to my roots I went with my swollen belly, around three hundred and fifty 45 records
with Jazzercise choreography (some good and some bad), and a promise to myself that I
would teach again. My portable stage built to specs soon became firewood. I despised
that stage. Jazzercise Instructors were glorified enough without being set upon a throne.
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I gave birth to a son in December 1990, and eight months later – Yes, I was
pregnant again, a daughter this time. When she was six months old, I began offering
fitness classes in my hometown. I designed my own choreography and chose my own
music, but Jazzercise was a heavy influence in both. I was a big hit in that small town, so
much so, I began teaching classes in the neighboring town as well. I was countywide, my
classes sometimes numbering up to ninety participants. I was infatuated with the
attention. I followed the Jazzercise model. My girls (rarely ever any men) and I danced
all over our county for charity and/or advertisement. We danced in the Municipal Center,
in grocery store parking lots, at the Armory, the county fair, Wal-Mart – wherever. I felt
comfortable enough with my success to quit my clerical day job and open my own
business offering only fitness classes. It was as much a social outlet for me as it was a
career. We were a close-knit group, our bond going beyond the gym. We went to parties
together, to the movies, out to dinner, we participated in other local fitness events as a
group, such as local or nearby 5K races, fun runs/walks, and health fairs. We were a
family.
I had a good run out there in the country. I took fitness to the locals for over a
decade. But as it’s been said before, nothing really good or really bad lasts really long.
My numbers started dwindling. I kept my choreography and music current to stay fresh,
incorporated hip hop aerobic routines to appeal to the younger crowd, focused on low
impact to appeal to the older crowd, began weight training instruction to appeal to the
hardcore crowd. But alas, I was not successful in keeping a hold on my clientele. No
matter what I tried, I watched my numbers steadily diminish. From ninety to sixty-five to
fifty to thirty, until I could barely keep fifteen on my roll. At the point that I was dipping
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into my husband’s paycheck to make rent at Smart Moves Aerobic Center, I announced
that I would give it a couple more months but if business didn’t improve, I would be
closing my gym. The best I could offer then would be the upstairs of my garage. I
stressed to my clients that I had no desire to quit offering fitness classes, but I could no
longer afford to keep my gym open as I had barely been breaking even for a long time
and had recently begun to lose money. They understood. The few clients I had left put
out the word to inactive clients that if business didn’t pick up, my doors would be
closing. Two months later, they did close.
Aerobics classes in the upstairs of my garage went strong for several months. But
it was a long drive for many, and it was clear the sting of closing my gym had affected
me. I no longer taught with that “joyful drill sergeant” demeanor my clients described.
My numbers fell again, fifteen to ten to five. But I could teach for five friends, as long as
I kept that five. I mean, I was working out anyway. It was a bonus to have five friends to
work out with, and it wasn’t costing me anything to hold classes there at my home. I
needed to keep going. I even learned a few new routines, but it was clear, mostly to
everyone else, that my heart just wasn’t in it anymore. I wouldn’t give it up though.
~
Chloe’s long, wavy coat of white fur tousled in the wind as she bolted down the
hill toward Burnt Bridge. Penny’s breathing was not in check, but she wasn’t pulling
back with her strides. I was focused on my own breathing – in through my nose, out
through my mouth. There was strong debate on mouth breathing versus nose breathing
during running, enough debate that I had decided to incorporate both. I felt good. At 35years-old, I’d peaked physically. I was strong and lean, about ten percent body fat. I’d
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spent my whole life exercising. Deena Tilley was going down. Down the hill we ran –
me, my tall backup plan, and Chloe farther up ahead, closing in on the bridge.
A red Ford pick-up rounded the corner just below Burnt Bridge, and headed
toward us. Chloe was excited to see the truck. She turned to run with him. Penny and I
neared the bridge. The driver knew about Chloe; it was obvious because when he saw
her, he instantly slowed his vehicle as many kind drivers often did. This was no good for
Chloe though. She liked the chase. She slowed when the red truck slowed. She looked
on quizzically as if to say, “Really? Is this the best you can do?” She trotted along
patiently beside the red truck with the driver telling her to

“go on now” out his open

window. Chloe didn’t listen to the driver. She kept jogging alongside, smiling up at the
man through his window, moving back toward Penny and me, about twenty feet from us.
Chloe’s patience turned sour as she waited on the truck to speed up so she could race it
and nip at its bumper. She began to bark. The driver, a nice older man I’d seen on our
road several times, looked to me for help. Exasperated and needing those seven seconds
off me, I told him, “Just floor it!” – thinking to myself, I have got to train this fucking
dog.
The driver gunned it. Chloe lurched into action beside him, blind to anything
except the chase. She never even saw what was ahead of her. It only took seconds. I
never saw it coming either.
When Chloe’s skull smashed into the side of my leg, just below the knee, there
was a loud cracking sound, and I was momentarily airborne with the force of the impact.
She never saw me, not before she barreled through me, not during, and not after. I can’t
say if the force of her crashing into me was what snapped my leg, or if it was how I
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landed roughly on the pavement. Looking something like a stray bowling pin that took
the brunt of a speeding ball, I went flying into the air before landing hard, so hard there
would be a few more landings, bouncing up and down and rolling, and then finally
coming to a stop.
My instinct was to crawl, I can’t say why, but I needed to crawl for some reason.
I crawled and then scooted, dragging my injured leg behind me. I glanced back at Chloe
to see if she was hurt, not realizing at this point that she had never even noticed the
impact, that she was joyfully chasing the red truck, snapping at the air just behind its
bumper. The driver hadn’t noticed either.
“Oh God!” Penny screamed. “Are you okay?”
I wasn’t sure.
“I’m not sure,” I answered.
“I think I heard your leg break.”
“I’m not sure. Give me a minute. Let me see if I can stand up. It may just be
bruised.”
I waited for my breathing to slow. Chloe came to my side, wagging her tail,
happy from her racing adventure with the red truck. Penny yelled expletives at her until I
told her to be quiet and help me up. Once on my feet, it was clear I wouldn’t be walking
anywhere for a few minutes. I couldn’t put any weight on my right leg without pain
stabbing into it and moving upward.
“Okay, okay,” I said. “Help me back down.”
“I’ll go for help,” Penny offered.
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“No, no. I bet I’ll be able to walk on it in a few minutes. Listen. We were about
a mile into this run. You remember the halfway mark, right? You need to finish out this
run. You’ll be going a little more than a half mile and then coming back this way. I bet
when you come back through here, I’ll be ready to walk. But, you need to finish out this
run. Someone’s taking Deena Tilley down tomorrow morning. Now, go.”
Incredulous, Penny refused. “Do you seriously have a friend that would leave
you here on the side of the road, probably with a broken leg, and run away from you, just
to try and win a race tomorrow?”
“I sure hope so,” I replied.
Penny would not finish her run. Instead, she ran to get help, back up the hill, back
to the foundering Smart Moves Aerobic Center, back to the barn-style house, brown with
a red roof. I sat beside Burnt Bridge with one leg outstretched, cradling my wounded leg
by the knee, not touching it on the ground, wishing I had some weed to smoke, and
wishing this bridge was still wood so I could burn it down again.
My adrenaline and endorphins began to wear off as I watched Penny fade away
inch by inch over the hill. Chloe disappeared into the woods along the road to chase
something that moved as there were no cars in sight, nor any I could hear in the distance.
The sound of her rustling through brush and fallen limbs comforted me until the snapping
of twigs was too far in the distance to hear. I was alone there on the side of the road. I
looked up the hill again and whispered at Penny, “Hurry then. This is starting to hurt.”
On the other side of Burnt Bridge, I could see the tops of wooden crosses planted beside
the road to memorialize some kids killed in a car crash when the driver rounded the
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corner too fast. I could hear the ghosts of those kids trying their best to console me – It’s
okay. You’ll be okay. We broke at that corner, too.
As the pain intensified, I felt a sudden and distinct shift in my world. Somewhere
in my head, an audible voice announced, “You’re done for.” And I knew it wasn’t just
for the race tomorrow but for everything that had been my life up to that point. I was
done for. No more Dallas Cowgirl of the fitness world. No more “It” girl of those small
towns I had put my stamp on. I was washed up and cracked open like a sand dollar dried
up on a beach, lying in halves close to one another. One of those halves knew it was
coming, accepted it. The other half said no. No, you’ll get it back, you’ll be teaching
aerobics again in no time, and running, too. You’ll get Deena Tilley next year.
But, that wasn’t the way of it. Deena took first place again that year. It took three
months for my leg to heal. I never taught fitness classes again of any sort, not hip hop
aerobics or low impact, or weight training, or anything. I was done for. When there’s a
shift in your world like that, it’s a formidable thing.
The orthopedic surgeon said my leg was stronger than ever, that I could run again
whenever I felt ready. I ran with a limp for a long time after, way longer than was
customary, pain shooting through that place in the bone where it had knit itself back
together, pain radiating up past my knee into my thigh, into the very center of me.
I fully trained Chloe to run with me on a lead, and we ran here and there, nothing
like before because neither one of us could run with the power we once had. Mine was
diminished mentally and physically, and I held Chloe’s power at the end of a leash.
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~
One day, I watched a thunderstorm roll in. Past Burnt Bridge, past that fated
steep hill from years before, up to the porch of the brown barn-style house with the red
roof. It was a ferocious storm, the loudest cracks of thunder I’d ever heard, the rowdiest
storm I’d ever witnessed in those parts. Chloe feared storms.
I stood on the porch watching and listening until a remarkable explosion of
thunder shook the windows of my home and vibrated the concrete underneath me. The
crash snatched my hearing away for a moment and left nothing but ringing sounds
running through my head. I went inside for shelter. Chloe was standing near the front
door. As I closed the door behind me, she turned her body in a circle the way dogs do to
get comfortable just before they lie down on their beds to rest. She fell into convulsions.
Her breathing was labored. In less than a minute, she was gone. A massive heart attack.
My husband had been commuting into Memphis for work. He was working long
hours that day when I called to tell him.
“The sooner you get her in the ground, the better.”
Having grown up on a farm, I understood this.
My son had somehow become a man. He helped me dig Chloe’s grave. Stormy
rain had loosened the earth a good bit. I wrapped Chloe in a yellow blanket, her spotted
ear peeking out at me, and laid her on the ground. Once the grave was dug, my man of a
son helped me slide Chloe’s body down into the hole. We began alternating shovels full
of dirt onto our dog’s body, the red dirt and clay a sharp contrast to the yellow blanket
and Chloe’s white ear with the one black spot. I watched each scoop of earth cover my
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dog. I turned my head when my son gently shook a shovelful of dirt onto the place where
Chloe’s ear peeked out. I couldn’t watch that spot disappear.
It was her only spot. She never grew her spots. She never grew them.
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Levi’s and a Side of Muck
Remember your first look at infirmity. Already you have someone in mind, don’t
you? You were probably just a child when someone or something you loved began to
wither, their vigor dwindling away day by day. As children, sickness is associated with
the aged because it is they that are afflicted with such things. We come to accept that
people and pets grow old, get sick, and even die. But that’s for the old. To experience
the fragility of life in youth is to witness a dying world. In childhood, it’s too hard to
understand and consent to a dying world. We can’t. So we don’t.
In junior high school, I formed a friendship with a girl who spent most days of her
vacillating life trying not to drown in the muck that filled up her lungs, her stomach, her
pancreas. I didn’t think the muck could kill her. I even thought she’d get well one day,
although some days her coughing and wheezing, sticky and loud, sounded like an old
man smoker’s cough. On real bad days, friends gathered around Tonia and took turns
beating her back with our palms to loosen the mucus so she could cough it up more
easily. Tonia was so small, the only girl in school small enough that we could share
clothing. One would think she was frail. I often did. That thinking was misguided.
Tonia was a cheerleader, always at the top of the pyramid because she was
fearless. Her fellow cheerleaders beat her back the hardest since they knew firsthand
how tough she was. Tonia could take a beating, but it worried me because I wasn’t a
cheerleader and had never joined hands with another girl to form a basket and launch my
friend into the air, then catch her, or try to but miss sometimes. Tonia got right back up
every time and went at it again. But those beatings. They sounded like the next blow
would crack her tender ribs.
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“That’s too hard. Stop doing it so hard,” I told the cheerleaders, “You’re hurting
her.”
“No,” Tonia wheezed, “It’s okay, Cheryl. It’s what’s inside that’s hurting me.”
The cheerleaders kept beating. Tonia kept wheezing and trying to cough.
“Harder,” she’d say. Until finally, she coughed up some of the poison.
“I got some on your Levi’s.”
“It’s okay,” I said, “I’ll cough some shit up on yours later if it’ll make you feel
better.”
We all laughed, even Tonia. No, especially Tonia. She laughed a lot and smiled
even more, a gleaming white smile, like her teeth didn’t know she was sick. It was that
radiant smile and those happy eyes and golden fly-back hair that won her first runner-up
in our local beauty pageant in ’86, second to the bouncy, dark-haired and tan cutie, Tracy
McCord. Tracy was cute, sure. But Tonia was luminous.
People said Tonia wouldn’t make it out of her teen years, that the Cystic Fibrosis
would fill up her tiny body with all that muck and no amount of beating her back would
get it out of her. And she’d die like that because she couldn’t get air. In and out of the
hospital she went when the muck wouldn’t come up. She’d get pneumonia. One time,
when the muck just kept multiplying, she said, I’m not getting out of here this time, am I?
But she did. And the next time, too. And the next. She fought the muck and she won
every time except the last time.
My mom was friendly with Tonia’s mom and drove all the way into Memphis to
see Tonia and her folks during one of their many hospital stays. As Mom approached
Tonia’s hospital room, she saw the door was cracked. She peeked in. She didn’t want to
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disturb Tonia if she was sleeping, but she wasn’t sleeping. Tonia was leaning over the
bathroom sink, her father washing her hair, rinsing suds off her golden feathered tresses.
It was such an intimate moment between them, Mom waited outside until Tonia’s father
finished cleaning his daughter’s hair.
Tonia made it out of her teen years. She even fell in love and married. It warms
me still to know she experienced such things. She had a September wedding in ’91. In
less than six months’ time, she was gone at twenty-three.
There’s a fund now in Tonia’s honor – the Tonia Maxwell Hart Cystic Fibrosis
Fund. I look on the website every now and then. I read that Tonia’s 5-year-old nephew,
Bryce has Cystic Fibrosis. The website says a cure needs to be found to save his life.
This is why money is being raised in Tonia’s name. Visitors to the website are told that
advances in treatment and research are being made, that children are no longer told they
won’t make it out of their teen years. Tonia lived like she didn’t believe those lies
anyway. Now people with CF can live into their thirties, forties, and beyond. If those
advances had been made back when Tonia was alive, no doubt she would have pushed
her expiration date even further, maybe into her fifties or sixties. What would she have
done with her hair all those years? Would she have cut her crowning glory into a pixie
style? Or an asymmetrical bob? I dream Tonia into mid-life with me sometimes. She
has a sharp bobbed haircut. She’s even cuter and bouncier than Tracy McCord. Her
lovely strands are silver-streaked like mine and we laugh about it. We don’t try to cover
it. The crows-feet lines around my eyes are deeper than hers, even though she smiles
more than me. The same glorious smile, that never changes. If she could leap out of my
head and into this world, what would she do with herself? She would adopt children and
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mentor kids with CF. She would mentor her nephew, Bryce. She would tell him to keep
fighting the muck. Maybe she would beat his back the way we did hers until his lungs
and stomach gives up the muck. She would know how hard to beat and never hit him so
hard that his brittle rib bones crumble. Maybe it’s not like that anymore. Maybe there’s
no more beating a kid with CF. Maybe it’s all pharmaceuticals and machines that suck
the muck out. Tonia could have used a machine like that. She could have taken all of her
beatings falling off the top of the cheerleader pyramid instead of slumped over gym
bleachers, holding our hands, all of us gathered around her, taking turns pounding the
poison out of her.
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Stones Cry
We’re leaving the cottage. While it’s shivering and frozen. I know it’s wrong but
if we stay till spring, I’ll see the wildflowers reborn and we may never go. I think of a
new family here, bringing life. I pack away the decades. The unmistakable sound of my
children’s school bus pulls me from my work, pushes me past tall pines, the pines that
once sheltered us away. I walk the gravel drive, phantom steps move me to the rolling
hum. Rounding the last corner, I anticipate the sight of my daughter’s tiny legs working
hard to navigate those deep metal steps, her big brother already several strides ahead.
Closer, the wail of the bus closes in around me, stirring up a roving, visceral ache for my
children.
I will the bus to stop and open the doors to what is real to me. Give me my
babies. Send them pattering down the drive. I promise to listen to every word and be
there, really be there, when they tell me to guess what happened at school that day.
It’s a bitter yellow streak that rolls past our cottage. The bus never even considers
me. It flies by – a bright, gigantic rolling advertisement that my children are done being
children. We’re not done though. She’s maybe nine and he’s eleven. At most, he’s
sixteen and she’s fourteen. He’s just started driving himself and his sister to school.
That’s why the bus didn’t stop. But, even then, it always slowed to be sure. Every day
for nearly a year, the bus slowed at the end of our drive because maybe the youngest rode
the bus home that day to visit with her friends. Or maybe car trouble caused them both to
take the bus. Just to be sure, the bus slowed. It slowed until it didn’t anymore, and it
never did again. We’re not done, but yellow and black says we’re done, and I can only
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hurl rocks and curse. Rocks are important when you need to throw something. I’m glad
we never paved the drive.
There is an old man on the front porch of the cottage, standing where my husband
always stands to watch the summer storms blow in. He’s motioning, “Come inside,
honey. Come in.”
There is soft music playing from the portable radio we left unpacked to drown out
the quiet. We’ve barely spoken all day. I can’t make out the song, but the melody is
nice.
“Dance with me. We should have a last dance here, should we not?”
It’s that ancestral dance we dance, with toddlers on our toes, then with children,
their chins at our waist. Before the song is over, the tops of their heads touch our
shoulders.
We circle around and around, the old man and me. Warbling and scratched, we
are a worn-out record that’s been loved too much, and not delicately.
We build a fire in the wood stove and listen to sleet peck at the roof. The rattle of
youth bursting in and out bleeds through walls, mocking more than it comforts. These
walls have soaked up our years, but tonight, we are here again a young family – a father,
a mother, and our ghost children.
By morning, freezing rain and sleet turn the woods into a secret garden of icicles
and frost. I take my last pictures, thankful there is such beauty to photograph. When I’ve
captured enough memories, I let myself grieve. I don’t want the house to hold on to my
mourning. I sink to my knees beside sleeping flowers, onto an icy path of stones laid by
my own hands years before. I shake the stones beneath me, and they hold me, cry with
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me. We water the wildflowers to come, they will be beautiful in the way those things
holding a hard sorrow are beautiful.
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Dissonance
Power walking her suburban Memphis neighborhood, she rounds a corner to
find a sparrow flittering at the edge of the curb. She kneels down, cradles the bird in
her hands, and feels a tiny heart thrash wildly in fear. She makes soft clucking sounds
to sooth the poor thing. She cups the bird’s silky wings inside her palms and groans
under the burden of her place in this world.
Her formative years were spent on a family farm seventy miles due east of
Memphis. There was an abundance of wildlife, but not concentrated like it is here in
the city. Her father sometimes let her trail along on evening walks. With him, she
learned to see things in nature the way they were meant to be. Once, they watched a
red fox trot along the tree line, as quiet as a whisper, on its way to feed a den of
pups. A clean kill of a fat rabbit dangled from its muzzle. The fox was healthy, even
in motherhood.
~
On nights she can’t sleep, she sits in her fenced back yard, just on the edge of
city noise, but quiet enough in its suburbia. She hears the same sounds of the farm –
chirruping crickets, the hum of katydids that many find annoying, deep throaty noises
of a strong frog population, hoo-hooing of a neighborhood owl, and the
harmonious ooo-eeee-ooo-eeee of cicadas. There are even water sounds from the
drainage ditch behind her house that empties into the Wolf River, and swarms of
mosquitos, beastly bloodsuckers that gave her the West Nile virus last
summer. Behind her Memphis home is not much different than behind the old
farmhouse where she grew up, if she keeps her eyes closed.
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She feels boxed in back there after a while and moves to the front porch, a real
Mediterranean beauty, custom-made stained glass windows flank the entryway, two
white doves on the window to the right, and one to the left are meant to represent the
original owner’s three loving daughters. She can spend an hour or two there on the
porch swing, but soon, she feels closed in again. She migrates closer to the sidewalk
and sits atop the bricks edging a well-groomed flower bed. It’s 3am when she notices
a canine shape moving in a lazy lope toward her. The neighbor’s golden retriever,
Merlin, must have slipped through his fence again, but closer, she recognizes the
familiar form. She stays quiet and still, the way her father taught her. The fox trots
by, just a few feet away, when it catches her scent. It seems rude not to greet an old
friend.
“I don’t suppose your late night visit has anything to do with the young family
that just moved in down the street with the free range chickens in their yard?”
The fox pauses momentarily, sniffs the air, and tosses a haughty glance. It picks up
the pace again, most likely headed to the wooded park just north of there, or across
the thoroughfare to Wolf River. She offers the fox blessings of protection.
~
Across town, there’s a meeting of powerful women from the mega churches of
Memphis. They’ll be discussing the strategy of a volunteer tutoring program designed
to improve student performance in twelve Memphis schools slat ed for state takeover,
schools in the lowest five percent of all schools in the state. The meeting is held at an
upper class neighborhood, or at least solidly higher middle class. Before the women,
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dressed June Cleaver style complete with pearls and heels, discuss their tutoring
methods and progress, they discuss the wildlife “problem” in the city.
“We’ve been having a problem with armadillos. Last week, my husband and I
heard one scrounging around the house, so we went out and pelted it with rocks. We
finally hit it in the head enough to knock it unconscious, and trapped it there
underneath some old netting until the pest control guy could come take care of it.”
“We’ve been having a problem with raccoons,” another woman says. “We
finally got traps for them.”
“What do you do when you catch them? Call pest control? Release them into
the wild?”
“No,” the woman says. “We drown them in the pool.”
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Bioluminescence
It only happens two places in the world, or so scientists say – Southeast Asia and
the Great Smoky Mountains. Photinus Carolinus, or synchronous fireflies, as they are
called in the mountains. They flash in total unison, sync up, along with all the people
sprawled out on blankets, lawn chairs, and soft patches of grass to witness it. I think
maybe the few dozen fireflies dazzling my yard are migratory then, headed to the
Smokies further east. They fill up the place, blink ancient messages underneath lowhanging oak branches stretched out like a mother’s arms. Float over Hosta lily blooms,
Lenten roses and Japanese red ferns.
They are transient. Here for her.
Bare toddler toes rush the ground. Drops of sugary orange popsicle trail behind –
her interest in sweet treats fading now that the show has started. Her nightgown is in her
way,

she lifts one side with her un-popsicled hand and twirls through the twinkling

mass.
There’s tickling at my wrist. One of them takes a lazy stroll up my hand. It lights
there once. Twice at the tip of my finger, then stretches its tiny wings and flies to the
others. Lifting over soft brown curls, it whispers tender green thoughts at her ear. She
giggles, her face incandescent with their secret language. They are glitter all around her.
She seems almost one of them and it’s luminous. I don’t want to touch her with all that
magic on her.
I don’t want to break the spell.
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The Gypsy Warned Me about You
I remain mostly satisfied with the outcome. Mostly. But if I were not mostly
satisfied, say if I missed you every day, if I lived in what if land, or shoulda coulda
woulda land, if pain overruled pride, I know the things I would have done differently. I
can see myself doing and saying all the little things in these different ways. All the big
things, too. Most of the big things, that is.
I don’t remember what I wore to your dad’s funeral, Penny, just that it was cold
and I think I had on boots that day, probably my warmest boots – tall, black ones with
patent-leather accents. You said I looked like a hooker. We were in that phase of our
relationship where we said mean things like that to each other, not with intentional
meanness, this was just the comfort level that had developed between us. Words were
not guarded, neither of us tiptoed around the other for fear of stumbling over words that
may hurt. But I think that was the first time I remember you saying something shitty
when I was doing something nice for you. Remember. You called me instead of your
boyfriend, Steve, when your dad died. You said it was because even though you’d been
in a relationship with Steve for years, you were alone really and that’s why you called me
when your dad died instead of him. I checked on you later to see how you were coping.
When I asked if you were okay you said, “You know I’m not one to dawdle over death.”
And it was true. You put a baby in the ground. You said if you put a baby in the ground
and figure out how not to crawl in there with her yourself, death isn’t so much a struggle
after that. Maybe that’s why it wasn’t so hard for you when our friendship was killed off
and I was the next dead person in your life. Maybe you were even relieved. Maybe I
was relieved, too. I’m still not sure.
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˜
There are gypsies in Memphis. You will find them in upscale restaurants around
the city, working the staff like indentured servants, because the staff has learned that if
one tiny thing can be found to cause dissatisfaction with the food or the drinks or the
service, the gypsies end up with a free meal plus drinks and they walk out indignant with
their full bellies, full pocketbooks, and happy spirits. The gypsies draw attention to
themselves, they are loud and obnoxious, wear eighties-style makeup and big hair and
wild, colorful clothes. If their clothes are not colorful, say if their clothes are black, it
will look like the gypsies have just come from a Catholic wake, but with excessive
jewelry. The gypsies are swindlers around Memphis, scamming unsuspecting citizens
out of money by doing things like ‘paving’ your driveway in concrete, only it’s really just
washed limestone so the ‘concrete’ never sets up, but you won’t know this unless you
know something about concrete and most people don’t, so the gypsies will have your
money and they’ll be gone while you wait for your concrete to set up, and it never does.
In the supermarket, I clash with one of the gypsies.
“May I see your hand?” the gypsy asks.
Why not, I think. Let’s hear what the gypsy has to say, unless she tells me she
can see my driveway needs some work and her husband just happens to have some
concrete left over from a job today and he can sell it to me cheap.
“Okay,” I tell the gypsy, and stretch my hand out to her, palm open.
“You have three soulmates,” the gypsy tells me.
“I don’t really believe in soulmates,” I say.
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“Doesn’t matter,” she says, “Whether you believe or don’t believe won’t keep
your soul from connecting to these three people, or creatures. Sometimes a person’s soul
attaches to an animal, like a dog. Have you had a dog you felt especially connected to?”
“I’ve had a lot of dogs I felt especially connected to.”
“Three. There are three souls your soul is connected to.”
“Three?” I say.
“Three,” the gypsy answers.
“Three,” I repeat.
“It hurts when you lose someone or something your soul is attached to,” the gypsy
warns.
She walks away without offering me a deal on concrete. You and I were best
friends at the time the gypsy took my hand and told me about soulmates, Penny. You
were the first person that came to mind when I learned my soul was attached to other
souls.
˜
We had been friends thirteen years, the same age as your youngest child.
Remember? You joined my fitness classes to drop some baby weight not long after your
son was born. We felt connected from the start. It wasn’t long until we edged out other
friends, keeping them on the periphery, because frankly, we preferred the company of
one another over anyone else. My god, you were funny, like one of the funniest people
I’ve ever known, and effortlessly so. You were just naturally hysterical without trying to
be. There was never a need to search for something entertaining to do because we could
be entertained just hanging out and talking. It would be a lie to say I don’t miss you. But
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it would not be a lie to say I don’t miss who you were there at the end of the line. And
maybe that’s mutual.
Long-term relationships will inevitably see change, not just change within the
relationship, but change within the people inside those relationships. You changed. I
changed. Maybe the people we became over time weren’t as compatible as the people we
were when we first met. That would be oversimplifying, wouldn’t it? Maybe we want it
to be that simple when a friendship turns sour so no one’s forced to bear the blame
because after all, there is still love there, no one wants to hurt anyone, or shouldn’t, so we
hang on to reasons that make a better ending, that make it okay to walk away still loving
each other. On the flip side of that, is bitterness. Is blame. Is the need to find
justification to bail on the friendship without guilt. ‘It’s her fault’ is so easy, too easy to
ignore, when a friendship has been dying for a long time, patched up here and there, until
the sweat it took doing all that patching has caused the Band-Aid to loosen, all but one
sliver, and just ripping it right off is the only thing left to do. No more patching up. We
just need a reason, any reason, doesn’t have to be a big one, something done or said the
wrong way, anything that will make it okay to go ahead and rip that dirty, dangling
bandage right off. It’s not hard to find a reason when that’s what the relationship has
come to.
I wasn’t happy to see you go, Penny. If you think that, you’re wrong. But there
was little left of the friend I loved, so any grieving I needed to do wasn’t grieving the loss
of the person you were there at the end, it was grieving the loss of the person you once
were, and maybe it’s shitty that I didn’t like the new you, the you you became after Steve.
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Now that sounds like I blame Steve, doesn’t it? Maybe I do blame Steve. It’d be easy to
blame him to keep from blaming you or me.
It must have been hard trying to find someone to share your life with from the
pool of potential mates in your small town, a pool more like a puddle. Steve slithered out
of that small-town dating puddle with sweet courtship and you fell hard. Steve didn’t
want a relationship. He told you so. He was just trying to get laid but who wouldn’t fall
in love with you, Penny? Maybe it wasn’t love, some called it addiction, but whatever it
was between you and Steve was important enough to both of you to stay in it, even with
those disparate goals – you wanted to marry, Steve didn’t want to marry, you wanted to
share a life with someone, Steve wanted weekend sex when your kids were with their
father. You became less and less you and more and more Steve’s bitter, unhappy
girlfriend as the years with Steve limped along. It started to feel like a trickle down
situation really. The shittier Steve was to you, the shittier you were to or about the
people you loved. Those were the first warning signs that you were getting sideways.
You began to trash-talk your other friends. You trash-talked the recent divorcee who was
hooking up with younger guys and being stupid and reckless, you trash-talked your high
school friend that you were sure had married a gay man and everyone could see it but her
because she was too dumb to see it and if the gay husband ever goes alone to France to
study art like he wants to, he ain’t comin’ back, you trash-talked the out-of-town friend
that blew in for a visit and blew some guy in the backseat of your car while you drove
and tried to keep drunk Steve straight in the passenger seat, Steve was being an asshole
and the guy your friend was blowing in the backseat kept moaning – daddy likey, daddy
likey. You told all these stories about your friends all the while preaching loyalty. That
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should have been a strong indicator that we’d broached new territory because you once
practiced loyalty in your friendships rather than merely preaching it. I told myself it was
okay you talked this way about your other friends. We shared everything. It’s only
natural you would tell me these things. I told myself you’d never trash-talk me to anyone
though. We were best friends. When I overanalyze, I say you needed to magnify the bad
in the lives of those around you to feel better about your situation with Steve. Or the
chronic misery caused you to lash out like this, which is ironic because that was one of
Steve’s behaviors that you complained about most. That Steve was a miserable person
and talked hateful about others a lot. That he was an asshole, that you couldn’t help it,
maybe you just liked assholes. But to like assholes so much you moaned about Steve
being an asshole a lot. Small town business will always be small town business and if
there’s ever been a connection to a small town, you’ll hear all about the business any time
you’re around, whether you want to or not. One of your coworkers noticed the moaning
and since our split was obvious because the whole town knew we were once everything
to each other and had suddenly become nothing to each other, she talked about the
moaning.
“She’s so negative,” the coworker said, “Everything that comes out of her mouth
is negative. I zone out listening to her because it’s just so toxic.”
You weren’t always like that, I insist. You weren’t like that until Steve came
along, I say. But you made your choices. You were a smart woman. You knew what
men like Steve made of women given enough time, but you stayed anyway and allowed
yourself to be remade either by Steve or beside Steve. I made my choices, too. I put the
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ball in your court. Remember. I learned that trick from you. Putting the ball in your
court.
Every time you and Steve were on the break-up side of your fight, break-up,
make-up, honeymoon, irritable dissatisfaction, fight, break-up, make-up, honeymoon
cycle – you called, texted, sent snapshots of all his texts, forwarded his emails 24/7 but
the last time I said, You’re going to have to tell me what you need from me in all this. I
think I had become co-dependent on the drama or the Penny/Steve Dope Show as I called
it that last time when you texted me and said you had to talk to me ‘right fucking now’
and I was totally spent on all the mess. It had been years, I told you, we keep doing this
same thing over and over. I always knew you were back with Steve because you’d be up
my ass day and night with the calls and texts and it’s over, it’s over and then it went from
that to total silence. So the silence was how I knew you were in the honeymoon phase of
the cycle again. You told me you needed me, that you didn’t have anyone else to go to
when shit got bad again with Steve. But I was getting tired, I mean, eight years of Steve
and Steve’s bullshit and your bullshit with Steve. So I put the ball in your court. And I
never heard from you again. And you didn’t hear from me. I remain mostly satisfied
with the outcome, but when I overanalyze, on days I allow myself to miss the old you to
my bones, I go from the beginning of Steve coming into the picture and rework
everything. Because if the gypsy is right and I have three soulmates, you are one of
them. And it does hurt that I have lost you. So I redo everything to figure out how to
keep you. I have it all figured out now. Well, most of it. I have most of it figured out.
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˜
The woman-hating. Steve is a misogynist. A misogynist prick. I had to think
really hard about what to do with the misogyny because it’s counterintuitive to my
constitution. The humor in Steve, the misogynist, being a misogynist is that he asked you
– What is misogynist? Remember, you could not fully answer his question for laughing?
My new approach would be to laugh as well, to go along to get along. And when I drive
my hot sports car, pearl white, freshly shined, out to the country to visit you, and Steve
walks out and says – that’s a single woman’s car, I will laugh like a bubbly airhead and
pretend to be coy instead of being snarky later and saying – So Steve thinks married
women shouldn’t drive flashy cars so they don’t draw attention from men? Right, you
said, and Steve also believes women in committed relationships shouldn’t go to bars for
cocktails without their partners for the same reason. So no sexy cars and no sexy drinks
at sexy bars unless your significant other is with you to be sure no other men look your
way. We talked about it. In the redo, I say it’s no big deal, I tell you it’s his generation,
he’s getting close to sixty, men that age have old-fashioned ideas about women, maybe
you can help him shape better, fresher ideas. I’ll say something like, You love him, right?
Isn’t he worth the work?
˜
The constant accusations that you had other lovers – namely that you and I were
getting it on, but it’s easier to address only one of Steve’s characteristics/behaviors at a
time, so let’s see to the behavior in which he accused you of routine cheating, and then
deal with the behavior in which he insisted your hottest lover was your best friend. I
could blame all this on Steve’s insecurity. I would follow your lead on this one because
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that’s what you said about it, that Steve was just insecure. This ties in directly with the
misogyny because Steve doesn’t just accuse you of sexual immorality, he accuses all
women, all women of “fucking around.” I’ve already figured out how to work around
the misogyny so I think I’m a step ahead in dealing with the insecurity here. When you
allow the ongoing accusations that you are commonly unfaithful, and when those
accusations are softly hurled, you know softly hurled, because they come in the form of
subtle teasing remarks played off as coarse joking, I’ll once again go along to get along.
I’ll agree when you say he doesn’t really believe any of it, that it’s just his insecurity. Of
course, I’ll say, of course. When we’re out on a 3-hour hike in the backwoods of Big
Hill Pond State Park, and Steve calls and asks who we’re meeting up with to fuck out in
the woods, I’ll laugh this time and pretend it’s hysterical instead of saying, Penny, that’s
insulting and degrading. In the new plan, I will be witty and adorable about Steve’s
insecurity and misogyny. I will assuage your anxiety. When Steve accuses you, in front
of his mother, of fucking around and the next day, she expresses her surprise that her son
made such an accusation, I’ll say you should just tell Steve’s mom to mind her own
fucking business. To tell her that Steve was just kidding, he didn’t mean it, it was just his
insecurity. You had gotten good at that speech, honed it to perfection. But I’ll let you
practice on me again just in case you need to brush up.
˜
The sex play between you and Steve that involved verbal fantasizing about me
and you getting busy. I will admit, this really freaked me out. Not that Steve prompted
you to talk dirty to him about all the things he’d like you to do to me and that he’d like
me to do to you, but that you went along with it. I mean. Is nothing sacred? Is the bond
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between two best friends, more like sisters, not something precious that shouldn’t be
fucked around with like that? I thought you believed our bond was something to be
treasured and protected, too. Remember. In one of your fights with Steve, you threw our
friendship at him as an example of love and commitment. You pointed to the picture
we’d taken together at my son’s wedding and screamed, “See her?! She’s permanent!
Permanent! You’re not permanent! You’re temporary!” I would use this proclamation to
ease my own insecurity about my relationship with you. I will remember it so I don’t
freak out when you tell me about the sex games between you and Steve in which you tell
Steve, Yes, yes, baby, yes that’s how Cheryl does it and Mmmmm, baby, yea that’s how I
do it to Cheryl. After too many times from Steve of the Penny/Cheryl hot lesbian sextalk, when you become insecure yourself and ask Steve straight up if he wants your best
friend in his bed, I’ll tell you, of course not, it’s nothing like that at all, lots of men
fantasize about having two women in bed, and we’re hot, so why wouldn’t he fantasize
about the two of us? I’ll ease your worries about Steve having his mind on me and assure
you it’s just a generic hot lesbian + one old fuck fantasy. And when you tell me Steve
likes a little backdoor action, I won’t let my mouth drop and say Oh fuck! like I did the
first go-around. I laughed too hard when you got drunk and laid out on my kitchen floor
and reenacted his body position and language when he wants to get down like that. This
time, I will still laugh, but not as rambunctious, and I’ll tell you that if you’re okay with
it, go ahead and give it to him back there, that I’ve heard it stimulates the prostate gland
and all those sensitive nerves around the anus, intensifying male orgasm. I’ll be all
scientific about it and make you feel better about a boyfriend that wants some backdoor
love.
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˜
When you have another break-up with Steve and you’re devastated, like always,
and my husband springs for a trip to downtown Memphis for the two of us, in a fine
hotel, with a fine view, even giving you his ticket to see Huey Lewis & The News so you
can spend time with your best friend and be cheered up, I won’t eavesdrop on your
telephone conversations with Steve. I won’t hear you tell Steve that the trip is all about
me, not you, that it’s always about me. I won’t hear this so I won’t be hurt by it and
confront you later, making you uncomfortable because you hate confrontation. This
time, when you’re on your cellphone with Steve, constantly texting or talking, instead of
trying to enjoy the weekend that was arranged for you, or you’re moping because you’re
not on your phone with Steve, I’ll go to Coyote Ugly by myself and dance on the bar and
leave you to the hours-long post-breakup phone activity with Steve. I won’t get mad
about it this time, even though my husband loves Huey Lewis & The News and had been
looking forward to that concert for months and out of all the concerts in the Memphis
Botanical Garden Summer Concert Series this season, it will be the best one.
When I think about it, I say you’re a bitch. That an entire weekend was arranged
for you, to try yet again, to help you with your heartbreak over Steve, but you stayed on
the phone with Steve all weekend and to boot, had the audacity to say to Steve that it was
all about me. Bitch, please. That was the last one. I’ll stop calling you that now. In the
do-over, I’ll never say it, not once. I’ll work harder not to think you’re pathetic. I never
said you were pathetic, but I thought it a lot. This time, I won’t let myself think it. I
won’t lose respect for you. I’ll nurse your broken heart over Steve as many times as it
takes.
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˜
December 14, 2013. Oh what a night. As you’ve said before, Penny – public
humiliation is more complex than private humiliation. You came to my home in
Memphis to celebrate my college graduation. After all, it was pretty special – mid-life,
double major, Summa Cum Laude – there were a lot of reasons to celebrate. I had
plowed my way through undergrad in just 3.25 years, earning two degrees from start to
finish in that amount of time. It had finally been accomplished. So many friends and
family were there to celebrate. There was food, drink, dancing, happiness. A jazz band
played in the background as we all socialized and made merry. When the jazz band
wrapped up their gig, we scooted all the furniture out of the way, played some cool dance
music and danced and danced.
You brought Steve with you that night. I wasn’t sure if you were going to
because there had been a lot more off-agains than there were on-agains around that time.
When the two of you arrived, Steve was charming with all the guests at first, festive in
his mood. But as the party heated up, so did Steve. He began drinking heavily and
became belligerent and disrespectful to the female guests. He called you into the guest
bedroom and you dutifully went to him. You found him standing there with his pants
around his ankles. “Suck my dick, you fucking bitch!” he ordered. You came out of the
room, looking nervous, and said you hoped he’d pass out soon. But you left him heated
and unsatisfied. He threw a drink in your face. Then he began touching women
inappropriately, with his feet, oddly enough, as if to use his hands would sully them
somehow. He sat on the sofa as we danced by, stretched his leg out, and pressed his foot
up into the crotches of any woman within reach. Steve carried on molesting women and
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calling us, “bitch” until one of the younger women, not quite in accord with the older
women’s willingness to set Steve’s behavior aside so as not to embarrass one of our own,
yelled at him to Stop! He called her a bitch, too. Chaos erupted and people began to
politely excuse themselves from the party. You pretty much fell apart after that. You ran
to the back bedroom humiliated, and I followed after you. Steve followed after me. As I
attempted to comfort you, Steve stood in the doorway watching with contempt, his face
twisted in a furious snarl. Whether the contempt was for you, or me, or womankind in
general, I do not know. But it was at this point that Steve became violent. I saw it
coming and tried to maneuver past him for help but he blocked the door and bumped
himself hard against me to move me back into the bedroom.
“Steve, stop it!” you yelled from the other side of the room.
As I made a second attempt to get past him, he pushed me backward again, harder
this time. You rushed from the other side of the bed but before you could get between
me and Steve, he swung his arm around me to either strike you or grab you. My son
happened to pass in the hallway and saw the scuffle between the three of us. He hurried
to help. Oh, the rage I felt when your wretch of a boyfriend put his hands on my son. My
son! My barely-grown son just trying to get a handle on the situation. Touch my child
before my very eyes, I could kill. I lost my senses then and my wild screams alerted
others to a situation in the back of the house. Those that hadn’t left the party followed
the commotion. Steve was ushered out of the bedroom and in his drunkenness, tripped
over his feet, gaining a small cut to his head, which bled a lot. My neighbor, a nurse,
tended to his wound but she didn’t like doing it considering how Steve had behaved most
the night. “Why are you like this?” she asked him. Steve’s grin was sickening. He
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responded – because she likes it. The nurse called him a creep. You were completely
unhinged at that point, Penny. You lay in a corner on the hardwood floor of my bedroom
in a fetal position, pulled a blanket over you, and sobbed.
“He’s bad,” you said. “He’s bad.”
“I know, honey,” I told you. “I know.”
What to do about this, Penny? What to do. I mean. You brought Steve, the
creep, to my home, knowing he was a volatile man. He molested and insulted guests in
my home, assaulted me, assaulted you, assaulted my son, and made no apologies for
it…ever. No. He blamed the whiskey – whiskey that he brought to the party, even
though he told you many times before that he shouldn’t drink whiskey because it makes
him behave badly. So yeah. He blamed the whiskey. Didn’t remember a thing, he said.
What to do about this, Penny? Because in the do-over, if I ask you not to bring Steve
because he’s a creep, you’ll be offended. If I allow you to bring Steve and he behaves
this way, how will I excuse it? Do I blame the whiskey as Steve did? Do I minimize the
behavior and chalk it up to good ole boy shenanigans? Do I tell you it’s your own fault
because you didn’t suck his dick in the guest bedroom and if you’d have just given him
that release, he probably would’ve passed out and stayed passed out and been no trouble?
And how do I become less of a mother? For I would need to be less, way less, than the
mother I am to make it okay for a man as vile as Steve to put his hands on my boy. I
would need to be the kind of mother that leaves their kid strapped in a car seat in the
Memphis heat while they go inside an upstairs apartment to party for a few hours and a
few hours turns into all day while the kid is burned alive. I’d need to be that kind of
mother for it to be okay for Steve to touch my son. I’m not okay with being that kind of
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mother so I can’t see how December 14, 2013 will ever be okay. In the rewrite, Penny,
what do you see me doing to make it okay? How will I turn a blind eye to all this in the
new version?
I’m pretty sure this was the point where I lost you because I became a witness. I
witnessed something you wanted to keep hidden from everyone – public humiliation is
more complex than private humiliation. You said it yourself. I became a mirror of the
depravity Steve was capable of, after you’d already made me a mirror of every other bad
thing he had ever done to you. You couldn’t leave Steve so you broke the mirror. Did
we pretend a little while longer after that to try keep the friendship going? Or, like you
said, because you needed me since you had no one else to turn to when Steve was
abusive? Or were we really still friends? I know it was December 14, 2013 that did us in
because I can’t figure out a do-over for that one. I have do-overs for everything else.
˜
Things started getting weird between us after graduation night. I hit grad school
running just a month later and started finding some success in writing. The success
turned into a breakout for me as an emerging writer within the literary circle. Fellow
writers said I was ‘blowing up’ out there. Friends and family were proud and supportive,
nearly everyone. Everyone, that is, except you. You were the person whose admiration
and support I sought the most, but you withdrew it. You know, a writer only gets one
breakout, kind of like a wedding, or the birth of a child, then after the breakout, writing
and getting work published is like any other job. Each celebration is nice but nothing like
those first few. You were noticeably absent. You missed all of it. When I asked you
why, you said it was because I wanted everyone to fawn over me, pay attention, and
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make a big deal of it. Not everyone, Penny. I wanted this from you. You were my best
friend. I had appropriately supported, grieved, or celebrated every decision of your life
since we met. I wanted the same from you. In the rewrite, I won’t expect this from you.
I’ll be content not to have your support because I’ll tell myself having your love is
enough. That, with your life in a downward skid, it’s only natural for you to be resentful
when the lives of others around you are on the up. I’ll tell myself I know you’re really
happy for me even though you don’t show it. And when you come to Memphis to take
me to lunch for my birthday, I won’t read anything into your inability to make eye
contact with me, your body language that says you’d rather be anywhere other than
sitting across from me, your constant texts to your personal trainer. I won’t say, Who are
you texting that’s so important? Because that comes across as needy and clingy. And
when I don’t ask, you won’t answer – I’m texting my trainer that my ‘so-called’ best
friend is trying to make me eat a French fry. Since when did sharing fries become
treason? And when did I become the ‘so-called’ best friend? It was December 14, 2013
wasn’t it? The night you broke the mirror and broke us. This time, I won’t be all pissy
about your body language and texting and lack of eye contact. I’ll crack jokes and make
you laugh and order extra shots of tequila. We’ll have a grand time like we always did
instead of you dropping me off at my house right after lunch, not even shutting off the
engine or getting out from behind the wheel to stretch your legs or hug bye or use the
bathroom before driving home, and certainly not coming inside to spend any more time
celebrating my birthday. You won’t say – You’re so negative. I don’t need all this
negativity in my life. You’re mad at everyone. And I won’t say – I’m not mad at
everyone. I’m mad at you. I can tell you don’t want to be around me anymore. It’s
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pretty obvious. We won’t say those things to each other. In the re-do, none of this will
happen. We’ll drink tequila and laugh like old times. When you drive me home, you’ll
get out of your car. We’ll be having so much fun, you won’t want to leave. We’ll talk
and talk and you’ll stay so long, you decide to stay over instead of making that long drive
home so late. When the tequila wears off, we’ll still be having fun. We’ll pile up on the
couch and watch your favorite slasher films. And when you leave, I won’t be hurt that
you never picked up the magazine I bought for you with my first published essays in
print. You won’t pick it up or thumb through it, but I’ll think nothing of it this time. We
were having too much fun to talk about work or look at essays. It’s nothing, I’ll say.
You really are proud, I’ll tell myself. Of course, you are.
˜
Steve kept drinking the whiskey and you kept taking him back, even after the
graduation party fiasco. You said therapy was essential. You tried exactly two therapy
sessions but didn’t like what the therapist had to say about your relationship with Steve
so you bailed on therapy. But you finally had Steve where you wanted him when you
gave him the ultimatum that either he marry you or you were done. Remember? He
offered up a ring and conditions – your cat can’t come in the house, you won’t like the
way I parent, let’s keep our money separate. You insisted on premarital counseling, more
counseling that didn’t happen. Steve backed out of the wedding before it really got off
the ground. But then he had a drunk driving accident on Highway 18, crossing the
yellow and crashing into a semi. He totaled his truck and ended up in a ditch along the
roadside, uninjured, but was contentious when the state troopers tried to arrest him. He
refused to get out of the truck; the troopers broke the window and dragged him out. He
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was so drunk two troopers had to hold him up while a third read him his rights. Steve’s
‘wake-up call’ is what you said about it and you raced back home from your vacation in
Panama City to stand by your man. Boys Club pulled rank in that small town and
somehow Steve got off. I’m not sure how exactly because I’m not there anymore, but I
know how these things go. Patriarchy has pull in a small town and since he worked for
the city, there was even more motivation to make it like it never happened.
You walked back into the all-too familiar cycle of break-up/make-up/honeymoon
instead of walking down the aisle like you wanted to. The last break-up I was around for,
you briefly dated one of my old high school buddies, a loving and passive man, to see if
you could have feelings for someone other than Steve. Recently divorced, Jonathan
tumbled hopelessly in love with you after only three dates, at which point, you sent him a
text message: I love Steve. I’m going to give him another chance. Jonathan was sad and
asked me to pass the word along to you that ‘he would be waiting.’ You had concealed
the dynamics of your relationship with Steve from Jonathan so he wasn’t aware you were
still in the thick of things with Steve when you decided to try him on for size. I told
Jonathan he ‘best move on’ as to wait you out would only cause him more pain and give
you someone to keep on hand for all those times when Steve becomes Steve-ish again.
The last exchange we had was one where I confronted you about your treatment of
Jonathan.
“Tell you what,” I said, “You get in touch with me when you feel some genuine
remorse that you played with the affections of a broken-hearted man, and your best
friend, instead of you, is the one dealing with the consequences of that while you
‘honeymoon’ with Steve.”
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I never heard from you again. You never heard from me.
In the do-over, I stay detached about your treatment of Jonathan. He’s a grown
man. He can handle his own heartbreak. When he calls and texts and sends messages to
me asking about you and wants me to tell you he’ll be waiting, I’ll tell him he best move
on but I won’t confront you about the way you treated him. I know you saw this as
disloyalty, when it was actually just the opposite. I loved you enough to hold you
accountable for treating others carelessly, for using them. I was afraid of the person you
were becoming because you weren’t a user before Steve. In the rewrite, I’ll still love you
the same as I always did, but I won’t chastise you for using people. My love will be
more passive. I’ll stand by while you use people. It’s the pain Steve causes you that
makes you do this, I’ll say. I’ll stand by while you use me.
˜
You and Steve finally married the year after the drunk driving accident, an
outdoor June wedding. Friends asked if it hurt that I wasn’t invited to the wedding and I
said no. I told them it could only hurt if I expected an invitation and I didn’t. How could
I? We hadn’t spoken a word between us in over a year.
In the rewrite, it would hurt my feelings. No. There wouldn’t be any need for it
to hurt my feelings because I’d be invited, of course. We’re best friends. I’ll be there to
fluff you train and dab the sweat from your brow so your face isn’t shiny in pictures. I’ll
use the same handkerchief to dab my eyes when you stand beside your groom. In my
mind, your groom won’t be Steve. It will be someone else, maybe Jonathan, but you
won’t know this. I’ll keep it to myself. I’ll be so glad I dug my claws in and fought to
keep you, that I didn’t leave the ball in your court. That I didn’t give you an easy out,
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even though I knew you wanted one. When you didn’t call, I called. I said – Penny,
this is ridiculous. We’re best friends. I love you and you love me. Let’s work it out.
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Glamour Girls
I’ve been dancing all summer. I still don’t have all the moves just right but I
dance hard anyway. My former life as an aerobics instructor helps me keep up and find
my own way to dance when my body won’t do what theirs can do—Madhavi’s and
Issrah’s.
I refuse to wear knee braces in belly dance class. My knees are wrecked, but I
don’t feel free when I wear them. We don’t even wear shoes. The real belly dancers
wear traditional clothing, complete with jingle scarves and skirts and low-cut cropped
tops that tie just beneath their breasts. If I could stop spectating, maybe I could polish my
technique, but I can’t stop staring at them. I’ve even felt my mouth drop in amazement
on a few occasions.
I’m not the only one. A crowd gathers at the back door when Issrah leaves it
open. Even when the door is closed so we can have the privacy needed to be unrestrained,
people find a way to watch. There are offices behind us with ineffective two-way
mirrored windows so we see them seeing us, but I don’t care. On these days –
Wednesday afternoons and Friday mornings – the staff members of Germantown Athletic
Club seem to find a lot of work to be done inside the offices behind Activity Room One,
mostly young part-timers who haven’t quite honed the social skills needed to understand
which kind of ogling is impolite. But I see what they’re seeing and I can’t blame them
for wanting to see it.
Madhavi dances and she’s not even in the room with us anymore. She closes her
eyes and has a look like she’s walking through the Garden of Eden and has set her nose
upon the most fragrant blossom there and she is inhaling deeply, intently. She says it is
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her ‘alter ego’ but I want to think it is the true Madhavi. She is somewhere else,
somewhere lovely during that hour on Wednesday and Friday, when we get to dance
longer because the room isn’t booked right after. Wherever she is, it is somewhere
enchanting enough to hold her there. At least for a little while.
Issrah does things with her body like nothing I’ve ever seen, not even in Shakira
music videos. There is the traditional belly roll, of course, that all the belly dancers
know. But Issrah vibrates her breasts and her shoulders. She rolls her belly down and
then reverses the roll, all the while lowering toward the floor and back up, vibrating. It is
ritualistic. She takes it all the way to the floor sometimes and never stops rolling and
vibrating. Once she gets down there, with her legs bent underneath her and cascades of
long, black hair curled around her, she lays her shoulders back onto the floor, and sends
an undulating gush of excitement through the room. I’m not the only one with my mouth
open. They all want to see the power and glory of women. And what could be more
powerful and glorious than the celebration of dance? Even on bad days, when we feel the
edges of our spirit begin to unravel, we dance. Dance even harder on those days, weave
our bodies around and between one another, weave ourselves back together. Join hands,
fortify.
˜
A sensational photograph, featured in Life Magazine in the mid-nineties,
immortalizes the spirit and perseverance of women. The photograph portrays the bloody
siege of Sarajevo. Meliha Varešanović walks defiantly past a shelter lined with
sandbags. She wears a Chanel suit with bold purple-blue flowers, her stockings are runfree, and she is elevated by immaculate pumps and posture. Decorated with matching
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lipstick and nail polish. Adorned with a flashy necklace and bracelet. And she carries a
coordinating handbag. Meliha’s head is up, her gaze serene. Her smile looks almost
smug. She was unaware of journalist Tom Stoddart, a few yards away, taking her
photograph.
It was spring of ‘94 in the Dobrinja suburb as Meliha walked to work that day.
Later, she told the public she was only thinking of how to survive another day in war-torn
Sarajevo. But the picture doesn’t show this. It shows only the message Meliha intended
to send to the watching Serb gunmen surrounding her city – ‘You will never defeat us.’
Stoddart recalls that he sank behind sandbags in a shelter when he heard shooting around
them, but Meliha kept walking, her head in the air. She became known as ‘the woman
who brought glamour to a war zone.’ But it was more than just glamour. Meliha brought
defiance into a war zone through glamour. She made a weapon of her polished
appearance. During this time, the women of Sarajevo were enduring unspeakable
atrocities, systemic rape, rape the Serbs believed would break down the morale of the
men they were fighting. Meliha showed them her people would not be broken so easily.
Now, she is known as a courageous woman rebel. She is part of history.
˜
My hair is short and fine and sweaty. It looks like I’ve been swimming
underwater and just broke the surface for air — it’s that wet. It’s not sexy. Sweaty hair
on other women looks sexy. I want it to be sexy. I’m breathing too hard, and I can tell
by my reflection in the mirror that my blood pressure is up because a blotchy redness is
spreading across my chest, up to my neck and cheeks. I feel flushed.
Fuck hypertension. I want to dance.
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My friend, Kristi suggested we amp up our workouts. She is closing in fast and
hard on the midlife, empty nest hollowness that many women this age feel. Her baby boy
is approaching his senior year of high school and Kristi has defined this year as ‘Year of
Kristi.’ She has been painting, dancing, thriving. She is determined to have a brand new
life so that when her nest has no more chicks nestled inside, it will still be warm and full
of beautiful things – friends, culture, art, socializing, life. I get it. It’s how I ended up at
the University of Memphis, a MFA-seeking midlife grad student, sometimes crossing
paths with my son, a nursing student on the same campus. I stay back and watch him
weave through people on his way to class, broad shoulders filling out a dingy canvas
jacket that hung looser on him not that long ago, bits of gunmetal-gray hair peeking out
from underneath a beanie I’m sure belongs to his father, as does the unusual hair color.
It’s easy to spot him. There’s pride to see him out there being a grown-up all by himself.
Underneath that pride, I feel phantom pains crawling through my arms as if I were
holding children. It is in that moment I come to realize: a person’s heart really can
physically hurt without any medical reason. It’s pained by rebellion. This is all wrong.
˜
Sometimes when we dance, we raise our arms up, palms open the way a child
would reach for its mother, only our palms face inward like we are trying to pull
blessings from the Heavens down upon us.
“We are a family here, and now you are part of that family,” Veteran bellydancer, Janet said to me. Janet keeps a serene smile and has a welcoming aura that
envelops me every time I’m around her. She stays centered through dance.
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“If I don’t come to belly dance class, there will be holes in the walls. And that
would be expensive to repair. It’s cheaper if I just come to the gym and dance.”
We laugh.
For many women here, dance is one of few social outlets available to them. We
connect socially, but we also connect spiritually, and we connect through our gender. We
see each other woman to woman. We identify with one another’s struggles – and
triumphs – as women. There is never a shortage of knowing expressions, hugs, and
encouragement. But first there is dance and we shake it, roll it, and wrestle with it until
we feel the world dissolve around us, at least for an hour or so.
Sisterhood.
When one of our own – an elementary school teacher who was part of the dance
community here – was murdered two years ago by her estranged husband, asphyxiated,
her body wrapped in an air mattress and burned, then abandoned in a wooded area off
Highway 64, shock and horror rooted itself among the women here. Then grief. The
story went national, was picked up by Dateline NBC in an episode called, The Last
Dance. The bond within the dance community grew even stronger. I found all these
women holding one another up through tragedy and pain, all of them welcoming me into
the circle as if I’d been there all along.
Women are stronger together.
And we are powerful. Full of power. The strength of each one of us cut down
moves through and into the rest of us. We absorb the power of our fallen. Gnash our
teeth, tear into injustice with sharp incisors and claws, shake our fists, perform our rituals,
become a force. We, as women, celebrate our power.
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˜
After more than two decades of civil war and political instability, the Taliban had
overtaken Kabul, the capital of Afghanistan, in 1996. The Taliban forced women back
into burqas. The women’s university was closed. Women were ordered to quit their
jobs. They were not allowed to move about the city without a male relative escorting
them, and even then, travel was limited. Women were denied healthcare. They were
abducted, raped, forced into marriages they did not want.
During the war on terrorism, I watched a documentary on women of the Middle
East, a rare look inside the region’s female society. In one scene, the women were all
gathered together in the midst of a glamour or beauty party of some sort. They were all
in full makeup, hair and nails done, and were moving on to bikini waxing. One of the
younger women got some of the wax stuck on her upper thigh, and another woman was
helping her remove the gooey mess with as little pain as possible. The camera angle was
from the back, revealing only portions of the women’s faces so they would not be
identified.
But I saw enough to marvel at how put together these women were. They were so
sophisticated and lovely. Any one of them could have been next on the catwalk. I smiled
at their defiance. When I was a young girl, I was told not to ‘hide my light under a
bushel.’ In belly dance class, we are exposed, slinky bits of silk cling to damp skin, we
rattle the concrete beneath us, shake and sway and tremble. Revel in our glory, hold it
high like a trophy. These women in the documentary slid into glamour and then covered
it all underneath their burqas. But I can see them at night, disrobing, studying reflections
of beauty and splendor, revealing their light at the end of each day. Reserves of power
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stored up more and more each day underneath those burqas. Then at night, each one sees
herself, doesn’t fight the curl of her lip when she notices that glint in her gaze and she
knows it, she sees it. There you are, she says, there you are.
˜
Then there’s Sandra, a 59-year-old grandmother from St. Louis. Sometimes,
there are four generations dancing together: Sandra, her mother, her daughter, and her
daughter’s daughter. Sandra’s daughter is moving back to St. Louis so the fourgeneration dance-off will soon be rare. Sandra dances purely for her own joy but
watching her, you’d think she’s a sixteen-year-old girl dancing to catch the eye of a boy
her father wouldn’t approve of. Sandra’s dance vibe adds to our collective exultation.
She compliments me on my moves. I tell her it’s all the nineties hip hop dancing and
aerobics that trained my body to move.
Sandra has her long hair in braids today, peeking out from underneath a red
bandana do-rag that looks so hip hop to me. She is wearing a matching red hip scarf and
she is hot. I mean – Hot. This woman looks my age and she out-dances even the twentysomethings in class. It thrills me to get a little attention from her.
“Girl, you can dance. You got great moves. You need to come up off that back
row and come up front with us.”
But I don’t want to move to the front row. I’ll miss the show. All summer long,
I’ve watched our bodies gain resilience, our muscles getting leaner, our moves smoother,
our arms and legs and hips more fluid. I’m small, but I feel strong. I don’t know where
all this power is coming from but it’s not just me, I see it on every woman here. I need to
see it and I can see it better from the back row.
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˜
Zahida Parveen is a miracle. A miracle, and a survivor. Zahida fought her
husband in court, something few Pakistani women would ever dare to do. For weeks
during the trial, she rode a bus for hours each day, refused the attempts of her husband’s
family to bribe her to drop the charges against her husband, and she won a shocking
victory.
Zahida survived what her husband intended to be an honor killing, attacks on
women that are carried out when men – husbands, brothers, fathers – believe women
have behaved in a way that brings dishonor onto their families. Men only need to claim
that their attacks are for honor, and the police usually look the other way, even to the
point of murder. The killings are done in horrific manners that involve mutilation,
burning, stoning.
Mohammad Iqbal hung his petite wife upside down from the rafters of his home
and set about to kill her…in honor. Zahida was beaten with the handle of an ax until her
ribs broke. Iqbal then took a knife and sliced his wife’s ears off. Next, he cut off her
nose. He carved out her eyes. Somehow, Zahida saved her tongue from being severed
completely as Iqbal held it out with pliers and sliced away at it. Iqbal unbound his wife
and left her for dead. Zahida was three months pregnant with Iqbal’s child, a baby girl, at
the time of the attack. Both women survived. Zahida stayed alive, she says, so she could
tell her story, tell what happened to her to keep it from happening to other women. In an
interview with Michael Davie, a documentary filmmaker, Zahida said, “Thank God I
could speak and testify.” Through the horror she endured and the astounding bravery and
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strength it took to face her husband in court, Zahida became an inspiration to women, to
victims of violence, worldwide.
˜
Nora, a young mother, joins our belly dance class mid-summer. She comes in
dripping pheromones and babies. Childcare is nearby so when a child cries for its mother
too long, it’s easy enough for staff to reunite them. A little boy who looks around two
years old, dressed in a red tee shirt, cowboy boots, and athletic shorts toddles along
behind Nora, who has another baby in her arms, and a bigger girl of about five at her
side. I listen to my friend, Donya advise her that if she ever has trouble nailing a belly
dance move to just take it back to sex. “You made all them babies,” I say. We laugh.
Donya has been dancing on stage since she was eighteen months old. Back in the
late nineties, we taught a hip-hop aerobics class together. Whenever I struggled with a
move, she always said, “Okay, okay. Let’s break it down. Okay, it’s like when you’re
having sex…”
In belly dance class, I got the basic body roll easy enough, but I’d been having
difficulty reversing the roll upward.
“Okay, okay. Let’s break it down,” Donya says. “Okay, it’s like when you’re
having sex. And you’re on top. And you’re ridin’ him, girl. And it feels so
good…mmm…it feels good to you, girl. You’re ridin’ and ridin’ and just when it gets
almost so good you can’t stand it, he hits that sweet spot and it just sends a jolt through
you and you pop up.”
When Donya says ‘pop up’ she ends her lesson with a perfect reverse body roll
and added a little squeal like she just had a kickass orgasm.
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Sometimes, I look at Nora with all her young, and I long for the days when I had
babies on my hips. This is my pain I bring to the belly dance circle. I leave it there. Pick
it up again when I go, bring it back again when I come, less and less each time.
I didn’t really want children when I decided it was time to start a family. My
husband reeked with anticipation of fatherhood though, and it made me want to want to
have children. Just before my 23rd birthday, I gave birth to a son, vowing that children
would not change my life that much. The vow was broken, of course, the moment I felt
the tiny human I had weaved together with my own cells, inside my innermost
physicality, break away from my body and into this world. It was not what I expected.
One would think when life leaves a woman’s body like that, we would feel the sudden
absence of that life within us. But what I felt when my son passed through me, was life
flowing into me instead of out of me. I felt every part of me become alive all at once,
every nerve sparking into awareness as if I’d emerged into being with my son.
Awakening.
“Give him to me,” I told the nurses. “Give me my son.”
He was laid on my breast, my wet insides still clinging to his wrinkled skin.
˜
Waris Dirie topped hill after hill, her father floating down behind her. At only
thirteen, she was faster than her father who chased along behind her, the two of them
carving waves of red sand. He gave up the chase after hours of running up and down hot,
sandy hills trying to catch her. Running from her father, running from the marriage he
arranged for her with a 60-year-old man with a long, white beard and cane, and at least
five camels, as that was the agreed upon exchange for Waris. She ran until her feet were
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bloody, until she no longer saw her father behind her, nor heard him calling to her. She
ran until she couldn’t run anymore, and then she walked. Waris walked across the
Somalian desert, with no food or water, for days. Days, she says, marked by ‘hunger,
thirst, fear and pain.’ Some helped her along the way as Waris fled to the port city of
Mogadishu along the Indian Ocean, some didn’t.
Waris was too small to run away many years before, when she went with her
mother into the brush near the family’s hut before daylight. Waris let her head fall
against her mother’s breast as she sat upon a flat rock between her mother’s strong legs.
Her mother put a bit of root from a nearby tree into her mouth. She told Waris to bite the
root. She told Waris to be a good girl. To be brave. She said it would go fast. It did not
go fast.
A gypsy woman rummaged through an old carpetbag. She pulled out a broken
razor blade. There was dried blood on the edge of the razor, and the gypsy woman
cleaned it off with spit and the fabric of her dress. Waris was blindfolded. The gypsy
began to slice away the parts of little Waris that Somalians deemed unclean, the parts that
made a woman ‘oversexed’ and unworthy of marriage – the clitoris, the labia minora, and
most of the labia majora.
This circumcision or ‘infibulation’ may be done with razors, kitchen knives, cut
glass, or sharp rocks. In the most extreme cases, what is left of the outer labia will be
sewn together, generally without anesthetics. The practice is carried out in African
countries and parts of Asia and the Middle East in order for families to get high bridal
prices for their daughters. Some of the victims, from infancy to the age of fifteen, will
have serious infections that cause long-term health problems. Others will endure
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pregnancy complications, infertility, or other obstetrical difficulties. Many victims, like
Waris’ sister, will bleed out and die.
The gypsy ran the razor back and forth, sawing away, and the pain Waris says
was something she cannot describe. Waris told herself not to move because it would
make the cutting last longer. She prayed to God to for it to end quickly. Waris passed
out before it ended.
When she came to, her blindfold had been removed, and the gypsy woman was
puncturing holes into her skin using thorns from a nearby acacia tree. The gypsy then
pulled sturdy white thread through the holes she had pierced, and she sewed Waris up.
Waris says in that moment, she wished she would die. Her legs were tied together with
pieces of cloth, binding her ankle to hip. When she opened her eyes next, the gypsy was
gone. Waris looked over at the bloodstained rock and saw her own bloody flesh lying
there baking under the Somalian sun. Infection set in, fever, and Waris dropped in and
out of consciousness as she recovered. She suffered unimaginably, but she says she was
one of the lucky ones because she survived.
Waris survived and grew tall legs. She ran away.
From Mogadishu, Waris will travel to England with her Uncle, Mohammed
Chama Farah, the Somalian ambassador in London. When his business is done there,
Waris will tell him and her aunt that she’s not going back to Somalia. She will get a
room at the YWCA and a job at McDonald’s. She will learn English. She will learn to
read and write. She will be discovered by a top fashion photographer and made into
supermodel. She will model in Paris, Milan, New York. She will be a Bond girl. She
will have corrective surgery. She will bear children. She will write books. She will
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become an activist. She will start a worldwide campaign to raise awareness and fight
against Female Genital Mutilation (FGM). She will change minds. She will earn
prestigious international awards. Her life will be made into a film. Her heroism will save
the young girl who portrays her in the film from Female Genital Mutilation in real life.
Waris Dirie will be the symbol of courage for the 100 to 140 million girls and women
worldwide currently living with the consequences of FGM. She will be a symbol of
courage to all women. We are stronger together.
˜
Sadly, fall semester rolled around and a Wednesday evening writing workshop
claimed my mid-week belly dancing session. Teaching two classes back-to-back Friday
morning, followed by afternoon academia, has claimed Friday morning’s dancing.
Missing my dance sisters, and feeling the impact of little to no exercise, had me racing
across town to dance between morning and afternoon academia.
I race in late, tying my jingle scarf around my hips. Issrah stops class and says,
“I’m sorry, everyone. I haven’t seen this woman in forever. I need to give her a hug
right now.”
We hug, and Issrah tells me they’ve all been missing me. My dance community
greets me and I feel home again. Everyone goes back to dancing then, the familiar tinktinkling of swishing skirts and scarves making me giddy. We join hands and dance in a
circle. Issrah pulls me out into the middle of the circle with her, all our dance sisters
twirling around us. Every woman in the room bound together, hand in hand. Diverse in
our sameness. All ages. Grand or petite presence. Tattooed and unmarked. Long hair or
no hair. Small breasts, fake breasts, no breasts. Seven percent body fat and cellulite
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queens. Full makeup or no makeup. Bare feet and sneakers. Female bodies laden with
gold and silver coins, belts, and scarves. Or cut-off sweats and tee shirts, ragged jingle
skirts tied at our waists.
We close our eyes.
We raise our hands.
We dance –
glamour girls.
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Calling Black Superman

Unknown freedom. Pause.
Unknown religion. Unknown cause.

Morgan Freeman. The Delta needs you again. They’re shooting up
Emmett Till’s sign. The one that marks the spot where the 14-year-old
boy was dragged from the river, so disfigured from the lynching, he
didn’t even look human anymore.

Unknown pupil teacher parent preacher.

Black Lives Matter shut down the Hernando DeSoto Bridge in Memphis.
The Memphis Police Chief marched arm-in-arm with the protestors. It
was historic.

The Chief made an emotional public announcement,

pleading for no more murders. Memphis kept killing. Broke down our
morale when an 18-year-old boy was killed over a couple hundred bucks
in some kind of gambling ring. Collectively sighed when we broke our
record for killing, a ‘grim milestone’ the news called it when a young,
beloved music teacher was slain, a teacher on a mission to save kids from
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this madness, making sure they had what they needed to make music, not
murder. The teacher was killed for his wallet and a few electronics. Two
days later, another 18-year-old was killed, shot in the head. He’d just
finished his first semester of college studying Criminology, and hoped to
join the Memphis Police Force. University of Memphis Chair of the
Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice, K.B. Turner said,
“…you can’t always attack crime when you have a social problem.”

Unknown kids beaten down on unknown streets in Blues Town.

Morgan. If the Delta isn’t listening, and they keep shooting up Civil
Rights historical markers and spraying ‘KKK’ on them, and stealing
them, why not come back home to Memphis? We could use a man like
you. You were born here. We’ll listen. You talk about eradicating racism
by people just being people instead of labeling ourselves as black people
and white people and drawing lines, dividing resources, dividing our
worlds.

Unknown mob has an unknown grief. Grave Time for a murdered dream.
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We don’t have community sanctioned segregation here like you found
there in the Delta, Morgan. We self-segregate. You can shut down all of
Beale Street and the Peabody Hotel and the Civil Rights Museum and
Foote Homes and throw a big party the way you did in the Delta in 2008
when Charleston High School saw its first integrated prom, thanks to
your activism and deep pockets. You made change finally bloom in the
Delta in what Sundance Film Festival says were “blossoms in black,
white and a whole lot of taffeta.” Listen. We know how to party in
Memphis. I mean. It is Memphis. We’ll have blues and barbecue and
local-brewed beer and togetherness and shut this city down on our tired
ideas and ways of living.

Rage and bullet holes stuffed with cotton in a box in the ground.
Rotting. Forgotten.

Ask Memphians what it will take to come together as one people. I did.
What you’ll hear is that these old ways of thinking can only die out when
the people carrying those views either transform or die out themselves,
then hopefully the next generation and the next and the next won’t carry
these burdens around with them. Some say the young black people of
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Memphis don’t understand the struggle because they never had to drink
from the colored fountain. Which means they are free not to drink from the
colored fountain so why would we want them to now?

Unbroached brilliance. Scourge came sooner.
Unknown path to an unknown future.

Three writers in a writing workshop. Writer One addressed Writer Two
and asked her thoughts on an essay. This is a white woman writing about
the issues of black people in Memphis. Is this okay? What she’s doing
here? Is that okay? Writer Three, author of the essay, stayed inside the
writer’s cone of silence, all the while thinking black white black white
black white. This is the root.

Unknown artist sculptor poet painter.

Morgan. You have money. If you are out of ideas of how to bring the
people together, you can buy new ones. You can sponsor a whole team
of revolutionary thinkers and when they have it figured out, we’ll flood
the Hernando DeSoto Bridge again, this time in celebration instead of
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protest. We’ll embrace instead of fighting and killing each other. We’ll
obliterate the cradle-to-prison pipeline. Do something about systemic
poverty and imbalance of our resources. We’ll have each other’s backs.

Unknown hope. Unknown pride. Unknown love.
Suicide.

I still have my prom dress from 1985, Morgan. It’s black taffeta. Let me know.
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It’s misting over the Delta,
Michelle. And all I can think about is you. Earlier it was all blue skies and lazy
white clouds, no hint of gray indicating rain. But rain in the Delta is arbitrary, here one
minute, gone the next. Like you. I keep rolling south through the blue, keep looking
over at the passenger seat for you because if you were here, you’d be with me on a trip
like this. But I’m alone.
On Highway 61 South headed to Benoit, Mississippi, the scenery starts to change
somewhere around Clarksdale. You know Clarksdale, the place where Morgan Freeman
lives. He was born in Memphis but lives in Clarksdale now because he says it’s the place
that feels most like home to him. I read an article in The Washington Post about Morgan
Freeman and the Delta. Maybe you read the same article. It was dated November 13,
2005 so you had nearly three months to get your hands on it before you died. You
always liked Morgan Freeman. If you were here, you’d make me stop in Clarksdale.
We’d go Morgan Freeman hunting. We’d do a drive-by at his 120-acre ranch, go to his
restaurant and his music venue, the Ground Zero Blues Club. It’d be our version of
Hollywood Spot the Stars, the rural southern version, Spot Morgan Freeman. Only we
wouldn’t spot him because we wouldn’t be that committed and we’d end up going to the
Delta Blues Museum instead. Who knows. Maybe Morgan Freeman got bored that day
and went to the Delta Blues Museum, too and we’d find him there. The Washington Post
says Clarksdale is agrarian and downtrodden, lacks glam, but makes up for it with
Southern hospitality and smoldering blues. So maybe that’s where we’d find Morgan,
just hanging out at Delta Blues Museum, paying homage to the blues gods and goddesses
of the Delta, and he’d be hospitable when you ask to take a selfie with him because
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Southern hospitality is mandatory in Clarksdale. Maybe you wouldn’t even ask. Maybe
you’d treat him like anyone else and just walk over, flip your camera around and tell
Morgan Freeman to smile! and take your picture.
You were selfie queen long before smart phone cameras. You’d pull out your
35mm Canon Sure Shot, center your subjects in the lens, say smile! at whoever was next
to you and click it. All within 2-3 seconds so the rest of us were usually wide-eyed and
bewildered in pictures, then you’d laugh that infectious, generous laugh of yours. When
you died, I went through some of your old pictures, found tons of those old selfies, only
we didn’t call them selfies back then, I don’t know what we called them, but I found
dozens them. Pictures of you with me, pictures of you with your brother, you with every
friend you ever had, you with anyone you ever liked for very long. If you were here, we
could add your selfie with Morgan Freeman to the pile. But you aren’t here so I drive
right past Clarksdale and keep rolling to Benoit.
Near Clarksdale is where I notice the landscape and atmosphere changing.
Highway 61 is skirted on both sides by soybean fields, waves of green to the left and
right. Everything is flat, so flat you can see the horizon all the way to Benoit, probably
further than that, but my stop is Benoit. The southern sky over Highway 61 is a color
blue I think I could explain if I traveled enough to see more blue, but I don’t so I can only
tell you it’s a bold blue – like blue blue, so blue – and this blue is fronted with clean
white clouds. The sky dips down to touch all the green and the green reaches up to touch
the sky and the contrast between these two colors so crisp, it feels like an invitation to
drive right up onto one of those low-hanging clouds and be lifted into the sky. After a
couple hours of driving, it’s no problem to already be there in your head, in the sky in
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your head. My favorite Memphis radio station winks out just past Clarksdale so I hit
seek and land on some eclectic Delta station not playing the blues but playing pretty
much everything else. Crystal Blue Persuasion by Tommy James and the Shondells
comes on the radio and I’m like – Are you shitting me? I was already driving into the
blue in my mind and now I’m being summoned into the blue by a song like Crystal Blue
Persuasion. You were always a music guru, Michelle. I bet you’d know that song. It
was recorded in 1968, the year you and I were born just one week apart, your birthday at
the end of February, mine at the beginning of March. Remember how I teased you about
being older than me on your birthday and you’d always tell me to enjoy my week of
being younger? I have ten years on you now. God, ten years. You’ve been gone ten
years. If you were here and I asked you if you knew the song, Crystal Blue Persuasion,
you’d start singing or humming it, I know you would.
The place I’m going doesn’t have television but it has a record player. I haven’t
heard vinyl in a long time. Before I left Memphis, I went through my album collection –
which is actually a merger of your albums, my albums, and your brother’s albums – to
choose which albums to bring with me. After you died, most of your good albums
somehow found their way back to the people you klepto’d them from. You were always
real good at that, borrowing albums from friends and cousins and then they became your
albums. All you have left in the collection now that’s any good is The Beatles Song
Book, and that’s because you ‘borrowed’ it from Kenny, then just after Kenny graduated
high school, he and his dad were running his dad’s rig through the mountains of North
Carolina and went over with a load of plate glass behind them. Closed caskets for both
father and son once they were pulled from that mangled heap of metal and glass. They
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were such dear friends to your family, your mom couldn’t handle not knowing what
needed to be known. She begged your dad to look so you all could know for sure. Frank
lifted the lid to those two caskets and stared down into nightmares. He never told what
he saw there, all he said was – I shouldn’t have…I shouldn’t have looked. But he did
look and what was left of Kenny and his dad were there in those boxes and that’s how
you inherited The Beatles Song Book, which was your favorite, and now it’s mine. I left
the Beatles behind. I didn’t want to risk something happening to it, the album warping in
the Delta heat, getting scratched or broken. What’s mostly left in your portion of the
album collection is music by bands like Quiet Riot, Whitesnake, Billy Squier. Not
exactly music I wanted to take to the Delta with me. Thank goodness your brother has
fantastic taste in music. I was able to bring along Johnny Winter, The Kinks Greatest
Hits, Pretenders, Ray Charles Live. The albums were the last thing I put into my car
before I left.
Your brother said I needed a break. He and I live in a big house now (big by our
standards anyway) at the Memphis/Germantown line, in a nice old neighborhood with big
yards and trees and houses built in the seventies. But here lately, it feels like I’m choking
on concrete and it’s time for the Perseid meteor shower anyway. I tried to book a stay at
Lone Oaks Farm in our hometown but when I called, I was told that, by some fluke, Lone
Oaks was completely booked up – every cottage, cabin, and apartment, even the
apartment above the horse stables. The South African tent back in the woods near the
waterfall was occupied as well.
“Perseid meteor shower,” I said.
“What?” the lady on the phone said back.
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“That’s probably why the fluke, why you’re booked solid on a farm in the middle
of nowhere on a weekday,” I told her. “The Perseids.”
“Oh, is that what it is?”
I guess not everyone is a stargazer. Remember when the preacher said if we find
ourselves trying to imagine what Heaven is like, we should just stop it because there’s no
way we can fathom it? He said the night sky full of the grandest and brightest stars is the
bottom of God’s floorboards, and if that’s what God can do with the underside of the
Kingdom of Heaven, it’s impossible for us to conceive the kind of glory that is above
those stars. I was watching the stars with wonder long before the preacher said that. The
stars are what I miss most about country living. There’s so much light pollution in
Memphis, I can only see a handful of stars at night. I can pretty much see the Big Dipper
on most nights, but it’s faint, so faint it’s hard to make out the fourth star at the end of the
handle. When we first moved back to Memphis, I missed the stars so much, I’d go spend
a night or two with friends I had left behind in the country. Long drives, but worth it.
One friend has a huge yard that backs up to wide open fields and it’s so dark and the stars
so plentiful, you’d have to try hard to find a place to look that doesn’t have stars. Not so
in Memphis. To prove to my friend how much light pollution affects stargazing, I called
her out to her backyard one night and made her sit down in a lawn chair and look. She
told me she really didn’t care all that much about stars and couldn’t we just go back
inside and binge watch Sex and the City. No, I said. Watch this. She lay down in the
lawn chair, looked up and said – Okay. Stars. Lots of them. Can we go in now? I said,
No, watch this. I flipped on her porch light, just one light, a 60-watt bulb, and at least a
thousand stars disappeared. So you can imagine how a million Memphis lights can snuff
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out every star. But kudos to the Big Dipper for not backing down and fading away like
all the others. Oh, Memphis. I adore you and wouldn’t change a thing, but there are
things in the sky I need to see and you shouldn’t keep them from me.
So I drove three hours from Memphis down to the Mississippi Delta to see the
Perseids. No way was I staying in Memphis during a time like that. And this year it’s
been predicted that the sighting of meteors will be double that of previous years. It’s the
Swift-Tuttle comet orbiting the sun, leaving a trail of particles (meteor streams) and the
gravitational pull of Jupiter right now has caused the particle orbits to be closer to Earth
so we’ll see them more clearly and much brighter. Thank you, Jupiter! Remember that
song, Michelle? Drops of Jupiter? You loved that song. If you were here, we’d watch
the Perseids together and we’d sing that song. But you’re not here so I’ll be doing the
Perseids alone.
I’ll be up until 4am, laid out on a blanket with nothing and no one around me,
watching the sky light up. I won’t have bug spray and the vampiric mosquitos will try to
drain me so I’ll be forced to cover up from head to toe in the crushing Delta heat – pants,
jacket, shoes. I’ll find a can of bug spray lying on the ground near the sharecropper’s
shack where I’m staying and try to squeeze out the dregs at the bottom of the can to rub
on my hands and face. No exposed or unprotected skin, this is important. But between
the mosquitos and the heat, the latter is the wiser choice to contend with. It’s either strip
down and let the mosquitos take you or cover up and let the heat have its way. I’ll
choose the heat. It will be bad but the Perseids will be everything I’d hoped they would
be. I’ll see so many meteors zipping across the galaxy, I’ll lose count. Some will be
enormous and take several seconds to get where they are going, or burn up. It’s hard to
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think of a thing with so much beauty burning itself out. Maybe that’s what happened to
you, Michelle. You burned so bright and so beautifully that you just twinkled right out of
this world like a Perseid meteor. You were spectacular like that. When you died, I swear
the whole town turned out for your funeral. So many people, the new funeral parlor in
town couldn’t hold them all so we had your funeral at the church. Good thing we built
that spacious new sanctuary because our old church couldn’t have held them all either.
And it wasn’t just hometown people, there were others. People that knew you from
work, people that knew you from softball, people that knew you from when you were a
home health nurse, and family of course. Everyone from Kentucky came and Aunt
Midgie and Uncle Bugs came with all their crew, drove twelve hours from North
Carolina to be there. Your cousin, Gracie stood in front of all those hundreds of people
and told them you were a remarkable woman. I did the same. You meant a lot to a lot of
people. You were just a couple weeks shy of your 38th birthday when you left us, but you
hadn’t wasted any time leaving your mark on this world. What a life you’d made for
yourself, the kind of life where you were loved and held in high regard by many, so
many, there was a flood of mourners and mourning. Everyone that knew you, and heard
you’d died, came to honor you.
Susan Sarandon was filming the movie, In the Valley of Elah with Tommy Lee
Jones in Whiteville, Tennessee just a couple towns over and somehow she heard about
you and how you’d died so suddenly, nonsensically, brought the whole county to
bereavement, left hurting children without a mom, and she was so moved by your story,
she penned sympathy cards and had them sent to each of your three kids. That made
Susan Sarandon a cool chick in my mind, that she showed her humanity in this way,
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noticed our pain, and took time out of her busy schedule filming to send her condolences.
Your kids were too wrecked to think much of it at the time. But I saw irony in Susan
Sarandon filming nearby when you died and sending sympathy cards to your kids. We
were fans. We had seen most, if not all, her films. One of your favorites was Stepmom,
the film where Susan plays a dying mother trying to help her children, and herself, find
some common ground with stepmom-to-be, Isabel. You were such a sap, Michelle. You
went all misty at the end of the film when Susan Sarandon’s character, Jackie, wraps the
last Christmas gifts she’ll ever give her children, gifts she spent months creating, even
though she’s been pretty busy dying and smoking weed and working toward a truce with
stepmom, Isabel, played by Julia Roberts. You needed even more tissues when Isabel
tells Jackie, You know every story, every wound, every memory. Their whole lives’
happiness is wrapped up in you, every single moment. And Jackie reassures Isabel by
telling her, They can have us both. Love us both…I have their past. And you can have
their future. You couldn’t bear the thought of children being left in this hard world
without their mothers. So cruel that this was the fate of your children. And there would
be no fresh, hip Isabel-type stepmom to nurture your kids. They wouldn’t have wanted
anyone but you anyway. And indeed, their whole lives’ happiness was wrapped up in
you.
Many braved the cold for you and stood with us at your graveside. It was a day
much like the day my father was buried, bitter cold and raining. Only this time, I didn’t
freak out. Shock maybe. I sang that song you always loved. You know, the Nicole C.
Mullen song – My Redeemer. You’d been after me to sing it for you at church but I
couldn’t nail some of the notes. I was never really all that great at singing, but your
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brother says it’s all in the delivery. He says it’s about the emotion. I had all the emotion
the day we buried you and the voice, too. I hit every note and sang with such conviction,
even those that didn’t know you all that well wept. I don’t sing anymore. I put my songs
in the ground with you that day, dropped the mic, literally. I didn’t even know I quit
singing, didn’t mean to quit, it just happened. I don’t feel like singing anymore.
˜
The Perseids wore me out and I slept too late this morning. The long drive,
unrelenting Delta heat, fighting mutated mosquitos, and staying up until 4am watching
the sky crackle with space dust was pretty taxing. I needed the rest.
It’s raining in the delta now. Delta rain is a different kind of rain. It’s old rain, a
sharecropper’s rain. A day that can be spent on the ramshackle front porch of a shack
with a tin roof and wash away the working man’s blues. It’s that kind of rain, the kind
that knows the antediluvian way to give life. How’s that for a word, sister?
Antediluvian. I looked it up. I hope I’m using it the right way. But you get it. Delta rain
gives life in that ancient way. Or takes it. It’s expensive, the farmer that lives here said
about farming, meaning it can buy you a shirt or take it right off your back. The rain
doesn’t care about a farmer’s shirt, or his kids’ shirts, or the beans and corn and
sunflowers in the field. It comes when it wants, gives or takes what it wants. This season
has been good. The rain has been agreeable. The beans and sunflowers look good.
“Why is all the corn brown?” I asked Eustace, the farmer/caretaker, thinking the
corn didn’t look so good.
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“That’s what it’s supposed to look like,” Eustace said. “That means it’s time to
harvest. Sometimes when it turns brown though, it’s bad. Sometimes the heat burns the
corn right up on the stalks and then you have nothing. It’s all dried up.”
Then you have nothing. Of all the farmers in the South that bake themselves in
the Delta heat, bending the land and their backs growing crops, none know more than
poor black farmers about the nothing that can happen fast on a Delta plantation. Many
black families, generations of them, have spent their lives working and living on white
plantations as tenant farmers, building their own little shacks near their ‘cut’ but then the
whole place gets sold and the farmers are told they have a few weeks, if that, to get off
the plantation. A cut, or plot of land, does not afford tenant famers any real ownership,
rather it is a means with which plantation owners work around limitations on federal
agricultural subsidies. Plots of farming land are sectioned off under tenant farmers’
names which allows the plantation owners to collect more subsidies. Think of a
plantation that is a whole self-contained community, even has its own general store right
there on the plantation with supplies and groceries the tenant farmers need in their daily
lives. There would be little need to ever leave the plantation at all. You’re imagining
such a thing in some past time, aren’t you? Fifty or a hundred years ago maybe. No.
Imagine such a thing now – today. And then after a lifetime of toiling in the fields and
allegiance to the place, you’re told this is no longer your home, you need to leave, you
have nothing, and it’s not because of failing crops from too little or too much rain. It’s
greed. Where do you go? What do you do when this is all you know? Yes, farming is
expensive. It comes at a cost that no plantation-owning farmer could ever understand,
even with a bad crop.
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The farmer here is finding other ways to make money should he end up with the
bad crop kind of nothing again, such as renting this sharecropper’s shack to me and to
others hoping to feel the Delta experience. The shack looks like it’s been here since the
1800’s but Eustace said no, that this little shotgun shack has been all over the Delta,
picked up and moved here, moved over there. It’s my kind of shack. A wanderlust
shack. Eustace said the shack somehow found its way on the wrong side of the levee in
the 90’s and everything on that side of the levee floods. He held his hand up to the
doorframe of the shack at about the seven foot mark to indicate how high the Mississippi
River was inside these walls.
“The Mississippi has been inside this shack,” Eustace said. “Ain’t that
interesting?”
Eustace had no idea how interesting a thing like that is to a girl like me. I wasn’t
really looking to feel the Delta experience. But a traveling shotgun shack that ate seven
feet of the Mississippi and lived to tell about it certainly has my attention.
There are less and less of these old shacks around the Delta now due to the Great
Migration and white flight after the dissolution of segregation by the Civil Rights Act of
1964. Towns all over the Delta were drained of money and resources when the people
began to disappear. Some places in the Delta are so poor now, few stores and businesses
remain and there’s such a small tax base, towns can barely afford to keep up their fire
stations, police departments, court houses, post offices, or infrastructure. The town of
Tchula is in such financial ruin, city employees are paid late sometimes, even the most
senior officials. Things are so bad, police officers drive around in older recycled squad
cars donated from other towns. I saw one of these rattle-trap cruisers on my way to the
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shack in Benoit. I saw the remains of Mom and Pop shops and pieces of what were once
houses for the poor, sad little shacks to begin with, now just splinters of the past. Homes
left abandoned were eventually torn down, or boarded up, deconstructing into piles of
rubble with time. Surviving shacks are being transformed into cozy guest cabins with
cable, Wi-Fi, beds with soft, down pillows and comforters. Ironic considering that these
homes were originally far from luxury, once symbols of the bondage black families
suffered – slavery. Or sharecropping and tenant farming which is just another form of
slavery. These shacks tell the story.
I’m not sure if I found the shack or the shack found me. I just knew I needed to
get out of Memphis for a while, I wanted to see those Perseids, and I wanted to be far
enough away to breathe in some kind of life that didn’t taste like concrete and working
two jobs and studying for comps, thesis, and taking care of everyone and everything but
me. My body and brain have been on overload for months now and I needed air. So I
came down here to the Delta, picked the first shack I saw sitting in the middle of
soybeans and sunflowers and brown corn and gravel and sunsets that look like melting
fireworks. Sweeping sunsets is what the internet says about it and it’s no lie. If you can
look at a Mississippi Delta sunset and your bones and blood not rattle, you are dead on
the inside. You are dead all over. The proper way to respond to a sunset like that is to
quake. You should tremble and your trembling will be rewarded with violet and gold and
fuchsia and too many shades of orange to try to guess how many there are. You can’t
just admire a thing like that. You have to respect it. Just stand there and quake and thank
it. There probably won’t be a sunset today because of the rain, but maybe there will
because it is the Delta and you can think it will never stop raining then five minutes later,
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it’s a beautiful sunny day. But it’s okay if the sun doesn’t shine today because the rain is
married to the sun out here and has her own kind of special beauty. The rain is delta
blues on this tin roof today, so much music I had to come outside and sit on the tiny
porch to hear these plink, plink, plinks amplified. There are dark blue clouds hanging
down low over the soybeans and corn and underneath that, where the rain starts, the
water hitting the fields is smoky mist, like steam rolling off lakes and ponds. The Delta
feels like the ocean but looks like the Smokey Mountains, only flat. Dragonflies are
hovering in the yard just off the porch eating whatever dragonflies eat on the wing,
hopefully mosquitos. Did you know that adult dragonflies only have a lifespan of just a
few weeks? Their entire lifespan is about a year but most of it is lived underwater as
nymphs after hatching from their eggs, and these little dragonfly nymphs hang out
underwater, looking something like teeny green water aliens, maturing, and eating other
teeny green underwater alien-nymphs when necessary, and once they’ve matured, they
come up from ponds and puddles, shed their skins on cattail and other wetland plants, and
begin searching for food and a mate. Then they have only weeks to eat and mate and
reproduce, then they die. Maybe that’s why they’re out here in the dozens, just trying to
make the most of things until it’s all over. Purple Martins are here, too. Dipping and
swooping down and flying around in circles the way they do. I don’t know anything
about the lifespan of a Purple Martin but I do know they tear into mosquitos like they’re
mad at them. I read somewhere that in a study of Purple Martins and their diet, a
researcher was tasked with counting the mosquitos inside a Purple Martin’s stomach. He
counted three thousand. No shit. Three thousand. I don’t know if you believe that. I’m
not sure I believe it but I read it in National Geographic or one of those reliable nature
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magazines that wouldn’t lie about a thing like that. I’ve counted at last seventeen Purple
Martins that I’ve seen today and if they are all munching on three thousand mosquitos
each, that’s a lot of mosquitos, and there are still plenty to go around. I thought I knew
about mosquitos, living in Memphis, the bluff city that lost two-thirds of its population
from the yellow fever epidemics of the mid to late 1800’s, six epidemics altogether. So
yeah, I thought I knew a thing or six about mosquitos. No. Mississippi Delta mosquitos
are descendants of the mosquitos that crawled out of the great Delta flood of ‘27, when
the Mississippi River broke out of its levee system in a hundred and forty-five places and
swallowed everything. So these are those mosquitos, mosquitos borne of mighty
Mississippi rage. An analogy? Memphis mosquitos and Mississippi Delta mosquitos are
in a gang fight. Memphis mosquitos are the Brazilian martial artists who do all that
flipping and dancing stuff, but can still hurt you in between looking good. Mississippi
Delta mosquitos are the ones that bring pipes and knives and pull out a nine and shoot
your ass down. So these are those mosquitos. Whenever I open the door of the shotgun
shack, the mosquitos are an instant swarm around my face like they are small bodysnatchers looking for a way in, through my eyes, my nose, my ears. But guess what?
Mosquitos aren’t strong enough to fly well against a strong breeze so now I have a
bayou-style fan blowing at tropical storm speeds two feet from me and I can stay outside
as long as I want if I can stand the wind. I’ve had to run the cord to the monster fan in
through the back door, which widens the crack between the door and the doorframe even
further, inviting more ridiculous heat inside. I keep having to choose which pestilence to
fight – Delta heat or Delta mosquitos. You can’t divide your energy fighting them both
at the same time. I wedge the back door, run the fan at full speed and battle the
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mosquitos. The rain is knocking the heat back a little but you’ll still find puddles of
yourself underneath you wherever you stand or sit. The back door to the shack really
isn’t much of a door so much as it is some wood that was probably a door at some point
but now has holes in it and around it and it won’t shut properly. There isn’t much a door
like that can keep out, but certainly not this heat or these mosquitos.
Heat is another thing I thought I knew about as a melting Memphian. But no.
Delta heat is heat from Satan’s armpit. When I first arrived, I had to drag a chair over to
the door and stand on it to reach the key Eustace left hanging on the doorframe for me. It
seems strange to have keys around a place like this. There is absolutely nothing and no
one here. What are we locking up here? Who are we locking out? I hurried inside
because I was already deliquescing just walking the few steps from my car to the shack,
retrieving the key, and fiddling with the door. I noticed a window unit and heard it
running on my way into the shack. Okay. Good. But when I opened the door, it felt just
as hot inside as it did outside. Sweat dripped from my hair onto my shoulders and ran
down my spine. My clothes were damp after just a few minutes and I began to feel
nauseated from the heat. There were actually two window units running at full speed,
one the size of a bread box that had given up the ghost apparently because it was blowing
warm air. The other was still trying but faced strong opposition against the sunlight and
waves of scorching air blasting through the holes and cracks in the door and windows. I
took to hanging blankets around the door to save myself from being eaten alive in my
sleep by Delta mosquitos or dying of heatstroke. The thermostat said it was ninety-four
degrees inside the shack. I then checked the dorm-size refrigerator for ice to put on the
back of my neck to fight the nausea. There was no kitchen, no sink, no stove, no eating
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utensils, no…coffee pot! When I reached into the freezer for ice and found none, I texted
the farmer and said, Listen, I’ll be the happiest kid on the block if you can wrangle up
some ice and a coffee pot. He came straightaway with both. He asked if it was cool
enough in the shack for me. He asked this with the thermostat then at ninety-five degrees
and the outside gushing in through the makeshift door and I really wanted to say Fuck no,
it is not cool enough in here for me. But I said, No, it’s not. Mama gets hot flashes.
That’s been a new fun thing you escaped, sister – hot flashes. It’s like being
microwaved. It starts from the inside and works its way out. It’s at least nine kinds of
miserable because you cannot cool down no matter what you do. You could sit in a tub
of ice but you’re so blistering hot, it would sizzle down to warm water underneath you.
The farmer went to the one window unit that was still trying and pushed some buttons.
You could hear the Delta heat laughing hysterically at him through the window.
I wasn’t entirely honest with the farmer about the hot flashes, I just wanted him to
do something fast about my furnace-type lodging conditions. Sometimes you throw a hot
flash at a man and they start acting right. Not so with Eustace. He doesn’t have a wife so
he can’t really understand hot flashes. I’m not having them so much anymore but I was
having them often and regular, then my daughter moved back home last fall. Her twentysomething hormones yanked me back from the precipice of menopause. I hadn’t had a
cycle in months when she showed up and the hot flashes told me those days were behind
me. She was home less than a month when I started bleeding like I was sixteen again.
It’s ridiculous. But I couldn’t be mad at her. She was having a hard enough time
figuring out life, she didn’t need me yelling at her for making me start my period again.
Some days, she doesn’t even make it out of her room. When she first came home – well
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actually, she didn’t come home per se, she was dropped on our doorstep by a husband
who’d grown tired of her after six months. But that’s what you get when you marry a
carnie that most likely doubles as a sociopath. Yes, my daughter married a carnie. That
should have been a big indicator that the marriage would be a circus. We weren’t invited
to the wedding, although we paid for a night at the Peabody Hotel as a wedding gift. She
didn’t want us at the wedding because we weren’t on board with our daughter marrying a
carnie, and to boot, a carnie whom we strongly suspected of being a sociopath. When he
dumped her on us and bailed, she spent weeks in bed, refused professional help, and we
were really worried. She slowly crawled out of her cave, but her life is a shambles. She
got kicked off our health insurance when she turned twenty-four this past May. She
works part-time at Sonic Drive-In roller skating food out to people’s cars and trying to be
happy about it but it’s pretty degrading when part of your work duties involves parking
lot cleanup that requires you to pick up bottles of urine left by whomever it is that gets off
on pissing in Coca-Cola bottles and leaving them behind for carhops that make five bucks
an hour plus tips that don’t amount to much unless they smile sweetly, look cute, and talk
real nice to customers. Sometimes these carhops get tagged by cars zipping in and out of
the place, not enough to injure them seriously, but enough to send them and whatever
food they’re carrying flying across the parking lot. She hasn’t been hit by a car yet but
she’s taken a few tumbles and has come home pretty beat up on several occasions.
That’s why I was so happy when she applied to go to college at the University of
Memphis this fall and wanted to study graphics design, but as the time neared for her to
get in gear with school business, it was clear she’d changed her mind. She said it was a
pipe dream. I don’t see her much, even though she lives in our house. She sleeps a lot,
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or does something in her room a lot that is quiet enough to be sleep. When she comes out
of her room, she’s going to work or out. But out with who, I don’t know because she
doesn’t have any friends. It’s like she’s stuck at seventeen and everyone else her age has
age-appropriate lives so it’s hard for her to make friends. I don’t know how to reach her
anymore. She says she’s agnostic now. That’s probably a hard thing for a woman like
you to hear, Michelle, considering you were such a woman of faith. I was a woman of
faith, too. But then you died. I’m not sure what I believe anymore. Or maybe I’m just
mad at God for not saving you. If it’s hard hearing your niece is agnostic, hold on. Her
brother is an atheist. How does one go from missionary to atheist? Well, you start
asking questions about God that no one can answer with any satisfaction, then you
choose to either believe unsatisfied or walk away. I say things to him like – God’s not
dead. God isn’t going to give up on you. You’ll find your way back. But mostly, I think
these things are more to comfort me than they are to encourage him to find God again. I
was among the first unable to answer his questions in any way that could placate him. He
stumped us all – preachers, deacons, theologians, strong men and women of God. And
he wasn’t antagonistic in his questioning. He was deeply searching for a way to hang on
to God and no one could give him that. I tried. Your brother tried. Everyone tried
because what’s a life without God? But he says it’s not so bad, he says once you realize
this is all you have, it makes this life even more precious and you really live it. God, I
say…But God! Don’t you need God? He said –
“What sort of God creates a universe and everything in it, including man, who is
supposed to be created in God’s own image, and then He commands that every living
soul on the earth should worship Him and for those that don’t worship Him, He has
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created a place designed to torture those people, not just for a little while, or a lifetime,
but for all eternity?”
I mean…what are you supposed to do with a question like that, Michelle? I had
nothing. In fact, he rattled me. He rattled me enough to make me question all of it
myself, but really, all my questions started the day you died. You can see your nephew’s
point though, can’t you? All our lives we were told that God is our father and we are His
children. If man is made in God’s image, does this not indicate that God can feel the
same parental feelings for us that we feel for our own children? Could you imagine
creating a place of agony and torment and banishing your children to that place forever?
It was too much for my son. Hell, it’s too much for me. He told me he’d still be
Christian if he hadn’t, at nineteen, gotten his girlfriend pregnant. I said – Oh my God.
That’s so sad. But he said it wasn’t sad, that he knew all along something didn’t add up,
that when these questions began to creep in, he remembered thinking – These are not new
thoughts, you’ve had these thoughts before. He said it was just easier to tuck these
questions about God away because he was around other Christians all the time. Maybe
that’s why we’re told not to forsake the assembling of ourselves together, so we can keep
each other in the faith. His first year at Middle Tennessee State University, he met a
group of Christian men his age on campus and signed a lease to share a house with them.
But then he learned he was to be a father.
“They were these really cool Christian guys,” he said. “I really liked them and we
hung out a lot. But then I found out I was going to be a father and I couldn’t move in
with those guys because I needed to step up and be a husband and a dad. I backed out of
the lease. If I’d moved in with them, I would still be a Christian.”
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“Go ahead and try out your atheism, son,” I said, “God will still be here when you
work through whatever it is you need to work through.”
“No, mom.” he said. “No.”
I drove nearly four hours to see him at school, probably around the time all the
questions started. When I got there, I noticed he looked really thin. We went to lunch.
He wouldn’t eat. He’d been fasting, praying and fasting. I felt a little abashed. I’ve
never fasted. That’s how hard he was trying to hold on to God. He looked so fragile and
lost. He went down to the river and talked with a homeless man. Maybe he thought
someone with that much time on their hands would spend some of it contemplating the
meaning of life, but if it were so, and the homeless guy came up with any real answers,
he didn’t share them. Nonetheless, my son paid for the man’s time with some Cheez-Its,
ibuprofen, and a forty. And gave the devil a chuckle.
Michelle, if I would have known what it would be like to parent, how it would
feel to watch my children suffer, how it would twist my guts and just keep twisting, I
wouldn’t have done it. No ma’am. But it’s the human condition, isn’t it? The need to
procreate. It’s instinctual, because if it wasn’t, none of us would want this bitter sorrow.
Now he’s gone and done it, too. My son has a wonderful, smart, funny, beautiful,
precocious daughter who says things to me like – People don’t change, GiGi. They just
be who they are. So he has created this tiny amazing human child with his beautiful wife
and now there’s another tiny amazing human child on the way and we don’t talk about
God so much anymore. And here I am between growing up one child too fast and not
growing another one up fast enough and it’s a hard place to be. Even harder without you
here because you’d have something wise and comforting to say and even if it was all lies,
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I would feel better. But you’re not here. We were raising kids together and then you
bailed. And now it’s done and probably not very well and there’s nothing to do about it
except drive to the Delta and groan.
˜
I have a lot to see here. This place looks as if the landscape probably hasn’t
changed much since 1861 except some goobers at one point decided a swimming pool
was a good idea. It wasn’t. On the other side of one of the sharecropper’s shacks, there’s
a broken-down diving board and a ring of unsightly filled-in concrete with scrub growing
over it, evidence that goobers will always be goobers. The farmer/caretaker’s cottage is
another modern addition and my RX-8 looks really out of place, but other than that, it’s
close enough to what it was in 1861 to look as if this place is stuck in a time warp. You
can imagine what things may have been like here once. What they were like for a
plantation owner as he stood on his massive porch underneath 30-foot ceilings held up by
a half dozen gargantuan columns, looking out over everything wealth and power could
buy. Or to imagine what it may have felt like stooped over rows of cotton, dragging a
hundred pound sack behind you, bleeding and sweating, and looking over at the big
house with sweet tea and soft beds and more fine things than you could ever dream up.
Maybe they did dream up such things. Maybe not. Maybe sixteen hours a day picking
cotton in the Delta heat burned all the dreams right out of them and they fell down on
their floors at night, if they even had floors, too exhausted to dream or think of any fine
thing in the big house.
“Can you imagine walking up on this place in 1861?” Eustace asked when he
gave me a tour of the Burrus House, more widely known in the Delta as the Baby Doll
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House. Don’t be misled by the name of the home, a Greek Revival mansion now fully
restored to its original glory of 1861. Maybe it would help if the home was called
Enormous Baby Doll Mansion or Gigantic Home for Giant Baby Dolls That Are the
Offspring of a Giant Much Like the Giant from Jack and the Beanstalk or Big Ass
Plantation Home So Gigantic, It’s Terrifying. Honestly, I was caught unprepared for the
place and a name like Baby Doll House didn’t help make me ready for it.
The home is called the Baby Doll House because the motion picture adaptation of
Tennessee Williams’ play Baby Doll was filmed there in 1955. The place was a shithole
then, needed to be a shithole to be in line with the plot of the play, a plot in which a
middle-aged, bankrupted cotton gin owner has bought a dilapidated plantation home
which mirrors everything dilapidated in his life, he marries Baby Doll, a 19-year old
virgin, but strikes an agreement with the girl’s dying father to wait until Baby Doll turns
twenty to consummate the marriage. The story begins when Baby Doll is just days from
her twentieth birthday and she’s miserable with the middle-aged cotton farmer. Enter
young, hot, virile Sicilian rival cotton farmer, Silva Vacarro, and the film is so hot and
dirty, it may as well have been 50’s porn. I remember watching it as a child and hoping I
didn’t get caught by my parents because it was so indecent. Think Lolita but sticky and
more tense and sexy enough for you to be uncomfortable if anyone sits next to you while
you watch it. I wasn’t thinking about Baby Doll or the greatest playwright of our time,
Tennessee Williams, or the plantation house when I came here. It was vaguely in my
mind that some film had been recorded here but I never cared much for plantation homes
or that films were recorded in them or that any of them once shitholes had been
dedicatedly restored. So I wasn’t prepared for the Baby Doll House to shout, Hey You!
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Come over here and shake in your flip flops at my grandeur and dominion! I wasn’t
ready.
I had the entire plantation to myself when I finally moseyed on over to the Baby
Doll House. I really wasn’t all that into it but then I thought, come on now, when are you
ever going to have another opportunity to check out a fully restored plantation home at
your leisure, all by yourself. When are you ever going to have that chance again? So I
went over.
As I walked toward the Baby Doll House, the mansion began to grow up out of
the ground and spread out. From my shack at the edge of the soybean fields, it was just a
big house. But with each step I took toward the Baby Doll House, the thing expanded on
every side and kept rising up and up and up. Telling friends about it later, I said – I
pulled a plantation mansion out of the ground with my mind!
One friend knows a lot about scientific stuff and he said, “Isn’t that cool?”
Then he told me about a thing called parallax and how the shift in the positioning
of an object caused by one’s own motion is what causes this phenomenon. He explained
parallax further.
“Oh,” I said.
“Still cool though,” he said.
Well yeah it’s cool. I mean. I pulled…a plantation mansion…out of the
ground…with my mind.
When I got to the front steps of the mansion, I just stood there staring into the sky
at the spectacle of white siding, hunter green shutters on every window, three story red
brick fireplaces on both ends, and a 30-foot Robin’s Egg blue ceiling over the front
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porch. On the second floor, there’s a door that opens up to nothing because at the end of
the Civil War, construction on all the plantation homes that were left standing, ceased.
This is why there are second story doors that lead to nowhere on Civil War era plantation
mansions. Because the original plan was to have balconies but lose a war, lose your
money, lose your second story balcony and end up with a door that goes nowhere. I
asked Eustace how it was that his family’s home didn’t get destroyed with so many other
plantation homes.
“Well, there was a code of honor during the Civil War,” he said.
I did some research later and learned that it is believed the Burrus House was
spared being burned by Union soldiers because Judge J.C. Burrus had a past friendship
with someone in command of the Union army and that commanding officer gave orders
to spare the home. The website noted that the Burrus family “fed and housed hundreds,
nursed the sick, cared for the dying and literally impoverished themselves during the
War.”
“The Union army took everything else he owned,” Eustace said, “But they let him
keep his house.”
At first, I didn’t go up the steps of the Baby Doll House. I went around the steps
to the bottom of the front porch. The bottom of the porch came to my neck and that’s
where the mansion begins if you don’t count the stairs or the herringbone courtyard made
from local bricks stamped ‘Delta’ and ‘Greenville, Miss’. By my calculations, and the
information Eustace gave me later, the Baby Doll House is at least fifty, maybe even
sixty feet tall. I walked all around the mansion and peeked in the windows. I’d have to
wait until the tour with Eustace before seeing the inside but looking through the wavy
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nineteenth century glass of every downstairs window, I saw marble fireplaces, period
crystal chandeliers, a grand staircase carved from black walnut. Holy shit, I said. I was
not ready for the Baby Doll House.
I meandered around the grounds a bit, making my way through the sunflower and
soybean fields just past the front yard of the mansion. Walking back up the gravel drive
toward the Baby Doll House, I imagined a slave coffle, shuffling toward the mansion,
watching that thing grow out of the ground and into the sky, more foreboding with each
step, and I stopped in the courtyard and made myself imagine it a little longer.
“Can you imagine walking up on this place in 1861?”
Can you?
˜
My second night in the Delta, it had rained off and on all day, but then cleared off
by sunset so I sat on the little back porch of the shack watching the sun drop down behind
the soybean and cornfields. I had the mosquito-deterring fan cranked up but now I had to
watch out for red wasps because they’d made a nest inside one of the porch posts. Then I
remembered you don’t get stung if you don’t swat so I got still there on the porch. A line
of sunlight moved down my face to my waist, my knees, then down to my ankles until
finally sliding off the tips of my toes. The light crawled off the porch and quietly
retracted over the rows of soybeans and corn, then reeled itself back into the sky to sleep
until tomorrow. I went inside to the record player and listened to Robert Johnson, King
of the Delta Blues, side one. When I came back outside, the western sky was dusty grayblue and lavender and pink and orange, holding the last drops of Delta sunset. I walked
down the gravel drive so I could have a better view of the Baby Doll House, to see what
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she looked like dressed in a sky like that. But when I turned and faced east, the sky was
crystal blue with one oversized white cloud hugging the ground behind the mansion. The
grass from me to the Baby Doll House, and the cedar trees and black walnut trees in the
side yard, were deep green. It was daylight in the east. When I turned back to the west
again to double-check that sunset, I saw that indeed, it was dusk over there, and yes, the
sunset was down to its finishing touches. So dusk over here and daylight over there. But
then the most remarkable scene was that of the night sky already born to the north and
south. In the southern sky was a bright, glowing moon a little over half full and stars
dotting the sky. How is this possible? I asked this question out loud. How am I seeing a
sunset at dusk, pure daylight, and the night sky complete with moon and stars all at the
same time? How is that even possible? I ran into the shack to get my iPhone and take
pictures. Yes, Michelle. I paid attention to you all those years. I took pictures. I will
show these pictures to your brother when I return home, but I know how these things go.
Your brother is intelligent, too intelligent, because that kind of intelligence takes the
wonder out of everything. He has a logical explanation for every miracle and it makes
me sad for your brother that his scientific brain cannot understand magic. He will explain
away the mystic simultaneous sunset/daylight/night sky moment with rationale, he’ll say
something about the Delta being flat and while the sun has set over here, light is still
being reflected over there because there is nothing to block it out, blah-blah-blah, he will
squeeze the enchantment right out of it. Well, fuck your brother. Ha. I did fuck your
brother. That fun time is how I ended up married to your brother, with two great kids,
and grandbabies, and a life that is bound to get good again. Remember when we were
kids and you had that ‘no dating my brother’ rule for all your friends? You gave me a
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pass on that rule, even helped me plan a sad, little wedding right after we graduated high
school on five hundred bucks because that’s all I could save up, and that included the
dress and reception. You signed my yearbook just before that. You said you and I were
going to drive your brother crazy once I married into your family and became your real
sister. You said you cherished our wild and unruly shenanigans. You asked me to
promise not to stay mad and to talk it out if we ever disagreed. You told me you loved
me for who I am and not what everyone else wanted me to be. You said we had a whole
lifetime to spend time together. A whole lifetime. That’s what you said. But then you
died. You died. You were the center of our family. When we lost our nucleus, the rest
of us kind of died a little, too. Except for your dad who died a lot, all the time, until he
died all the way.
Michelle. I need to tell you that things were hard after you left. Your brother
took to the drink when you died and I took up with a smooth-talking run around man who
made me feel a little less like a walking corpse for a while. It was all disaster for a long
time but somehow your brother and I have been clawing our way back to each other
because there is something too deep between us to walk away. Grief hit your father the
hardest. You were always his little girl. Your mom saw to raising your three kids and
taking care of your father when he started getting real sick not long after you died.
Parkinson’s or Alzheimer’s or Dementia or all of it. Or maybe just grief bigger than he
could bear. All I know is he didn’t know us most of the time there at the end, and
occasionally, he didn’t even know Naomi. He started having these seizures that left him
unconscious, sometimes for hours. It was hard for your mom to leave the house to do
much of anything after your dad just kept getting sicker. Once, Frank had one of those
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seizures while he was sitting on the barstool in the kitchen, and you know your dad was a
big man, and he fell out right there, sitting on the barstool. Your mom moved as fast as
she could to catch him so he wouldn’t fall off the barstool and hurt himself. When your
middle boy got home from school, he found Naomi like that, holding Frank up in the
barstool. He raced over to help hold your father.
“Ma,” he said, “How long have you been like this?”
“What time is it?” your mom asked.
He told the time.
“I guess it’s been about three hours now,” she answered.
That’s what you were looking for when you married that jackass the year before
you died, wasn’t it, Michelle? A love that would make someone, even in their old age,
and having little strength themselves, use every last bit of what they have to hold up the
person they love. It makes me sad that you died not ever feeling love like that. I know
you loved your first husband that way but he just wasn’t capable of that kind of love. If
it’s any consolation to you, he did step up to help your mom and the kids when your dad
got worse. That’s who your son called the day Frank fell out in the barstool and he and
Naomi couldn’t lift the weight by themselves. Your ex-husband hurried over to help and
handled things. And the day you died, when he learned you didn’t make it, he showed up
at the hospital with intense and earnest grief. You could see it on his face. He cried and
he was not the crying kind. Your kids didn’t want to go with him. Or me and your
brother for that matter. They wanted to go with your mom and dad and live way out
there on the same patch of green your parents moved you onto when you were in third
grade. That’s about when you and I met, I guess. Anyway, the best thing your ex-
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husband ever did as a father was sign over his parental rights to your parents, and that’s
who raised your kids, mostly your mom because your dad was so sick. I was around a lot
the first few years after you died, but then I lost my job and started school in Memphis,
eventually moved to Memphis, and now I rarely see your kids. I feel like I don’t do
enough for them. I feel disconnected from them now.
Your baby girl started college a couple years ago. She got pregnant not long after
though, has since quit school, and now works two jobs. She gave birth to a beautiful
baby girl last year, a beautiful baby girl who is black. Your mom nearly shit. No, she
worse than nearly shit. She had a nervous breakdown. I don’t think it was just because
your daughter got pregnant, quit college, and had a black baby. I think it was everything
and that was one more thing when she couldn’t handle one more thing. Your middle son
digs black guys, too. Did you see what I just did there? I found an interesting way to tell
you that your middle son is gay. When he was about fourteen, your parents figured this
out and I was called in to ‘talk’ to your son to see what we were up against. He and I
always had a special thing between us. He says we are kindred spirits. Now, he says he
could see I was trying so hard back then to help him come out but he wasn’t ready.
Think about how hard that would be to come out at fourteen in a small southern town
with a church on every corner that says if you’re gay, that’s a fast ticket to hell. He
finally did come out when he was nineteen, maybe twenty. But he paid some hard
consequences by confiding in a group of church-going friends whom he considered close,
more than friends really, more like brothers. All of them but one were cruel. They all
ostracized him. Those boys had grown up together. Remember how they used to go to
University of Tennessee’s football games together? The first Tennessee game after your
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son came out to them, they sold his ticket to someone else and went to the game without
him. That hurt him. You know how he loves UT football and his friends were the world
to him. To lose all of it was a pretty hard blow. He started meeting guys through dating
apps on his phone because how was a guy living in a small town full of homophobes
supposed to meet someone? He wasn’t safe about meeting these guys in person. He
ended up with a gun in his face, got robbed and car-jacked. It made the local news.
People were hateful. As if it wasn’t hard enough to be a gay kid in small-town, southern
America, it got a lot harder then. He began coming back from Knoxville less and less on
school breaks until we hardly ever saw him. I’m trying to remember the last time I saw
him. We didn’t even see him at Christmas.
As for you oldest, he had a little accident awhile back and shot himself with a
Glock in the leg. It went something like this. There was drinking, I think, and there was
the buddy from high school and of course there was riding around because what else is
there to do out there but drink and ride around, or find a place to park, say a field or
behind somebody’s barn, and fuck if you have somebody to fuck? Your son’s buddy was
driving that night when he slammed on the brakes, for whatever reason, and the Glock
slid down the seat. Your son grabbed it, and the gun went off, the bullet ripping through
his upper thigh and grazing his scrotum. He hit an artery and had to press his finger into
the hole in his leg while his friend rushed him to the hospital which, of course, was forty
miles away. He very nearly bled to death so it wasn’t funny until it was all over. Then,
everybody in town ragged him about shooting himself in the dick. It turned out all right
but now your son has done gone and stuck his dick in crazy. He got a nineteen-year-old
girl pregnant that your daughter can’t stand, and everyone says the girl is about as
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unstable as they come. I swear to Jesus it’s like birth control has been outlawed in
Hardeman County, Tennessee. I’ve only seen the girl a couple of times and she seems
nice but yeah, you can see the crazy on her. She impressed your brother though by
cutting the grass at your mom’s place, pregnant, and in the middle of summer. Your
mom is being obstinate about selling the big family home your dad built on all those
acres back when we were kids. That’s what your brother says, that she’s being obstinate.
Your brother and I sold our little cottage in the country because we couldn’t keep driving
out there from Memphis to take care of it and the place was showing signs of neglect.
Now we go out there to take care of your mom’s place and it’s really too much.
Especially after the tornado tore it apart. Oh yes. The tornado. Recently, some pretty
impressive tornados swept through town and destroyed everything on your mom’s place
except the house. Anyone that saw the damage said it was a miracle your mom wasn’t
killed. Everything was demolished – fences, both barns, trees yanked up out of the
ground, the place was wrecked. The tornado sucked at the garage doors, tugging at them
the way a magician pulls a handkerchief up through his fist. Your mom curled up with
the little dog that is supposed to belong to your daughter but she sort of pawned it off on
your mom for a while. So your mom got comfortable in the downstairs closet with the
Yorkie and slept through an F4 tornado. She’s that tired. She can’t even get worked up
for an F4 tornado. It’s been hell trying to get the place back in shape, mostly hell on your
brother because he has no help. I go out there when I can but I’m usually slammed with
work and school. Your kids may have forgotten their loyalties to the woman that raised
them, or they’ve forgotten how to work, because they’ve been pretty worthless with
tornado cleanup, or any other upkeep for that matter. None of them live with your mom
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anymore, so it’s just your mom in that big two-story house on all that isolated land and
she won’t leave. It’s getting harder and harder to make the 160-mile trip there and back
to try to keep the place up. Your mom’s almost eighty now. It’s just her and your
brother and me. Your brother feels like he doesn’t have a choice but to keep making the
drive at least once a week to take care of things, but it’s wearing on him. Your mom
won’t sale. She’s lived there forty years. She’ll die there.
Any help out there keeping the place up is well-received, which is why your
brother was pleased when he heard your son’s crazy pregnant girlfriend had cut the grass.
Your daughter comes and goes a good bit, dropping the baby off on her way to work and
when she comes back, she sometimes takes your mom to the grocery and to run whatever
errands she needs to run. Your mom doesn’t like this much at all, losing her
independence. She doesn’t want to burden anyone. My thinking is that free childcare for
a baby should entitle her to a ride to the grocery store to buy food and to the drug store to
pick up prescriptions. Your brother sometimes feels like she’s being taken advantage of
but I tell him your mom lives her life the way she wants to, the way she’s comfortable
living it. She was always the kind of woman that needed to be taking care of others to
feel whole. She has formed a tender bond with your granddaughter, Michelle. In a room
full of people, that baby wants Naomi and only Naomi. She says having the baby around
has been good for her. It gives her purpose again. She seems like more of herself lately,
but this time last year, she was not herself at all. It was unnerving to see the strongest
woman I’ve ever known fall apart. It shook me because I kept thinking, if she can go
down, we all can.
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Right after your mom had knee surgery last year, she started acting…off. We
wondered if it could be the aftereffects of anesthesia. The knee replacement surgery was
also around the time your granddaughter was born, and your daughter came back home to
Pocahontas with her new baby and a boyfriend your mom says is black as night. I think
it was the culmination of everything really – You being gone, your daughter getting
pregnant, your middle son nearly getting killed meeting some guy he thought could be a
potential boyfriend, your oldest nearly killing himself with a Glock, the tornado. It was
all of it. And for the first time, your father wasn’t beside her. They would have been
married fifty-six years when he died, you know. When your mom really got bad, we
went to get her and bring her to Memphis to stay with us a few weeks or however long it
took to get her back on her way. She did not like that at all. I can tell you this. In the
years I spent working Admissions at notorious Western Mental Health Institute in
Bolivar, Tennessee, I have admitted patients in better condition than your mom was in
when we got her to Memphis. It was demoralizing to see it.
I was having a rough go of it myself. It was my first semester to work as TA for
the University of Memphis teaching English Comp, and I was training to take over as
Managing Editor for the lit journal, The Pinch. So I was working two jobs while
attending graduate classes and the workload was brutal. This was also at the time my
daughter was abandoned by her no-account, carnie husband and deposited at our home
the same way white trash in the country drop off unwanted puppies and kittens. My
daughter had adopted a cat of her own – Jennifur. Jennifur slinked around the house,
jumpy and confused, much like her human. I couldn’t help Jennifur. I couldn’t even
help my own daughter. I fretted over which wound to staunch first, the one the carnie
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husband had sliced open, or the one caused by a lifetime of emotional pain, or the really
deep one, the one that will probably never close because it holds two decades of heartless
bullying where she heard words like fat, ugly, stupid. Burning and biting to release some
of that hurt. A handful of pills. We tried everything back then. Drove four hours so she
could talk to the best child psychiatrist we could find but they released her after a year
saying we don’t know…we don’t know. Enrolled her in community activities hoping she
could assimilate – dance, gymnastics, t-ball, soccer. Her coaches were patient and tried
to find a place for her even as she sat down in the grass to play with tiny insects while the
games went on around her. Maybe that’s all this life is. A game. You’ve crossed over,
Michelle. Maybe you know things now. Come whisper in my ear and tell me how to
play because I don’t know. I don’t know anything. How to explain this broken place to
its most fragile beings and what do you have? Not a goddamn thing. You can’t. You
can’t explain it. You just watch those crippled things bleed and bleed and bleed. I feel
inhuman sometimes praying for vengeance on those that robbed her of innocence, forced
this harsh world onto and into her. All these years later, I still beg horror on those
people. Now I have new people to beg horror on. The heartless husband. The
degenerates leaving Coca-Cola bottles full of piss that she has to scoop up and deposit
into the trash can. The man whose fast food order got mixed up and when she tried
apologizing, he said, “Fuck you. You don’t matter.” You don’t matter. Like she hasn’t
heard that enough in her life. They are on my list now, too. My prayers are anything but
holy. It’s a mother’s pain, my daughter tells me, watching your child suffer and you’re
helpless to stop it. I’m not a mother, she says, I can’t know anything about that kind of
pain. Sometimes I open the door to her bedroom and watch her sleep, the same way I did
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when she was an infant. There are some days I wake her and remind her she’s strong, tell
her not to give up, beg her to keep fighting. Other days I say – Sleep, beautiful daughter,
sleep. I know as long as her eyes are closed, it isn’t hurting.
While my daughter was buried in bed, I was buried at my laptop twelve to sixteen
hours a day trying to survive grad school. I suffered a spinal injury that semester, which
meant several trips down into Mississippi to have twelve long needles pushed down into
all the hurting places, sometimes more than twelve when my body wasn’t responding to
the physical therapy and drugs and traction and prayers the way it needed to. The pain
was so great, sweat poured off me while standing in front of freshman explaining singular
and plural verbs…to college students! I dragged myself home from school and work to a
depressed daughter living out her days in bed and your mom sitting on the couch talking
to you or Frank. I’m talking to you now, Michelle, so I get it but it wasn’t like this, she
was talking to you like you were there and you weren’t. Neither was Frank. She kept
calling me, and any other woman that came around, by your name. We were worried.
When she wasn’t talking to you or your dad, she was dozing off while sitting up. In
between teaching in the morning and attending night classes, I came home to check on
her and see if she needed anything. I turned on the T.V. for her, made her lunch, this day,
it was chili. I got her set up with lunch and went into my study to prepare for class. The
next time I checked on her, I found her asleep sitting up, still holding the spoon in one
hand, and the bowl of chili in the other as it’s spilling out into her lap. That was life for a
while. That semester, I fought everyday not to quit everything. Your brother took your
mom to her doctor a hundred miles away because she wasn’t comfortable seeing any
other doctor. Her prescriptions were changed. We spent weeks weening her off
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everything and starting over. It was months before we saw any real improvement. But
she’s more herself lately, saying all the hilarious things she used to say like – I’m
sweatin’ like a whore in church and I have to pee like a rushin’ racehorse. She always
said those things when we were growing up and we laughed, remember? Even funnier is
that when she said she had to pee like a rushin’ race horse, I heard, I have to pee like a
Russian racehorse and I wondered what was different about the urinating practices of a
Russian racehorse as opposed to any other kind of racehorse. It wasn’t until someone
said the same thing without the southern accent that I finally got it. Ohhhh, I said.
Your mom has been so much herself lately that she decided she wanted a new
ankle to go with her new knee so a couple weeks ago, she got one. The surgeon said it
was a good thing, too because she was bone on bone in there and he couldn’t believe she
could still walk. She has let your brother know that as soon as she learns how to work
this new ankle, she’ll be on the tractor again bush hogging the pastures. I can’t even be
surprised by that. Your mom is the toughest woman I know. She’s probably pissed that,
even nearing eighty years old, there are only fifteen year warranties on her new ankle and
knee.
Sometimes we can get her to come to Memphis and stay with us here and there,
but not often. Naomi needs to be where she can feel Frank and she feels Frank most on
the Pocahontas Homestead, the place they carved out of the wilderness for themselves
and for you and your brother all those decades ago. Memphis just isn’t home and she
wants to be home. Morgan Freeman gets it. Memphis wasn’t home to him either so he
went down to the Delta to feel home. Memphis is my home. But I don’t feel much of
anything these days.
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˜
Morgan Freeman has been good for the Delta, even funding the first integrated
prom in Charleston, Mississippi in 2009. Let that sink in. First integrated prom, 2009.
The first prom that black and white students attended together rather than attending their
two separate proms held each year – one for white students and one for black students –
was in 2009. Morgan Freeman’s first offer to fund Charleston High’s prom was refused
in 1997 by the school board and white parents because the offer came with the stipulation
that there be only one prom – one prom where all students regardless of race come
together to celebrate, or as Morgan prefers it, where race does not exist and we are all just
people. Another decade went by and Morgan made the same offer again, this time
accepted by Charleston and garnering so much attention, Canadian filmmaker, Paul
Saltzman made a documentary called Prom Night in Mississippi that aired on HBO and
won awards and made America (and beyond) wonder how, more importantly why,
Charleston held on to 1960 all these years. So Morgan came home to the Delta, saw
wrong as wrong, and began using his influence and money to crush barriers between the
people and drag the Delta out of generations of shackled thinking. Memphis could have
used a man like Morgan Freeman but the Delta needs him more. Do you, Morgan
Freeman. Do home.
Michelle, when we first moved back to Memphis, I ached for home even though I
didn’t really know what home was anymore. When I went back to our hometown for a
dose of home, I was left wanting because I could no longer find home there. Then I was
sure my yearning was for a time more than a place, a time when things were good, a time
when you were here and we were raising babies together and your parents weren’t sick
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and our kids had the promise of everything and we were happy. Your brother said things
to me then like, wherever you go, there you are and you take you wherever you go. You
know your brother. He’s a man of few words and I am a woman of many. I think what
he was trying to say is that home is not so much a place or a time but a return to the best
version of ourselves, a version of ourselves that we see as good. For many, myself
included, it may not even be a return to who we once were because that past person no
longer exists. It may be the creation of a whole new self, one that feels wholesome and
right, one that brings peace in the awareness that our footprints on this earth pave the way
for beauty rather than trampling it out.
There are train tracks near our home in Memphis, the same train tracks that run
through our hometown. In the strange way that fate works, we ended up about the same
distance from the train tracks here in Memphis as we were from them back there in the
country. Your brother told me when I feel homesick to listen to the whistle blow when
the train rolls into Memphis. He said – the same train that rolls past you here came from
back there. He speaks in code, this brother of yours. But I hold the key. That’s why we
make a good team. He means to say that I am here now but my heart is back there with
us, with you, with our babies, with happiness. To be the best version of myself now, I
cannot leave my heart behind like this, I must take it with me. I cannot build a new self, I
cannot find home and not put my heart into it. I get this now. It’s why I feel like I’ve
been only pretending to live instead of really living. The train whistle blew at 1:13am the
morning before I left for the Delta. I can’t keep dying to live like this.
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˜
It’s my last night in the Delta and I can’t sleep at all. I go outside a little after
midnight, this time covered head to toe in a healthy drenching of bug spray because
Eustace was kind enough to bring some back for me when he went into Greenville earlier
today. I should have asked for Calamine lotion to soothe the mosquito war wounds I’m
bearing from the time I spent here without bug spray, but I didn’t want to push it. I check
the sky for Perseids but only see one since peek viewing time has passed. My gaze
lingers across the field at the Baby Doll House. She beckons for me to come. How many
opportunities will I have to explore a fully-restored Greek Revival plantation home in the
middle of the night, I ask myself. Probably just this one. I make my way to the mansion
and it does that same trick in the moonlight, the one where it emerges from the ground
and sprawls out in every direction. It’s even more spectacular in the dark. It’s then the
place begins to feel seriously supernatural, but I could be projecting. I move soundlessly
up the stairs, stand underneath the 30-foot Robin’s Egg blue ceilings and wait for the
hairs at the back of my neck to get on board with the supernatural and stand at attention.
Are you there? I whisper. I don’t know who I’m talking to. To you, Michelle. To God.
Anyone who can seep through the cracks of that foreboding and forgotten place. I wait.
The wind picks up so maybe…maybe. It’s dead and quiet and the loneliest kind of
lonely. I sit on the steps of the mansion and look out over the soybeans and sunflowers.
The moon is bright so the crops blanket the path between them with their shadows. I wait
for someone to walk down the path to the Baby Doll House and answer. Yes, I’m here.
No one does so I make my way back to the shack. I shower off three layers of DEET. I
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feel like I could sleep when I step out of the shower but when I lie down, I’m restless
again. I’m in and out of sleep for at least an hour but then finally, I rest. I dream.
I dream there is a young, black woman wearing a flour-sack dress with the hem
torn at the bottom. Her hair has been shorn close to her head. She’s running back and
forth in front of the mansion, back and forth, and around the courtyard. I’m standing on
the porch watching her in distress, standing at the same spot I was standing earlier tonight
when I asked, Are you there? When the woman sees me, she hurries over to me but stops
at the bottom of the steps to the mansion. I’m looking down at her now. “My baby!” she
screams. “Have you seen my baby?!” I say nothing and the woman begins to sob. She
keeps looking up at me, sobbing. “Please…my baby.” I don’t move from my place on
the porch. The woman turns from me and circles the courtyard again then runs out into
the sunflowers screaming for her baby as I watch. I wake up in a sweat. The lamp
flickers. Electrical problems, Eustace said when I first got here, I have electrical
problems. I don’t know what the dream means. I try to go back to sleep but end up
analyzing the dream a dozen different ways, but with no real qualifications or expertise in
dream interpretation, I only frustrate myself. It was just a dream, right? A dream is all it
was.
˜
I didn’t do the Delta experience the way everyone wanted me to. I didn’t have the
famous Delta tamales. I didn’t eat the best steak I’ll ever have in my life at Doe’s Eat
Place. I didn’t make it down to Sky Lake’s cypress-tupelo swamp to see the largest bald
cypress trees in the world. I would have really liked to have seen those trees. Maybe
next time. This time, I did the Delta experience the Elvis way – my way. I sequestered
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myself to the sharecropper’s cabin and grounds, subsisting on bologna, white bread,
crackers and bananas, and half & half tea. Don’t drink Delta water. It comes out of the
faucet like mud. It clears up if you let the tap run awhile but you still wouldn’t want to
drink it. I can hardly wait to taste Memphis water again. I learned in my Geology class
that Memphis has top-ranking water in our country, second only to Alaska. It’s our
artesian wells. As many believe the Delta actually begins in the lobby of the Peabody
Hotel in downtown Memphis, it surprised me how bad the water is in the Delta. Straight
out of the tap, Memphis water is the sweetest water you’ll ever drink. Some say the
sweetest water in the world. In just a few hours’ time, I’ll be having a glass of sweet
Memphis water, telling the husband about my adventures and he’ll laugh at my curly hair
which has been straight and fine all my life but my Delta hair is wavy and wild and
sticking out in every direction.
On my way down Highway 61 headed home, there is a swamp to my left with
cypress trees in the middle. They are not Sky Lake’s cypress trees but they will do.
Covering the water, there are colossal water lilies shooting out yellow blooms with pink
centers. The flowers are as big as dinner plates. Perched on a branch of the tallest
cypress is a white egret with its regal head tucked underneath one wing. This is a place
my sister would stop and photograph. She’d get out her camera bag and retrieve her
Minolta with the zoom lens, not the Canon Sure Shot, and make everyone swoon when
she developed the film. I take one picture and only with my eyes.
Up ahead is the Mississippi crossroads where Robert Johnson traded his soul to
the devil for smoke in his fingertips, burning ember on his tongue so he could step to the
blues proper, deep-throated and miserable, the only way to moan Delta woes. The devil
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took his due, or some say a jealous husband did, or maybe both, when Johnson was just
twenty-seven. Strychnine poisoning, the locals say. As Johnson lay dying, the legendary
talent scout, John Hammond, was searching Delta juke joints for him to extend an
invitation to Carnegie Hall. But the devil had dibs and a lust for Delta blues too maybe
so he took Robert Johnson for himself but the bluesman did not go easy. It took three
days for Johnson to die. Three days of howling and convulsing and horror. Three
gravesites rest in three different Delta towns, each claiming the remains of Robert
Johnson. One in Quito, one in Morgan City, and one in Greenwood. People from all
over the world leave trinkets, memorabilia, liquor bottles, notes.
When you’re done leaving whiskey for the King of the Delta Blues, you can visit
places in Greenwood where the movie, The Help was filmed, based off the novel by
Kathryn Stockett in which wealthy Southern white women exploit their black maids in
the 1960’s. Los Angeles Times says the production company for The Help didn’t need to
change much in Greenwood to have the look they were going for in the movie. You can
also see the place where Stokely Carmichael gave his charged Black Power speech in
1966, where he said, “If you work real hard, if you sweat, if you are ambitious, then you
will be successful. I'm here to tell you that if that was true, black people would own this
country, because we sweat more than anybody else.” The LA Times says Mississippi is
the South of the South and the Mississippi Delta is the Mississippi of Mississippi, and
that is where Carmichael gave his speech, people all around him shouting, Black power!
Black power! But you won’t see much black power in the Delta today, maybe one day,
but not today. Black people are still sweating in the Delta, still poor, and the divide in the
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Delta that is wealthy and white and that which is impoverished and black is unbelievably
blinding.
A few minutes past Greenwood, across the Tallahatchie Bridge, lies Money,
Mississippi and what remains of Bryant Grocery and Meat Market. Thick, ropy vines
hold together crumbling brick and a caved-in roof. This is the place where 14-year old
Emmett Till, while visiting from Chicago, smiled at or spoke to or whistled at a white
woman in ’55 and was later dragged from his uncle’s home and gruesomely lynched,
sparking outrage and spurring the civil rights movement when the white, male killers
were acquitted by an all-white male jury. Down a gravel road with cotton fields on one
side and the Tallahatchie River on the other, there is a sign marking the place where
Emmett’s mutilated body was pulled from the river. The sign is riddled with bullet holes.
The bullet holes have been there since the sign has been there – eight years. This is a
replacement sign. The sign before that was used for target practice as well, then it was
stolen. There were no markers in memoriam of Emmett Till until 2005, then there were
two. Those two signs were vandalized within months, “KKK” boldly scrawled in black
spray paint, then the bullet holes, theft. In 2008, The Emmett Till Memorial Commission
installed eight signs about the murder. The signs keep getting stolen, spray painted, shot
up. Now the Commission is looking into installing a new type of memorial – “one that
presumably could withstand bullet holes,” says The New York Times.
Just past Rosedale, men sit on a bench in front of Bassie’s Service Station, men so
dark it looks like the Mississippi sun burned the Delta onto them from birth like a brand.
You are Delta. Never forget it. Utility poles bend toward the road near a town called
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Alligator. Up ahead in Clarksdale, a yellow crop duster with black-tipped wings flies low
across Highway 61 spraying the crops. And the Delta rolls on.
This morning, I walked through the soybeans and sunflowers again. It’s a mile
and a half to get around the soybean and sunflower fields, and that’s just around two
fields. There are others. I followed a dirt path between the fields. The sky was
bottomless blue against rows and rows of green and yellow. It would be cliché to say it
felt like walking into a painting but that’s what it felt like. Vivid and generous. The path
in front of me looked the way the horizon does over the ocean, like it could go on and on.
The dirt path became a V up ahead and there was no end, it pointed like migratory geese
flying south for the winter. The green and the yellow flanked me on both sides. I
stopped and looked behind. More green and yellow. In front of me were billowy white
clouds hanging low in the sky, clouds that looked like the Delta farmers missed the
ground sowing cotton seeds and hit the sky instead. Against a backdrop of crisp
beckoning blue, those clouds were electric white, and the sky that held them dropped
down to fold itself over that all-consuming river of Delta green and yellow. The dirt
path, stark against all these finer colors, came to a point at the place where the fields met
the clouds and shock of blue. The dirt underneath my feet became an arrow. I kept
walking, the arrow of dirt kept pointing, growing smaller and smaller in the distance but
never ending, a beacon marking the place where unspeakable brilliance of earth touches
that of the sky. It felt as if I were to keep following the arrow in the ground, I would
soon walk right up into the too blue sky and those feathering white clouds would lift me
up, pull me into themselves and show me everything –
You take you wherever you go.
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